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Who knows the secret of Silent Hill? Vie do! PJM gives you the exclusive lowdown on the thinlcing man's Resident Eva.
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You've hought the key ring, now buy the game? Soutli

Park Ms the PlayStation, but is it cool or cash-in?

Out with the plasters - Tekken's back! PSnrpbys

the world's best beat 'em up and comes off worse.

GUISS^O^mM
Yes! Tomb Raider 4 confirmed for

Xmas! All the latest info inside...
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WHAT'S ON THIS MONTH'S CD?
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Bad news. Due to

the decidedly gory

nature of Silent Hill.

we are unable to

bring you our

planned demo.

Apologies to all

-

the matter's beyond even PSM's Herculean

control - but rest assured, we are currently

exploring devious ways to bring you a

Silent Hill demo. An adult P5M Special

dripping with all manner of monsters,

zombies, offal, kalashnikovs and Other

Cool Nasty Stuff? Wait and see.

So how can we make it up to you, our

beloved reader? How about a demo of the

wondrous Anna Kournikova's Smash Court

Tennis? Or shots from the new Resi? Or tips

on the snipertastic Syphon Filter? Or the

chance to win £15,000 worth of Peugeot

206 GTi? Or info on the latest Tekken? Or

the chance to be at this year's PSM

Awards? Or...

Nah. Let's talk of the future. Let's just

say that the pixies that bring you PSM

have been beavering away like beavers to

ensure that 1999's best games appear here

first. Fact: demos for the likes of Gran

Turismo 2, Final Fantasy Vlll, FIFA 2000 and

Tomb Raider^ have already been signed

up PLUS you'll also be seeing changes in

the coming months that ensure that PSM

retains its undisputed title of Bestest

Videogames Magazine In The World Ever.

Enough. Time to let you broach the

delights of this fine issue and, as most

editors do, finish this lovely column with

an imaginative 'Cheers!' or a slyly clever

'Enjoy the issue!' or...

Or maybe not.

czAM-
Mike Goldsmith (Editor)
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ll EXCLUSIVE PLAYSTATION DEMOS!
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IRESIEUIL3 STAR MRS PUYSWtON Z WIP30UT WIN A £15,000 CAR!

PRIMAL SCREEN MiBlffL
Developers quizzed, boffins questioned,

eggheads interrogated... The inside deal on ttie

games you'll be buying In six months' lime.

Resident Evil 3: Nemesis 44
Precare to be scared By Zombies Again

A sneak peek at the games aim

lor the shelves. Is it looking go

itlookinggrlm?PSMgivesyaul

Carmageridon _B0
Motors on the rampage mowing dawn

big-bloDded humanoids and causing

s tiold LDS on most A roads in

SJiadnwman J2
The monsieur of slnadows prances about

in an effort to wrench a tlaft mSsli from

his bodily sections Aduit. Darir Scary,

Cryn anyone' A first peek at this french

RPG in which you play a Guardian Wooh!

Kingsiey Bg
Psygrosis' adventuring !«

finally takes a

towards release, There's a

slice nf BPG, a dnbhle of

fighting and sachet nf leapery ai

a sogary coating ol ci

Should the b.

wcmed' Flip

lii^d out.

FA Premier Leaflue Stars 70
Is it ]usi FIFA with a novel player attribute

strap on' Well mayha. but this innovative

individual player skill addition could give

PlayStation soccer ing a much reeded kick

up the shorts.

WWF Attitude
Once more the beauty of the male lorm i

under scruriny, as wrestling, that 'sport'

of champions rears it's Lycra-covered

behind on the PlayStation. Vup, it's out

with the same old gags again.

Castrol Honda

Superbike Racin] _ZZ
iy tie PlayStation gets something for

Tiotorbiliing fanatic. Rip-roaring,

ler-trousered tare tor (ans of metallic

c and fringed lackets



Ydu want reviews? You want them Informed,

luthoiitative, opinionated, entertaining, clever

and unbearably honest? You got 'em.

tZ 98

SlenUUIL _ai

eirdness fnd ycur daughter,

iQiJ the eul \is darti. Thera'E

-se Whats that' Ugh'

Vinii 9?
/JDat mare Cryo? The beret fanciE

from bad to more bad with this te

mouie-tie-in-sci-fi-BlaguelarragD.

Unniiib M
-erial combat between crims in stea^ <l: .

tutterflies - Bountls like fun don't it?

Bugs Bunny:

Lost In lima 9S

II someane offered yoj 12 games for the

price oi one what would you bay' Now what

if they n.ere old games Games from a time

when the Earth was yojng When Five Star

was the sound on the street and Walker

Snaps were in every [jacked lurch

Wiat then eti'^

Plane Crazy _IJ12
around cannons under bridges

ills Is this not video

best'

The mast famous rabbit lo the world dips I

comedic ears into the world of PlayStation

gaming What's up Bugs?

3B1L _U13
Float, ships hurtle around circuits lining at

each other Its not what youne thinking

Wipe3ou t

The fastest, bestest racer »

that the world has ei/er seen reappears in

third incarnation Scener circuits slinkier

sleds and featuring some mind herding

weapons Ban Msyers worships the very

ground that it doesnt quitB race upon

38 Laadiog^

Subscriptions

Top Secret JJJ2

Downloading J123

NamciLSlatiiiiL
Pants sagging witJi Chruppenny bits and

energy-replacing Tic Tacs Stephen Pierce

went to batter the sweaty buttons of

Namcos finest new arcade games TeMefi

Tag Tournament Point Blank 9 Time Crisis

2- all got a righteous pourding

And once again nie ask who killed Kenny'

PSM investigates the

ol the century and ask

even more important

question how is the

hooded one being

brought back to life

on PlayStation'

54 Charts JM
World Wide PlayStation

plus Directory 125

Back Issues
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TRUTH BE TDLD
MULDER AND SCULLY MATERIALISE DN THE RLAYSTATIDN

lughly

e their debut
on the PlayStation. Been
Ume coming? We'll find out soon.

he truth has been out there for

so long now, does anyone care

what it is? Sony and Fox

Interactive certainly seem to

so, Iwcause the two publishers

are to co-release the X-Files on the

PlayStation, sprawling across a mighty

four discs.

As expected, the X-F/Ves appears to be

identical to the disappointing PC version

released way back in September 1998.

Rather than take on the role of one of the

dourly-clad famous television leads, the

game [based on a new storyline by X-Files

creator, Chris Carter) casts you as FBI

Agent Craig Willmore and places you in a

suitably-spooky world of espionage,

investigation and standing about in

overcast locations waggling a torch.

These activities manifest themselves

through copious use of video footage, still

images and something Sony and

developers Hyperbole Studios are calling

Virtual Cinema - or as we know it, point 'n'

click. For example the game starts with a

stroll about the FBI headquarters. An on-

screen hand is manipulated via the D-pad.

Move it to the left, hit (x) and the screen

will flip to the next still image. See a

cupboard, click ® to open it and you will

be offered a short video of Willmore

opening a cupboard.
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'OOOOH-LAAAHR!"
WAR OF THE WORLDS FINALLY SET TO START

H-Hles not your pouch of sci-fi-

talnment? How about a spot of

retro-futurism courtesy of War Of

The Vltoftdsftom GT Interactive? Destined

to land late tliis year, the title deals with

the familiar tale of a Martian encroachment

of earth and the resistance struggle put up

by the human army.

Controlling numerous segments of your

army -tanks, jeeps and wafchlowers-

requires tactical skill as well as Fire button

dexterity to successfully send the Iri-legged

invaders packing. Music and sound effects

are taken from Jeff Wayne's '70s concept

album, while the dialogue again stays true to

the student's fave hard drinking, hard

wonianising, hard man - Richard Burton.

Evidently much work has been done

since PSMS last look at the title (PSM^3J.

Things look tidier, smoother and ultimately

more thrilling. Given the ferociousness of the

intruders. War Of The Worlds looks a tough

one to beat - stiil, we could always just make

a new home underground.

Bet even HC Wells couldn't

Fans of the Duchovny/Anderson

pairing will be miffed however. Rumour

lias it that the will-they-won't-they

twiosome don't even make an appearance

until the final disc. Indeed one of the plot

revelations is that Mulder and Scully have

been kidnapped and it is down to you to

come to their aid.

You do this through the usual

adventure methods. Handy accessories

given to you at the start of the game

include a camera, some binoculars, night-

vision goggles, an evidence kit and a natty

pair of handcuffs. You also have access to

two computers, one in your office, one at

home. With these, you can use e-mail and

source info on all the game's key players,

indeed, other original cast members

slated to pop up include AD Walter,

Skinner, X, The Lone Gunmen (Frohike,

Byers and Langley) and the Cigarette

Smoking Man.

The visual action takes place within a

cinematic letterbox, encountering others

will often give you the chance to have a

natter. You will be provided with a choice

of text phrases. Pick one and watch the

video results unfurl. hinlin

"We are thrilled that European fans of

the X-Files will be able to participate in a

completely interactive gameplay

experience featuring all original, exclusive

footage thanks to the full-motion

capability of the PlayStation." said Chris

Deering, president of SCEE.

"We are excited about working with

SCEE to ensure that the X-Files delivers a

unique gaming experience to PlayStation

owners," agreed Ion Richmond, president

of Fox Interactive.

"See next month," said PSM,

spookily at a full preview... ffl

SONY SO FAR.
TEAiVl BUDDIES, F^OINT BLANK 2 AND THE WAPS O' COLDNY.

Hi
ot due till February 2000 the Sony/Psygnosls release. Team

Buddies, is sure-fire lunacy. Chocka with soldiers shaped

like Kinder Surprise eggs and stackable magic crates which

reveal absurd tveaponry and speedy vehicles, it's 3D Vn>nns, only

nothing like H.

Team Buddies is a team game -you've got one and you go up

against either the Al teams or whack in a MuHi Tap and give it the four-

player touch. The idea Is to wipe out your opponents and when you

take into account teams are constructed from medics, spies,

ndos, cyborgs and superheroes, it could prove taxing. You can

switch from buddy to buddy al will, while overhead and binocular

of the carnage are available.

Also from the Sony/Psygnosis stable. Colony Wars: Red Sun, '

form the final part of the successful trilogy. With a further optimised

game engine, all-new graphics and that cinematic vibe provided by 28

FMVsequences, Red Sun should push the limits of the PlayStation eve

onward. It should hit around March zooo.

Completing this digital triathalon,PoinfB/Dii)( 2 marks the return

the Safari-suited profs and galaxy of pin-point tasks.

Spanking new features include 'shoot

r off the boffins',

'splatter a vehicle 99 times' and

new 'one shot' agonies. There's also

a new adventure RPG section and the

Party Mode is back. Start queueing

now for a late August release.

Pssst!

^.

^^
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CODIES RELEASING MILLENNIUM MUSIC FDR THE MASSES

Borne Christmas-time the

country's going to be awash

with electronic bteepage.

Nothing to do with the

millennium bug you understand. No, it's

all courtesy of Codemasters who,

thanlts to the phenomenal success of

Uusic, are already hard at work on

Music 2O0O.

To a lot of people, the success of

Music was a measure of exactly how far

the PlayStation market had spread into

pop culture. The title was picked up by

people who fancied a go at spending their

evenings impersonating Aphex Twin, but

didn't want to shell out a few grand on a

state-of-the-art PC. All of a sudden you

had a PlayStation 'game' that allowed you

lo become a cutting edge D|.

Codemasters have very sensibly gone

out and built a new version, this time fully

endorsed by the venerable Judge Jules.

Gavin Morgan, MD at game developer

lester Interactive told PSM that, "Music

2000 is now even simpler to use, yet we
acknowledge the more musically-minded

sector and have increased the software's

potential." More big name musical types

are currently getting on the good foot,

details of which ate soon to be released.

Extended facilities (or Music 2000

include the possibility of fitting in a

sampling microphone peripheral and a

greater selection of styles to play about

with, including good old

fashioned pub rock and clanky ^BjL,
indie. You'll still need a modicom ^^?
of talent to get some special tunes. J v

but it promises to reveal the

complexities of record re-mixing, and

for advanced users will offer 24-track

generation and MIDI compatibility.

Most exciting of all is a Music jam

feature which involves gathering your

posse of four pals round, and

improvising over the top of each othei

real time. It'll be like watching

breakdancers play ring a nng

of poseurs and no doubt lead

to hysterics when your tone-

deaf, arhythmic mate has

a crack.

Watchout for blanket TV

advertising come Christmas,

but until then we'll keep

you cued up.

H;
I

CODIES' MICRO BOMBSHELL
I
EXCLUSIVE NEWS ON THE BIGGEST LITTLE RACER

!ord has leaked out that lop

developer Codemasters are

planning a new game in the multi-

I playertastlc Micro Machines series. PSM
can exclusively reveal that the new

"^^ game has the working title MM4
f ^ and Is likely to reach your

PlayStation around Yuletide.

While il'5 thought that the ne*

Micro /Machines remains faithful

lo the onginal game in many

respects -you rampage

around bathrooms, frolic

kitchen work-surfaces,

dodging pints of milk, plug-

holes and othef hazards -

the big surprise is

that the new

game will NOT

feature any

vehicles. Quite

what you will

be tonklng

locations in is still a mystery, but sources

close to Codemasters have told PSM that

MM4 will use an updated version of the

i^icro Machines V3 game engine and will

incorporate lessons learnt from racing

best-sellers Colin McRoe Rally and the

TOCA senes.

There's yet to be any official

announcement on the new MAI4 project but

you can be sure that these news pages will

be the first to bring you more details and the

first screenshots of this possible

Christmas smash. ffl



a exiilicn. It feegs the question where'

TDMB RAIDER GOES FORTH
LARA'S BACK! WE KNOW, WE'VE SEEN IT

HSM can reveal that we've seen

the new Tomb Raider. We've

seen a full brief of the plot,

know the details of the

game's villain and are on the verge of

revealing alL It starts with...

First the background. Rumours

currently abound from all manner of Net

sites and game publications about Tomb

Raider4. Obviously, the game DOES exist

and developers Core Design have been

working on the game since late last year.

As for the rest, well...

• Tomb Raider 4 will be on PlayStation

and NOT PlayStation 2 as reported

elsewhere. Inevitably, Lara will make an

appearance on the next generation

console, but not just yet,.,

• First off. leaked

details of "a sexy

black lady" who

could be Lara's

partner or rival.

Speaking to

PSM, Core

Design said this

on-line rumour

is "absolutely

untrue," This

could be a reference to Witchblade, the

comic character with whom Lara has

appeared. There IS a Witchblade game in

development, but this is "currently

on hold",

• The game title has been leaked as Dark

Revelation. Again, Core have confirmed

that "Dark Revelation is not an option!"

" Plot details. Again, Tomb Raider 4 is NOT

yet complete, but it is NOT a full prequel

to the first Tomb Raider, as reported

elsewhere. PSM's lips are sealed at the

moment, but one thing we can say is that

this is no mere Tomb Raider ^-s^yle rejig...

• So what's the official line? Speaking

exclusively to PSM, operations director at

Core Design, Adrian Smith said, "The

fourth game is almost a journey back

through time, re-addressing the old Tomb

Ra/c/er values and looking atthe

fundamental aspects that made the game

a hit first time around."

• Full details of Tomb Raider 4 will appear

on the GameSpot Vi/eb site

(www.gamespot.com) and then in next

month's PSM. Following on from that (and

an exclusive 'behind the scenes' feature in

PSM50}. the review and playable demo

will appear exclusively in the

December issue of PSM. Fact.
|
J^|

LETHAL TORCE
FRESH SHOTS AKID INFO ON THIS SUPER SEQUEL

Hs PSM revealed last month, Hghtlng

fone 3 is shaping up nicely and

we've managed to obtain new

screenshots and more information from

developers Core Design.

Plotwise, the Nackamichi corporation are

now developing homicidal synlhelic humans

and Ihe SI-COPS need a disposable agent to

confirm their suspicions -which is where you

come in. Instead of all-out thumpery the

emphasis in ¥¥3 is on tAetal Gear-esque

infiltralion, subterfuge and taking down

super-intelligent, well-armed adversaries

as you steer mercenary Hawk Manson

in his mission to pilfer secret files,

eliminate key personnel and hunt

down mutants. You'll be pleased to

know that next month we'll be bringing

you the full info on what's looking like

a stonker of a sequel.

Pssst!
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PDD-U-LIKE
LUCASARTS SPARK UP THEIR ENGINES

PSM
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1 paletle and with a

torch and Eye-Spy Book of

Flying 1

TEKKEN TAG

TOUnNAMElUT

the day, so iF in peril

I jump out and let

UM

upgraded your pod, by

winning cash in the races, it'll

it speeds of well over 6oomph.

There's also going to be a huge

range of tracks to take on, 25 in all, of

progressively increasing difficulty. The

game's split into three tournaments:

amateur, semi pro and galactic and

completion of these three then opens up

access to four invitational circuits. From

what we've seen these latter tracks offer

I

ucasarts have

confinned that Star

Wars Episode i:

\ Racer is on Its way to

the PlayStation at last. It'll be

hitting the shelves around

September time, joining its

much-delayed tie-in title, The

Phantom Menace. By that

time we'll all have seen the

film and be fully versed in the

wonders of the podular beasts

we'll be racing in the game.

Basically, a pod racer is a couple of

dirty great big jet engines attached, via a

pair of thin poles, to an ultra-light pilot

capsule. In the world of mechanics light

generally equals quick and these things

WHIP IT UP AND START ACAIN

'

INOIANA. JONES: OF HUMAN BONDAGE

BIso coming soon from Lucas

Arts is a game based on the

infamous adventures oF

arch-archaeologist, Indiana Jones. A

couple of years after the end of

World War 3, with the political

atmosphere beginning to chill, our

indy's hired by the CIA to do a little

bit of espionage for his country...

Apparently Soviet agents have

been seen sniffing round famous relic

sites of the world, like the legendary

Towerof Babel, and il'syojr job to

find out what they're after. It's not

going to be a short slog either, there

are 17 levels of action to battle

through in exotic locations all round

the world. Expert use of the whip is

essential, as is a battered fedora. Fear

of snakes is optional. More soon.

p a challenge, to say the least. What

makes them so hard? How about

dodging Tuskan raiders on a trawl

round Tatooine, whipping through

meteor storms and storming across

seething methane lakes? All of thai,

combined with switch-back corners and

girder-encased corkscrews, means you'll

be needing fast reactions to get round the

first lap, let alone the next couple.

The action takes place across eight

worlds, each of which has its own distinct

landscape. Preview code is racing r^
PSM's way soon. L^:-

Beige fella tails down into ; lake pit. "I hate Repeat lo fade.



TDKYD TECHNICAL SPECTACLE
nLAYBTATOM 2 FDR JAPANESE CHRISTMAS RELEASE?

Hechnologically-minded boffins

were rubbing their hands in

glee tiiis month, as yet more

information about the

specifications of PlayStation 2 were

released. First, and possibly most

importantly. Ken Kutaragi announced at

Sony's annual award ceremony that

PlayStation 2 will have it's

world premiere at the

Tokyo Games Show
this September.

He'll be spilling

:!etails of scheduled

aunch titles as well as an

nitial price poinl, fuelling hopes that

:'ll be on sale in Japan by Christmas. This

means we'll have a better idea of what it

vill cost and when it might hit the UK.

Mass production of the central processing

;hip is underway at the moment,

Sony have been hard at work on a

aser light oscillator. Say what? This is the

FANTASTIC FOUR

'

component that's going to ensure

PlayStation 2 is completely backwards

compatible, it enables the machine to

read both CD and DVD formats. By using

one chip to do the job, Sony have cut the

cost of manufacturing, meaning a console

that's not cost prohibitive. DVD, you say?

Does that mean we can

play films on the thing? in

theory, yes, although

whether Sony will

go down this route

is to be confirmed.

Finally, a company

lied Numerical Design

have inked a deal with Sony to

bring a software tool known as

Netlmmerse 3D into PlayStation 2

development. The hope is that the

programme's going to speed up game

production time significantly We'll be

bringing you the full specifications

from Tol<vo later in the year. m

HOLLYWOOD STARS SIGN UP FOR FINAL FANTASY FILIVl

Becently, a couple of stories have come to our attention regarding the wonderful

world of Rnal fantasy. First up is the news that work on a Final Fantasy movie is

well under way, and due for release in the US in the summer of aooi. The film's

going to be entirely computer generated and the Honolulu arm of Square are putting it

togetlier, claiming it to be technically more advanced than anything yet on screen.

The story's set in 2065 and follows a character known as Grey. Although the full plot hasn't

yet been revealed, it will follow similar themes to the videogame series. Apparently, Grey

bears a remarkable resemblance to a Mr Brad Pitt of Hollywood, California and it was

rumoured he'd be taking the lead role. What PSM does know is that big-name actors and other

Hollywood players have signed up to make their contributions. The script's due lo be written

by screenwriter Al Reinert, who won an Oscar for his work on Apollo 13. Taking on voice-over

duties are heavy hitters Steve Buscemi, Donald Sutherland, )ames Woods and Alee Baldwin

-

although what characters they'll be playing are as yet undisclosed.

The story doesn't end there either, as Square have recently announced that Final Fantasy

Wwill be appearing on the current console, NOT PlayStation 2 as was anticipated. When we'll

see it nobody knows, but It's sure to be another marathon effort From the talented team.

n both the film, the new game, and of c( i. Final Fantasy Xllt very s( m

Alec Baldchins

Shostly Bi

Sutherland pops

MOUTH PIECE

search of a quiet life at PSm...

Resident Evil was the first of its kind. By marrying Hitchcockian

suspense with Zombie Flesh Eaters gore, it proved to be as lucrative

as it was unnerving. This, accompanied by Virgin's notorious

marketing campaign, signalled the birth of a new, controversial

genre targeting mainly older gamers - Survival Horror.

Ever since Resi 2 set the charts alight, we've been waiting For a

worthy successor. But which game could possibly step into its

blood-filled boots? Dino Crisis? Silent Hill? Quite possibly both.

Dino Crisis' visceral Resi Evil roots are already very much in

evidence, however Silent Hill - having gestated within the creative

loins of Konami - seems to have taken horror Into a new,

psychologically-unsettling realm.

Now I'm not a girl who scares easily - the last time I waxed was

more frightening than Cannibal Ferox - but Silent Hill

unquestionably hit a nerve. It's scary. Very scary.

A fact that this month left us here at PSM Towers with a

quandary. On one hand we're here to nab the best the PlayStation

has to offer and slap it on a disc for your delectation. On the other

PSM has (by virtue of its unrivaled popularity) a duty to its

readership. One of responsibility. One of morality. And one which

couldn't be ignored, no matter how good the game.

As a consequence Silent Hill has been removed from the disc.

The industry has grown up. AndS/Zenf H/Z/isn't a game for children.

It's aimed at an adult audience who actively want to be scared.

Which is fine. But it could prove a little strong for the younger at

heart. So oldies keep your eyes open for a PSM Adult Special

featuring the most extreme titles the PlayStation has to offer. While

the less advanced can cuddle up for an evening with Kournikova

and her bouncing... Damn, this being kid friendly ain't easy.
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TRIP FOB THE TOP?

BEAT 'EM UP
Hits end miBssa beamed direct

Irom Plenet PlayStation

KNOCK 'EM DOWN

THE 3DD COMPANY WANT A SLICE OF PLAYSTATION PIE

He founded Electronic Arts,

designed yoftn Madden

Football and became a legend

despite (or because of) the

glorious failure of his pioneering 32-bit

games console. Trip Hawitins is the

ultimate videogames mavericit and

current CEO of The 3DO Company, the

publisher that intends to bring titles

liite Anny Men, Crusaders of Might and

High Heat Baseball sooo to PlayStation.

Trip's CD-based console, the 3DO. was

a precursor to the PlayStation that

bombed due to inadequate marketing and

software support. In the intervening years

The 3DO company has re-grouped and re-

invented itself as a games publisher

gaining a small but significant foothold in

the PC market.

Now the firm are keen to

expand into the world of

PlayStation with a roster of

releases that follow-on from

its PC successes. Army Men is

an arcade wargame featuring plasti

soldiers who shoot it out across 14

missions, each one setting them up to Tve

objectives. The game features 13 weapons

including magnifying glasses and sky

The 3D0 Company is launching its PC titles on the PlayStaHon. Top: Cnisatfers Of
Might S Magic, hottom left: High Heat Baseball ZOOO, hottom right: Army Man.

rockets and promises 'visceral'

death sequences.

Slightly more serious fare is

provided by Crusaders Of Might

& Magic, an action-led RPG in which

you roam about in full 3D. Stepping into

the pointy boots of young-blood Drake,

your job is to stop the Legion of the

Damned taking over five worlds made up

of verdant forests, boiling deserts and icy

wastes. Then there's the pitch-mungous

High Heat Baseball 2000 featuring the

1998 MLB teams, five playing modes and

37 stadia.

All three of the above are out Stateside

this autumn so we can hopefully expect a

them to be released in Blighty

around Christmas-time. ffl.

n
a.
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US BRITS MAY BE GUZZLING STRAWBERRIES AND IGNORING THE COPA AMERICA
(IT'S A FOOTY TOURNAMENT), BUT PSM'S JAPANESE AGENT NICOLAS Dl CDSTANZO
HAS BEEN BUSY PREPARING A BOWL OF DIGITAL FINGER FOOD...

RIDE O THE
VALKEN

ou can never have enough big

mech-style robots in a game is a

maxim developers Masaya live by,

so it's no surprise that Ihe company is

updating classic 2D robo-shooter Vatken

for the PlayStation. Assault Suit Vatken 2 is

a battle RPG that mixes chit-chat with

fellow pilots with turn-based combat In

which you control your own droid while

your PlayStation handles Ihe other tin-

plated battlers.

The action is fairly basic as you choose

to move, attack or defend but expect big

explosions and plenty of heavy-duty

weaponry to s!ot into your 'bot's arsenal.

The game features 50 stages as you and

your metal compadres slug it out on

planet jupiter.

Not a big name in the UK, Masaya are

well known inlapan for the Langris

series, but in PSM's humble opinion

Assault Suit Vatken 2 just might not be the

title to propel the lapanese firm to

European prominence.

wo years ago

5CE surprised

PlayStation

releasing an arcade-styli

golf game: Minna No Golf.

known as Everybody's Golf

in the UK. In Japan Minna No

Golf broke all sales records

almost topping the two million

units mark earlier this year. Us

well-balanced gameplay and

comical graphics struck a chord

with players - golf is still salary

man's favourite pastime - ensur

that developers Camelot came up

with 3 sequel. Minna No Golf2's

executive producer. Yasuhide

Kobayashi, describes it; "When you

first take a look at the game you

immediately understand the game i

different. I wanted to make a game

that was very Japanese looking."

Apart from a visual re-vamp

there have been several important

additions including different club

sets, a choice of balls and the

inclusion of seasonal features.

Kobayashi-san explains: "In

summer players will hear

kn

spaces of PSM's fawe floir sliti return. Can Hre wait? No ime can'

feature 13 characlefS, five club sets and six

types of ball to wallop around the

seasonally-adjusted courses once you've

beaten its Tour Mode,

We'll be bringing you more on

everybody's favourite golf game next issue.

v^3ia3

Assault Suit Valken Z; What is It

with huee robots and fighting?

Why can't Ittey all just be c



^VANDALISM
1 initially cautious r

[ PSM went 01 to embrace tConami's

I battle role-playing game Vandal

Hearts and give i! the full-on review snog

m thai a 9/10 score demands (PSM20).

Two years on from the original Japanese

c Konami have produced a sequel

that manages to deliver real-time battle

in along with all the hit points, spells

and weaponry beloved of cardigan-wearing

RPG die-hards.

The turn-based play was most people's

only real gripe with what was otherwise a

brilliantly-constructed wargame/storyfest.

Now players will be able to move their units

as the enemy, forcing

them to make split-second decisions about

which direction to attack In and with what

implements. Once all the characters have

been placed battle can be joined with the

lighter, faster scrappers getting in there

first, but remaining vulnerable

heavily-armed opponents.

The game stars Yoshua, a young

>r searching for his paramour Adel,

and boasts much improved graphics that

really make the most of the 100 spells or

offer (dragon spells a go-go apparently).

What with its new story, improved looks

and revolutionary battle system Vandal

Hearts 2 could Steal away our affections all

@
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SMASHIWG MEWS
ONE DESTRUCTION DERBY INTO THREE WILL GO

Hi

^1^^
*-^l^

s mentioned previously in

IPSM, there is to be another

Destruction Derby game -

Destruction Derby3. However,

there is some confusion as to whether or

not this will Im along the same lines as

the crash 'n' smash we know and love.

Put simply, the situation is as follows:

• Psygnosis, owned bySonv, have retained

the rights to the Destruction Derby licence.

• The original team who developed the

game for Psygnosis, Reflections, have split

from the company.

Reflections have been bought by GTi.

• During the split from Psygnosis, some

members of the Reflections team joined

Accolade, who have subsequently been

bought by tnfogrames.

Got it? Destruction Deri3y5 will follow

its predecessors in name and nature alone.

And it won't be short of competitors.

Reflections at GTi. having already made
Driver, are now working on a similar game,

but sadly it will only be released on PC. The

Reflections team members who are now at

Accolade are currently in the process of

More wheel-spinning, bonnet-ripping,
lioal-smashing action beckons with the
return of Bestruc^oa Oerby.

producing a game called Demoiition Racing

for Infogrames.

The three titles sound remarkably

similar. Demolition Racing

(Accolade/ Infogrames) has definite hints of

Destruction Derby about it. It has been

described as "High-speed, full-impact

racing action in last-man-standing,

destruction bowl matches."

Although it looks as though the two

PlayStation titles are destined to go into

direct competition, Infogrames intend to

release around September whereas Sony's

title will not be hitting the shelves until

early next year. This early announcement

symbolises Sony's commitment to keeping

the Psygnosis brand alive and thrashing.

Both titles boast new cars, torturous

tracks and spectacular smashes.

Infogrames have revealed that they intend

to add fuel to the fire with new features

such as Death From Above. This is a one-hit

move where you land on an opponent's

roof, for an instant kill and tnple points.

With both publishers having achieved

lo/io scores for their previous racing

games, no matter what happens it's r-g-i

unlikely we'll be disappointed. I"I

CIP^IT SHOULD BE A GAMEm CALLING ALL CRAZY SCIENTISTS! THIS MONTH CHIEF S STEALTH OF
KENT BAG THEMSELVES A GAME, AND A VISIT FROM THE DEPARTMENT
OF THE ENVIRONMENT.

The Concept

Remember Dolly, the second

most talked about virgin birth of

all time? Now you loo can play

God with Spliced.

Ttie Pilch

You're a freshly-graduated

medical student, with plenty of

zeal and a £10,000 grant

weighing down your pockets.

This is where things start to go a

little off the wall. Rather than

waste your cash on traditional

student staples like Pot

Noodles, pints and the like, you

decide to invest in genetic

modification. The aim of the

game is to capture media

attention by creating as

interesting a mutant as

possible. You use your

stash of cash to purchase

equipment and space to help you

carry out your experiments. For

instance, an electron microscope

will cost you £5,000 whereas a

Swiss army knife with a

magrifying glass will only set

you back a lernec 3y the same

token, you can rent space in a

new research lab, or a bench in a

disused abattoir. It's up to you.

Your main constraints are

money and the threat of

sabotage from animal rights

activists. Make too many

mistakes and the tabloids will

even start hounding you. Oh. and

naturally you're fined for failing

to dispose of

corpses properly.

PSM Verdict

A refreshingly original

concept -although PSM
feels that the potential

ramifications of

encouraging small childr

to dissect animals could

havetheRSPCAupin

arms. As for genetic

manipulation? Any

regular visitor to OL

pages will already

knowourslance- An all-girl

we're all for il. Snakes S

Alsoof note this

month:

Super-Sonic Snakes

And Ladders from

Kate Matravers. Take

one board game, add a

pinch of Tekken and

Xeno: Warrior Princess and

you're almost there. Played

much the same way as

ts cardboard counter-

part, but with a subtle

twist -you battle for

your position an the

board, rather than

lor automatically sliding

down a snake.
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PLAYSTATION

A-Z PI aUAKE II, OUTSIDE WniM
UNREAL BRINGS ITS GALACTIC MAYHEM TO THE PLAYSTATION

mI

hrle your residing in your

bunic on a prison space craft,

the ship craslies on a bizarre

I planet. The crew and all the

other prisoners are dead or dying and

you have the chance to escape... So

begins GTi's Unreal, a serious contender

for most anticipated game of the year. A
monster hit on the PC bacit in May 1998,

Unreal is a first-person blastorama of

unequalled beauty.

The Reversion of the game gets under

way in a leisurely fashion, by letting you

prance about in a monsterless enclave,

getting used to the controls, finding your

first weapon and locating some armour.

After the sanctuary of the first level,

though, things turn ugly Adopting the

Quake posture, your eyes are the screen.

You can see your weapon of choice

rocking about in front of you and the

beastie-crammed environment

surrounding you. And what beasties!

Kraals, Mercenarys. Sloarjs, Titans - it's a

veritable Gehenna of undesirables.

What is an escaped convict to do? Lay

waste to them of course, with the most

comprehensive armoury to ever bless your

PlayStation. Your initial Dispersion Pistol,

with unlimited ammo, is soon superseded

by such hand-held automatons as the Flak

Cannon, the Razor Jack, the Automag and

the devastating Eightball Launcher.

Creature Al also deserves a mention. If

in danger these mothers don't hang

about. Knock down their energy with some

well-timed bolts and off they tazz, to seek

out a hidey hole from which they can

chuck the pain right back at ya. As yet

details on the PlayStation version of

Unreal are virtually non-existent. It has

been mooted that the game will feature a

multiplayer mode, but whether it be two

or four-player isn't clear. For the time

being, we must make do with these PC

images, while next month PSM will bring

you exclusive shots of the PlayStation

game that could even out-gun the

already beauteous-looking Quake „. ffl

TICi/ THE BOX
THE PSM SURVEY HAS BEEN CRAFTED TD REVEAL YET MORE ABOUT YOU, OUR LOVELY
READER TICK THEM BOXES ArsIO THEN ROST IT [OR A PHDTOCDPYl TO 'TICK THE BOX' AT THE
USUAL RSrW ADDRESS TO BE IN WITH A CHANCE AT SNAFFLING UP A TOP UBI SOFT GAME.

Tomb Raider 4 has finally been announced. Who do you think

should get the role of the lovely Lara in the upcoming film?

A LH Liz Hurley She's reet posh and wears lovely dresses.

B n Catherine Zela-lones. She's Welsh and buxorr and everything.

C n Gail Porter. She takes her ladydothes off.

D The lovely digital Lara herself. Make it a CGI movie.

Star Wars Episode 1: The Phantom Menace is out. The film's OK but

jar-Jar Sinks hasn't gone down welt. Do you think that..

A D He totally ruins the film in every way,

B He deserves to die a zillion deaths and never appear again. Ever.

C LI He is a helium-filled Muppet cast-off from Terrahamks.

D D He is Camilla Parker-Bowles.

Bruce Willis, the Spice Girb, the naff one out of Red Dwarf... Who
else would you most like to see appear in a PlayStation game.

A D Keariu Reeves.

B n Starskyand Hutch.

C Q Gail Porter, She lakes her ladyclothes off. Again,

D n TheothernaffoneoutofRerfOivoit:

SinsleD Steady relationship L

How much do you spend on PlayStation gaming each month?_

Are you a big multiplayer fan?

.

Sum up PSM in five words _
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AS ABOVE THEIFi PLA-
MGEL GONE HORRIBI

Character: Rascal

AKA: Brat Boy

The game: PSM3 j 5 / lo

The gist; Controlling this evil-

looking poltroon, jump From

dumbed-down platforms and

solve puzzles which are more

colour-by-numbers than

Krypton Factor.

Appearance: You know

Chuckle from Childs P/oy?That

freakazoid, demonic little

nipper's toy, that came to life

and would nibble at the

ankles of parents before

burning them alive? Well he's

just like that. But with shades.

Distinguishing marlis: Less

than two foot tall, hair cut by

Mum, A kindof wannabe-hep-

and-cool Kevin the teenager,

just as poorly dressed and

nowhere near as entertaining.

Typical scene: Rascal is

walking along, meets some

halF-arsed excuse for a

baddie, shoots him with his

bubblegun and, well, then

does it again. The closest

you'll get to a challenge is the

odd platform, moving object

or regenerating nasty

What went wrong? Rascal

failed to warm the hearts of

gamers. So enthralled were

they by their graphic

achievements, the developers

overlooked that all-important

gameplay Duh.

What's he doing now? Now

in Borstal and leader of the

laughed-at Bubblegun Gang,

Rascal turned to a life of petty

crime -muggings, pick-

pocketing and being very ugly.

SNOHTSHOCKER

'

SPIDER-MAM
HES cnooKS L LIES. YXr^JOW...

^^m ome of the more recent comic licences to

^J appear on the PlayStation may have been

^H disappointing, but PSM has high hopes for the

^^1 new Activision title, Spider-Man. The game is

being developed by Neversoft, ttie force behind the

Bruce Willis-fronted fun-blaster Apocalypse, and

win tal(e everyone's favourite web-slinger into the

third dimension for the first time.

Billed as a "combination of combat and

exploration," this action/adventure has Spidey

facing up to some old adversaries - Venom,

Carnage and Doc Ock. According to Neversoft

you'll be able to swing from rooftop to rooftop,

sling webs and climb walls, all in a glorious 3D world. Expect to

enter spooky subway tunnels, search a prison for super-villains

and explore Manhattan in pursuit of more evil-doers. Spider-

Man is due for release early next year. ffl

RESI P FANS READY TO SLOPE OFF

hreddin' the slopes has never been more fun,"

according to Todd Thorson, Capcom's senior marketing

manager. Trick WSnowboorrfers Is coming to the UK
soon, a direct port of the Japanese hit Tricky Sliders. No more

be-moaning the turgidlty of snowboardlng titles round here, this

is very, very different. While all your usual features are there,

(half-pipe, aerral events and snowboard park), it's the hidden

characters that have got us interested. In a fit of cross-game

referencing you'll be able to slide down the slopes as characters

from Resident Cvil 2. Weird or what?

Leon and Claire both don their respective bobble hats, strap on

a plank and waggle their way down the mountain. You'll also be

able to play as the Zombie Cop, although how agile the
j ft

|

marionette-like monster is

\



CRACK OPEN A GAMES SCAPULA AND

DECANT THE LIQUID INTO A HDT PRISM,

DISTIL AND TIP ONTO A PAPER TOWEL.

THIS IS WHAT'S LEFT - DESPATCH

POSTCARD PICKPOCKETS IMMEDIATELY.

V-RALLY S
KNAPSACK

store your vital drlwins < i

equipment, like pate, a

and Iromages, LEGO NABOO
King FIGHTER

baggage. It's __^^_
Lego keep it unreal by

with sb'aps so launching this Phantom
you can hold „e„acB

It aboue brickwork. A Naboo
Fighter looks double-cool

launching laser weapons
at the fruit bowl. Zap.

Big-headed SouUt
Park tella speaks
mondo-dano when
impregnated with

batteries. Rude boy!

Look like a

CyberKoJak

nick Street ^lE^
Fighter blowpops. 'Wi-*-

PHONE 'N'
CELLNET

Act like a businessman
buying and selling pork
bellies with this Philips

mobile and C50 worth at

tree air time. See below!

GAMES CHEMISERY
Wardrobe a homage
to the pitiful work
ot Pierre Sangan?
Then scoop these to

look um... chic-er.

[II Cni: London
1969 cotton T-shirt

awec shooting dude
motif. [21 Pale blue

VUipSotit space shirt.

(31 A fleece from
the Parisian studio

of Vwes Saint Cryo.

(41 Viva Faatball

sportswear. [51 A
ard. [61

WIN STUFF!

I 'em first. So do this.

and cry, "Desire is mine!" Mo you can't

te with a crisp dressed salad. But you
ike them hot, like a human part. But

II in missing word on a postcard,

i Booty as. Then post it to the addresse
J List who scooped the Sfar Wara

Booty as. Winners of the SouUi Park Booty 46 will be notified shortly.

Anyhow, this month, the closing date is 10 August 1999, The Ed's

decision Is The Ed's decision and very final to boot. Take Just one go, i

under IBs, and tliem Usual Compo Rules'" apply..

Q: Tubby cockcrney man Bob Hoskins used l< say: "It's good ti
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A PEUGEOT SOB GT

'TH V-RAU
m F hat, you'll be ente

(or woman) race-off of l/-ffaHy 2. To theh

jHraaga
It World Rally Championship?

; there In the British Rally Ch

BS^^^^ ' ^'^^'-r^BuHHIL^^J V-RALLY S COMPETITOr
B^^L^ r^^^^A NAME:

K '^Zil^B
ADDRESS

DAYTIME TELEPHONE NO:

QUESTION] QUESTIONS

QUESTION 2 QUESTION 7

QUESTION 3 QUESTION 8

QJESTIGN 4 QUESTION 9

QUESTION 5 QUESTION 10

Once filled in, send this coupon to this address:

.. ;,,. -..Ejy^^q^—
-'^"^-^-- ''l^^^^B V-RALLY a PEUGEOT COMPETITION. 21 CASTLE STREET, CASTLEFIELD, MANCHESTER. Hj «5V

lost in iransil. Employees of Peugeol, Future Putilishing or Infogrames ne ineligible for entry l=ie- :-i* msag
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RETURN OF THE PAC
NAMCO'S 'BOS ICON IN ALIVE-AND-GDBBLING SHOCKER

H
ne of the biggest flgu res in

videogames is to make a come-

back in an all-new 3D

adventure. Pac-Man, the most

famous yellow blob of pixels in the

worid, is to return in Pac-Man Waridsath

Anniversary. Shrugging off the shackles

of 2D-ness aoth Anniversary combines

three playing modes: Quest Mode, Maze
Mode and Classic Mode - the first two

being genuinely new Pac-Man games,

wtiile the last enables you play Pac-Man

in classic form.

n Quest Mode the big Pwill have to

T ; isre six worlds and find keys to release

-
:'"' his bezzy mates who've been— soned by his evil alter-ego. Toe-Man.

" ""IS mode Paccers can shoot, roll, bum-

i-^-npand swim his way across the three

tvels that make up each world. His quest

''.. tal<e him From a pirate world, where Pac

He's bach - and he's taking on piraies, ghosts, and, packed with li

needs to free his dog Chomp-Chomp, into

outer space where the Galaxians([) are

holding Professor Pac hostage and finally

to Toe-Man's evil abode where Ms Pac-Man

is being guarded by skeletons and giant

bats. One of the levels even reveals the

origin of all those little pills. The origin of

Pac himself isn't as mysterious - he was

dreamt up by Tohru Iwatani after he took a

slice of pizza and was inspired by the

shape that remained.

Lovers of mazeyness aren't likely to be

disappointed as Maze Mode gives you the

chance to chase the ghostly Inky, Pinky.

Blinky and Clyde around a 3D labyrinth.

Classic Mode, meanwhile, is an arcade-

perfect version of the original Pac-

Man game. Expect him by Christmas.

ANOTHER ECUeriC TRIBMIflMTE OF GLfmRING GAME

SABCERS TO ADO in THE GOLLECTrON. FILE DHSER 'MOST

HWr. IF VDO HNirEII*T ALREADlt

iCity'

zombiflcation. With more than a

passing nod to classic thrillers like

Assault On Precinct 13 and Dawn OfThe

Dead, Resi2 supremely outdid its

predecessor in terms of schlock value.

From the opening moments of the

game the carefully worked-out

plot dragged you screaming

through the small hours. The

suspenseitbuiltupwas ^
innately cinematic, and

for most of us, it was

the first time since Tom

Baker piayed Or Who
Itiat we were found

cowering behind thi

sofa. Lightening

ti)e mood a little

(thankfully) was a

rather touching

romantic tryst between the

characters, although it was

less The Horse Whisperer ani

more Screom. Key moment?

Stalking down a daricened

corridor in the police station

t

and suddenly finding yourself sucking face

with a licker. Bit like most Friday nights

round here really.

Summary: Hammer horror in the house.

PSM Verdfct: 9/10 (PSM31)

FIFA '98: ROAD TO

WORLO COP
hhh, 1998 and le grand tournoi for

the cup of cups. How close we got

_ and yet how very, very far. In the

interim Mr Beckham has gone from

being the inspiration behind a gibbet

swinging effigy in Essex, to one of the

greatest players in Europe. FIFA '98

gave us the opportunity to recreate

the path to the holy grail of hackey-

sack hoofers everywhere. Yes, it was

flawed, althougi) still years ahead of

its previous incarnations. Even the

supreme fluidity of Mr Ginola's motion

capture contribution couldn't hide the

technical problems. But, having said that,

the gameplay was super sharp, with a

very intuitive control system. You could

pick it up and piay a decent match with

any of 192 nationai sides from around the

world. Which is, of course, exactly what you

want From a footbal! game.

Summary; The lads done good.

PSM Verdict: 8/10 (PSM28)

COMMANO ANO
CONOOER: REO ALERT

' iven the current climate in the

former Yugoslavia, it might be

. prudent not to big-up the glories of

war, but as real-time strategy games go it

doesn't get much better than Red Alert.

Huge missions, supremely detaiied and

captivating cut scenes, large bombs and the

opportunity to play at being Field MarshaU

Haig for a few hours.

One of the key features of Red 4/ert was

that it really gave you a sense that you Were

participating in a full-on assault. The plot

dragged you in and kept you up until four or

five in the morning, still dribbling for more.

Muitiplayer action was, of course, the

ultimate bonus and certainly pushes this

game into the big league.

Summary: Go forth, and wage war.

PSIII Verditt! 9/10 (PSM28} rjn
DanMaysts IZJ

I fvli 2 C I, FIFA -as t 1 am
1 and Conquer: Red Alert

II now uitrter CZO each.

©



11% COMPLETE

. BOARDERS 3 AND AN AMUSING CHAPEAU. UM..

You join PSM on the M57. Your correspondent and similarly soiled photograplier We
! currently in pursuit of a Rover 416 GSi being driven the wrong side of "Wh

9omph. The car bobs. The car weaves. The car has a 'Keep Your Distance' sign Then 5/

casually hanging off its rear window. PSM winces deep from within its sculpted arca-^-

leatherette seat, yet is secretly relishing the opportunity to play the bloke I

currently disappearing into the distance at the similarly lairy RUge Racer Type

Invaders... I was 16 when th

Snowboarding? Bit loo Newquay fc

.ensitive lo murder and that. It v

r Willy Woi

making machines and all this s

:ion's Yoof. Bonl^ers behav'

iappv Mondays hoofer got u D to under his nam de gi

'innocent delights of Play

fpocrisy of the highest ore

Ethestuffofl „

/der, Happy Mondays

ie loosely-attired late

crashes-.. Pills W Thrills And Bell

th ail album ond a lifestyle and it

;

ing to now they've reformed. The I

r this year and wit!

ondays are back ir

:e work if you can get it, IVIr Bez...

all of us. He g

PlayStation and all th

us of missing out tl

-elivingitallnow, a

/ith a shrug and that I

lan who is f

years. We're off to Ibiza next for f

eletal one, slyly eyeing tl

litably hazy, PSM proffer'

----- - -ays. The Bez smiles. He may have con

of Jamaica's favourite herbal export, but his brain remains

|fs all in the book! Whenever I get asked qu

BOOK! IT'S ONLY £9,99 FROiVl MACIVIILLAN! READ ALL ABOUT ITl" Heh heh heh

)ing Bchtum about his previous escapades, we are forced to tr

his affections. Perhaps Sir would like a go on our PlayStation

; I like the best at the moment is Co//nA1c/?ae Roily," he c

ssed inside knowledge of the Sony uberbox. "I've got n

!dals -
1 just want the driving seat now 'cos the pedals e

n I'm braking! They ought to make a proper handbrake a

ely "OK" and brmgs up an

iiiselfinoneofthesegames-asti-it^iLi

"If i could be in a PlayStation game, it'd be a

jgh- The day is drawing to a close, the steering wheel i;

e rock 'n' roll

Wise words, Bez, wise words.
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"I'VE JUST BEEN TO ANDDF
AND BOUGHT A NEW
SNOWBOARD.

I WOULDN'T
MIND HAVING ME PHOTO
DONE WITH THAT..." '

^.^-^«!;





so WHO THE HELL IS: playstaton portfolio

TEAR fDRMtD: 1955 V^arsof publishing games Hasbro are already

BASED: Beverly, Massachusetts on their way becoming one of the top five

NUMBER OF EMPIOVEES: 45° multi-format publishers in the world. How

Tim Christian - managing director

(international), iohn Hudburt - i

^^^^^^iii!f^RL|fn^|i!rQIH
Adams -group head American ^f •'jk

established companies 5 Atari

idles, luny Hdiks-giuup head ^^^^.^^^^ have secured Hasb
R&D, Scott Dodkins - commercial U A C D D A catalogue of some
director (international), Dominic 11H 3 D KU best-loved game li

Myers -strategic marketing IntPrnftiuP be released on the

director (international), Gilman IIIIC1UI.IIVC
Centipede, that ret

Louie - chief creative officer and favourite, re-maste

ro a back

of the world's

les. The first to

PlayStation is

trackball

red with the full

HicfoProse and Atari. (ie they've made it 3D...), Octo

also a busv month, writing ou

ber'

hettV cheques

d frolics a gamer could h

rossing the road? Answers I
.
Station in 1998. Beloved by

itrategy fans, reviled by others.

X-COM UFO ENEMY

CURRENTLY IN PRODUCTION

F^-*\

Worms. Expect heaps of sa

annelidieal fun, top new w«

and an, urn, cast ofthousa

distic recommended for gaming

apons neophytes taking their first paddle

ds... in the world of PlayStation.

3

MISSILE COMMAND
nturingallthekeyelen

iri original, M/ss/lef this toy/advenlu

promises an, erm

e game, which

action-packed

h--pfcfi
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Minimum Damage

9/10
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UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE
i,LL AT THE

rUDENTS

mr^m
PSM INTERRUPTED THE SUMMER BALL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HERTFORDSHIRE TO PIDK THE BRAINS

HETUIORH OF 1 2 OF THEIR MOST ESTEEMED STUDENTS DN THE FINER POINTS OF ACTUA SOCCER 3. HMM...

Interesting fact: I'm excessively IF: I've done the full monty!

-riigent (and clueless). Actua Soccer3: Easy to use, c

Actus Soccer3! Addictive, intoxicating. visual effects.

IF: I used to play rugby.

Actua Soccer3: 1 reckon football is

for wimps.

IF: I am distantly related to royalty.

Actua Soccer3! Great football game,

but I'm rubbish at it.

IF: i breed sea monl<eys. IF: I like dressing up as a man.

Actua Soccer3: Fast, furious and feisty >*rtiKiSoccerj: Ladies don't play

]jstlike me). football...

IFi Sam: I'm a cosmic girl. Jules: I have IF: I frequently strip.

great girth. Actua Soccer3: Jap Banana. Best

Actua Soccer 3:^/10. Besi Actua yel. soccer game I've played.

IF: have bathed a legless man. IF; I am a boxer, so don't mess. IF; I fly planes.

Atiua Soccers: It's definitely the game Actua Soccers: It's even better than Actua Soccers: The graphics are

of the season. the FIFA series. wicked! They're very realistic.

I
juxua socc

IF: 1 strip for my flat mates.

Actua Soccers: I can do some pretty

cool shots.
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Serves 1-4.

'Genius'

'The best multi-player game money can buy'

w.playstation-europe.com

<ihliiH-l
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6<)(p)l 1 999 PSM AWARDS

PSM AWARDS '99

. iiiitrmimt^

PlayStation
' Magazineo ^

Tears of joy, howls of despair, bathtubs full of champers... It's that

' time of year again! Following on from last year's stupidly successful

K event, we're once again giving YOU the chance to vote for your

^L favourite games in the Official UK PlayStation Magazine Awards

1999. Make games, break games and, most importantly,

earn yourself a place at PSM's table at the most

prestigious videogames awards ceremony in the world... i

^^H wp t to get bigger! Hosted by the

^^^1 LImelIgh t Club

on Ma

1 998's Official UK
gazine Awards were a hug

y'/<^^^^Vf<«!llJW4t^
Final Fantasy VII as Best

Raider 2 and Tekken 2 too

t^
^ the other places on the

1 Panel dished out such p

podium] while the Awards

rizes as Best Sports Came

1 ^Bl course!). Such a swelligent

we've decided to do the

\ay bigger scale...

day 12 August at The Sour

are, this year's Awards wil

HL sponsored by Electronics Boutique

HI Computer Entertainment Europe. T
HI PlayStation Magazine Awards 1999

and Sony

he Official UK
will once again

P ^r^^t^
1

:x :^ ^^

H

1^*^
Uiili
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RING NOW
0901 38SSS40
mMM^ i

into The Official UK PlaySiaiion Mag
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1 999 PSM AWARDS

s
Actua Golf

Aclua Soccer...

Actua Soccer 2

Adidas Power S

Adidas Power

Soccer Int

AkuJI The Hear

Alien Trilogy....

All Star Tennis.

Alone In The D
Alundra

'- -«—u^A
001 Bust-A-Move 4

002 Carnage Heart

003 Circuit Breakers...

occer..,004 Civilization II

Colin McRae Rally

005 Colony Wars 7

ess 006 Vengeance

008 Command & Conq

'k 009 Alert: Retaliation.

010 Constructor

Anna Kournikova's Smash Cool Boarders 2 ,.

Coun Tennis 01 1 Cool Boarders i ..

Ape Escape 012 Crash Bandicoot..

Apocalypse 013 Crash Bandicoot 2

Armoured Core 014 Crash Bai^dicoot 3

B-Movie 015 Croc (platinum) ...

Battle Arena Toshinden.Ol 6 Croc 2

Slack Dawn 017 Darklight Conflict

SLAM! Machinehead 018 Dead Or Alive

Blast Radius 019 Deathtrap Dungeo

Bloody Roar 2: Bringer Of Defcon 5

The New Age 020 DescenI

Bloody Roar: Destruction Derby

Hyper Beast Duel 021 Die Hard Trilogy..

Brealh Of Fire III 023 Doom
Brian Lara Cricket 024 Driver

Broken Sword 025 Duke Nukem
Broken Sword II: The Duke Nukem:

Smoking Mirror 026 A Time To Kill

Bubble Bobble 2... 027 Dynasty Warriors.

BuihidQ Blade 028 Epidemic.

Bust A Groove 029 Everybody's Golf..

Bust A Move 2 030 Exhumed

BuitA-Move 3 031 Fade To Black

pi%^. -•-'«

^



PSMAWARDS^S^

— >_ __E.

Pl^Station^Hi
any drinks for you both). On top of this, you v

shopping spree .

TELEPHONE NUMBER:

TOP THREE GAMES

rv-^.

\

"V
'A brilliant album' theobserv

'It delivers beautifully' o mai

'Undoubtedly their best yet' thet



FIRST LOOK I

WIP30UT

Flickering on a television screen in a Leeds office, a familiar faturistic
type-face reads, "The return of the game that kick started an era "

WipEout^ back, but can Psygnosis deliver the bomb three times in a
row? Dan Mayers shoots up North to find out
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•.r --;
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FIRST LOOK WIP30UT

^ar later in the form of 209Z. This lime the most noticeable feature

was the garish colour-scheme, perfectly in tune with the likes of the Prodigy, who
cropped up once again on the soundtrack. Technicailv it was superior, more fluid

with varied courses, but still demanding a high level of gameplaying ability to

mplete. The weapons system was cranked up, and the phrase 'contender eliminated'

became a cat call across the nation. Now we're at the tail end of the rnillennlum,

four years since the first installment, and another sequel looms. Given that

programmers can now do things with the PlayStation never before dreamt

of, just wfiiff are Psygnosis going to do next? "Wipiout siil

the feel of the original, but we've increased the nurnber

of features ten fold," says Alan Raistrick, head producer,

Tiple the tracks are made up of over 400 sections,

which is much longer than 2097's i

Ahhh, the great track debate. The original games were celebrated

- or in some corners cursed - for the complexity of their tracks. Can v

expect more of the same? "Kind of," says lead artist Nicky Westcott. 'We'v

the tracks, they're smoother and more fluid. We thought that was tn

Despite bGlncj PLeiiuecl In m&ny uieiys, na-f to
mention CHceptianeiLLy difficult to pLeiy, it

Kt&s ttie essence oP UJipCzout, CeireruLLy
cnsPtecl isy Designers RepulaLic, ttie>t mscle
It so outstanciing. A m^^n c^noi.. h>.

WipEoul series and the whole anti-gravity experience. It means you don't slow down!"
The actual process of working out the tracks was pretty involved. Originally they

had 20 to choose from, and everyone just piled in with ideas, which were tested

to death on the 2097 engine. "At the end of that process we made
decision to knock 12 out, leaving us the final eight, which we'

new engine," reveals Nicky. Any chance of seeing the other

other? "Who knows' They might crop up as extras.

'

We've now got eight teams to took forward to, and Psygnos

them out so there's more than just a couple of ships worth r.

50 to 100 years in the future. Technology has improved and o

behave better. We didn't want everyone to only race the Feisar ti

comments lead designer Wayne Imlach. That did seem to be a probler

he Al of the

hadn't quite been thought out en

ire," accedes lead programmer Neil

Paterson. "Wefelt one of the big problems

was the fact that the other ships didn't

behave as they would in a real-life race

situation. They followed the best racing

line as though it were a spline, and

would just shoot off in front and'wait

for you to catch up. In this game we've

managed to fit in a more realistic engine,

in as much as we've factored in a margin

of error. It'll roll into the corners, hit the

walls and even slow down to take bends

more realistically." Surely this is going

to help counter the accusations th'at tfie

first game had too steep a learnin

- the first couple of tracks were easy,

then it suddenly "got rock hard? "Yeah, ';

It should do," continued Neil. "We tnad'S

a video sent to us by a bloke from

America who'd played Ihc game so much
he was following the spline almost

perfectly. That video_sr/as actually very

useful to us because it" showed us that

a) iteouid be done and b) we could see

the mistakes a very good human player

made a^d apply them to the artificial

intellige|ce'.of -our machines."

AcelsO'^'ean we have a go or what?

At whicfi pi^nt PSM swiftly finds itself

ulding ii

s have tried to even

cing. "WipBout's set

jnsequently the ships

- 21 Screens. "That

=

ii

fll:

iiini III:



I

.-iconced in 'a leather sO^ivel chair, being handed the controHei

-i?'e5slon5? It's uill as twitchy as..(t_£i:er, w.ns, antj for tl)(

^art v/t c!ank along the track, banging

pinball. Eventually we get back into

'tiakes'the-Bteentig more fluid, and
tre airbrakei'to negotiate the IU[n<

-i:h splits m two. What the..,? Alan's grinning

Fra; next to us, "Yeah, we've put a load of thi

^r.ng to add much more strategy to the game. There'll be a couple of paths, one

:" Ahich is a short cut, the other an attacking route. By flying down one you'll ^et

=11 the weapons you need to fly an aggressive racf. The.other's just a simple speed

:nrough," Having handled that iittle surprise, the track Te§ds iflto a hu^BScaie

t-elterskeiter. It's quite easy to negotiate, but the feeling as we fly down the concentVic

circles faster and faster is amazing. Definitely up there with the rush you got when

.ou first flew over the huge jumps of the original game. Stomach churning.

We can expect a huge explosion of weapons in this one too. including five of

the favourites from 2097. although they have been tweaked a little. Alan tells us.

"The multi-missile from 209/ has

changed in that each missile now targets

independently. So if you have three

opponents in front of you, they'll hit one

each, if you have one. all three will hit

the target." There are also seven

weapons, like the force wall. Run

the pad and it'll trigger a field through^

which you and your team mates ca

but it almost cripples any other ci

All ofthe weapons add to the strategic'

element of the game. "For example, we've

room table to come up with the

best ideas they could.

The thing that's reailygoing to set

WipSouT apart from the other gam
the series is the Multi-Player Mode that

Psygnosis have somehow managed to

squeeze in. Not link up, but full two-

^player, on-screen qictlon. What

t appear tojjjow the c

"To be l>e^^"^'-
--

fitting ujfle Two}

Neil, "V jt"^-^

It jn at^rJe widesci

Hull? "It

The trscH r=eGcJs Intcs ei hucjc liGLi-er5ht=Lt(=r.

Th(= Peeling £>9 lue Ply cloiun the concentric
circles Is amazing. nePlnltely up there lulth the
rush you got luhen you Plrst Pleui ouer the
huge JufTips oP the original... a m.^r, .aii.„r h^..

differentiated between attack and

defence weapons, If you fly over an

attack pad, you get an attack weapon

and the "same with a defence pad," Wayne

chips in. "Another example is the hyper

thrust. Hit a button and you'll- expend

some energy but get a little jump of

acceleration forwards." Kind of like

driving a car ancl kicking down a gear.

"One problem we identified with the

other titles was the pit lanes," Neil picks

up. ''Previously, when you hit the pits

you quite noticeably lost time. Now you

caiTTly through quickly to pick up a little

bit of energy, or slow right down for a

full- charge." It's all in the amount of

thought that goes into "the game, and

he continues, "that if the screen's split

vertically you get two perfectly-square

playing windows, as if it were two

separate TVs." Obviously the various

game modes all run along the same lines

as other great racing games - your high-

speed tournaments, full seasons across

eight races, even a Death Match Mode

for the ultra violent. Alan explains, "What

we've tried to do is open up the scope

of the game, making sure the depth

compares well with other racing titles

that are currently on the market."

Thoiigh the first game was graphicall>

suspect, it's going to be difficult to level

such an. accusation at this one. ""We've

moved the graphics engine on a lot. The
,
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FIRST LOOK I

WIP30UT
. . r f il I

only thing we've kept iniact are the dynar

gravity feel and fluidity that made the origl

have, however, also included all the bells and whistles you'd expect, like

vapour trails, reflective surfaces and a dual angle Replay Mode. But t

the fact that they've managed to keep the entire thing in high resolutii

what does this mean? "Full detail is maintained into the distance, so there's effectively

no pop-up and crisper effects on the horizon. You need that for WipEout
of the speed you're racing at," says Alan. From the levels P5M saw, i

looked Irke it was working very well, just a

glitches that should be ironed out by the final

version. Thanks to the joys ot a bit of Sony
kit called the Performance Analyzer they'

managed to ascertain how close they are I

perfect animation. "The Analyzer measure
the number and speed of polygons being di

within a set time frame," explains Neil. 'When
on some of the more complete courses there

pop-up. That means this game is running faster than any of our competitors.'
Designers Republic have got involved once again and have tried to steer

visuals away from the bright colours of 2097 and towards a more stripped-di

look. "It's very minimallstlc. That's the philosophy behind the design. Where w

"tUs'i-E iiiorhing uilth Soshei at -the mofnGn-t-.
H<s's cominci up lul-th Pour or Plut= Isespohe
trachs, luhlcli Is sometlilnc) hfs's not clone
l3GPore. It's luorhlng resLLy lueLL, more LIhe s
PILfn souncltrscK. a ,„,,„ ,,

going with Designers Republic is very

dean, futuristic 'and slick, very

streamlined,' says Wayne, H does feel

very dark to play - In terms of the mood
it generates. Bare browns and granite

greys replace the neonyellow anO electric

blues of the last title. If 2097 was the

Prodigy's The Fat of the Land, WipBout

Is Pre-MillenniLim Tension by Tricky.

Of all the games to grace the little

grey box, the WipEout series has offered

up some of the most cutting-edge music.

The Prodigy, Future Sound of l.^ondon,

Leftfield and The Chemical Brothsrs were

all happy to stick their names' on the

original cover. WipBout Is no exception.

It has taken . ightly different

direction to its predecessors. "We wanted

to get somebody different this time,"

says Alan, "We're working with Sasha at

the momenE, He's coming up with four

or five bespoke tracks, which is

something he has not done before. It's

working really well, more like a film

soundtrack. He's also going lo be running

a promotional tour to support the game
when It comes out." The WipBout Tour,

lw.V'5M hasn't been to an, erm, 'rave'

iC^ while, and in the finger twiddling

Ing^ between now and the release of"

'Itifout, It could well be worth the f^

(/I

(C

O

UIUH

Lfl

REPUBLIC...

Well

known

tor

their

work

on

the

album

covers

to

create

strange

futuristic

hybrids.

The

feel

they

ot

the

most

distinctive

ever

seen

and

WipSoat

is

no

exception.

More

subdued

yes,

but

perfectly

in

keeping

E.iryihlng By Ttw Dfilgnfn a^eubllc

17 IP
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VlSrr THE NEW ©JAKARTA WEB SITE NOW. FOR lOO'S
OF TITLES AT GREAT PRICES. NO QUEUES. NO KASSLK

4/=i'-4iimjs^

'til now only the lucky people living near @jakarta stores could

get the full-on experience of their latest PC and console games,

business and education software, DVD and accessories. Now we

all can! You'll find @jakarta on Freeserve with savings on all

software, plus great special offers, when you order direct. There's

news, reviews and previews of the latest games. And you've just got

to meet the unique ©Jakarta gizmo, your on-line virtual assistant.

1 found it on freeserve'

free) serve

wvsnv.freeserve.net
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[11 And you're supposed to be my nemesis? 121 I've got a bad de;

Ahhh, I'm on lire. [31 Possibly not the place you'd want to be it you

being stalked by the undead. [4] They can run up stairs you know.

RESIDENT EUIL 3: NEMESIS
There's a grave situation afoot in Racoon City. Again

style: Horror RPG

Publisher: Eidos

•^ Developer: Capcom

Release date: December

For the second month running

Shinji Mikami drools over his

lovely games, giving us the

low down on his latest

addition to the world of

Resident Evil. He's a busy man
at the moment, so talie it away

Mr Mikami...

Can you describe Resi 3 in 100

words?

Impossible. For a start it's too

certain things to avoid

the danger. In this

installment the zombies

are a lot more agile.

Whereas before you .

,

could dash up a flight of V
stairstoget out of their

way, this time the creatures

will follow you all the

way up. We think this /
will make the game

lot more fast-

moving. With this

game we've also

tried to make the

playable characters

that much more

flexible. We're addin

new move whereby the

player can spin round 180°

at the drop of a hat. This is

going to mean that you can

attack a zombie, or

conversely run away, that

much more quickly.

Would we be right in

r in the city, m TTiis'll come in handy. thinking this

big to get all the details down.

The depth of the game is such

thai we can't even begin to sum

it up. On top of that, of course, is

the fact I don't want to spoil any

ofthefunforthe players. I think

it's better that they wait until the

game actually hits the shelves.

Is there anything in the game

that's totally new?

Quite a few things actually... For

example we've incorporated a

lot more player flexibility. You'll

reach certain points and the

conditions you're in at that lime,

like if you're cornered or

whatever, will enable you to do

episode's going to

reach new heights of

spine-chilling

suspense?

A lot of the changes

we're making in this

game enhance the

feeling that you're

continually being

hunted down. Or at

least ensure you're

always aware of

an eerie sense

Y" that there are

I

creatures

/\Y prowling

l'\ around in the

dark, ready to

viciously strike you down

at any moment.

Planning to balance the

gore with a bit of romance?

Claire's a very desirable lady

you know...

, Well... [couldn't possibly tell

you that. Some things should

be kept private.



DEVELOPERS QUIZZED, BQFFINS QUESTIONED. EGGHEADS
INTERROGATED... THE INSIDE DEAL ON THE GAMES
YOU'LL BE BUYING IN SIX MONTHS TIME.

r TL j.v what happens

!-'is. the main

:-Lter in this game is

E,[iril basically l<ick

":rn thelailendof

--.Whether Chris

J Ljp later is a different

Apparently the game's set

24brs before and

after Res/ 2. Can

iroulellus how

test's goingto work?
" "- vou how the story's set

_; : aying the game won't be

^ -lieresting as it should be.

Hoiestly, I'm not trying to stand

ly anyone's toes, it's just that I

?s v don't want to spoil any of

'--. T''|oyment.

A eve heard talk of a character

-;: goes by the name of Carlos.

'.-:- .ou tell US any more?

.. inere'sa mysterious

-e'er called Carlos worked

e plot. Partoflhe game
" " .es findingoutallabout

" ~ ji-.d his past, so I'm not

t:- , going to say too much
-:;. Suffice to say all is not

^esumably there's another

Mtch of zombies to take

down, but can you tell us

about any other y
'

-^nsters we'll be

.: against?

r. -Dies are the

-T-. essence of

--. -e'iident Evil

-T- -IS. Without

--:-i!wouldn't

:- -'/gameil is,soyes,

T ..-:t to see legions of the

-"Je.^d shuffling round the

, A'eVe designed a huge

-.-.Der of new zombies for

""
r :;ame, and kitted them

:. r a variety of outfits so

""t-e'li be plenty to feast

Can you tell us how big this

game is compared to the

previous installment?

Resident Evil 2 was

targeted at the mass

market, so called 'light

users'. We'd like to

make Resident Evil 3

as enjoyable a game

as possible to the

core fans of the

Resident Evil senes.

versatile are these

characters going to

be? Can they run,

jump, and climb

around their

iment?

With Res/ 5,

there's a whole

set of rtew ways

of avoiding

contact with

the monsters

you encounter.

We've also thought about how

you actually tackle the zombies.

One example we're working on

at the moment is a rolling attack

which you'll be able to use lo

parry any enemy strikes. That's

looking very cool indeed.

Are you going to revamp the

Inventory system?

We haven't really thought about

that section

111 Give me your purse, lady.

muggers from hell.

[21 Jin tries out a bit of

street walking. Doesn't go
too well in the town of

the dead. 131 Apparently
zomtiles, like maths, are
fatally attracted to lamps.

moment. We'll probably have a

look at it later on in the

development though.

How are you making sure

that the graphics remain

top-notch?

Pretty much the same way

everyone else does. We've

put together one of the

best teams of graphic

lesigners in the industry

If quality of the work

-y're doing at the moment

:iv is quite phenomenal.

Any plans for a new engine?

Now that's definitely something I

can't comment on at this stage.

The whole technical aspect of

the game's out of bounds.

How are you handling the

camera angles? Are you aiming

for something more cinematic?

In many ways, yes. Basically,

what you'll be seeing in Resi

3

will be as close as possible to

the style of camera work you see

on the silver screen.

What have you got planned for

the cut scenes, huge FMV

sequences in Technicolour?

The FMVs in this game are really

going to be something special.

We are trying to concentrate on

creating footage that impresses

on the player the technical

possibilities of FMV, as well as

being extraordinarily cool and, of

course, explaining the plot.

What aspect of the game are

you most proud of?

Where do 1 start? OK, here's the

top five best things about the

game in no particular order...

1. You'll have complete freedom

of movement throughout.

2. Some of the actions you'll be

able to do are very cool.

3. You'll be able to branch off

into multiple story lines so Ihe

replay value is kept high.

4. The FMVs are way COOL!

5. Zombies, zombies, zombies

and more zombies.

Why should people choose Resi

3 over the competition?

There are a lot of spooky games

around at the moment. But we

can't Stress this highly enough.

ffes'3 isn't just about the

chilling suspense and ihe mind-

bending terror, although that's

all there. It's very heavily

focused on great gameplay

Which at the end ofthe day is

what counts.

Tell us something top secret

about Resident Evil3 that no-

one else knows.

We're keeping it all under wraps

until you get to see the
|

game. [Ta for that - Ed] [^ ©
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III In Ihe back of thi. nut like i

ball Or a Bobby Bill 121 It's

bocn 1 long, hard season 131 Pick

up kits 141 Tnble tootboll on Ihe

television 191 Think you II find it's a

bit harder with 1 goil keeper [61

Evidently pliymg tuold the ball

FOOTBALL MANAGER
Every statto and his dog is going to want tliis. Probably

Style: Footy management sini

Publisher; Codemasters

Developer: In-house

Release date: August

Unsurprisingly, fans ef the

beautiful game get immersed

In management sims more

than most. There's no doubt

they're highly addictive, but

what Itind of deal can Mr

Prytherch and his

Codemasters squad serve up?

Can you describe Football

Manager in loo words?

When we originally designed

tills game we liad a bunch of

high ideals. To appeal to a

typical PlayStation owner, not

just your football fanatic. Done,

To make it easy to use and

accessible. Done. To create a

real-match atmosphere in 3D

and to enable players to make

instant tactical changes and

substitutions. Done. To include a

European transfer market with

instant search, loaning and a

youth sciuad. Done. Authentic

stadiums for you to develop.

Done. After-match TV show with

results service, highlights and

pundit's comments. Done. To

provide an accurate and in-

depth database and statistics.

Done. To provide employees to

assist you. Done. To enable you

to nurture your team with the

right tactics and training. Done.

To produce the best football

management sim ever. Probably

Any remarkable new gameplay

elements in there tfiat set

Codemasters' Football Manager

apart from other management

titles around at the moment?

The whole match can be viewed

in 3D, so you can analyse your

teams performance and make

tactical changes and

substitutions at any time. There

are a number of short-term

challenges that give you the

chance to manage a club and

work towards a specific

objective. These vary from five

weeks to four seasons in length.

You also have the chance to

watch the cup draws as they

happen. Believe me, this has all

the tension of the real thing. You

can even recruit a variety of

employees and assign them

Referee Lastard readied himself

ler barrage ol abuse. (21 The
great plate-glass lootball trophy.



: ^ to help you. These include an

:z= itant manager, commercial manager,

: : :-ie5, physiotherapists and scouts.

!an you detail the depth of the game,

-mber of teams, players and the like?

:- can manage any one of the 92 clubs

- ttie English professional leagues. It

?.en contains data for the Vauxhail

lor-.ference clubs and other non-

€=gue clubs for the domestic cups,

"-e game also involves 302 Europe

: ^05 from 32 countries, 8000

i.avers, 302 home, away and

goalkeeper strips. There are

7.*r 300 unique, motion-

laptured moves, made up of

?.€r 37,000 individual frames

^f animation. And each club

'r^s its own authentic stadium.

What is it that drags people back

for just one more try?

The realism. No other

nanagement game gives you the

same sense of managing a real

football club. The professional

football managers who played the

game said, "Football management

fS like juggling chaos. Football

Manager recreates this and e

you to bring it under control."

What about the control method?

It^ been quite cumbersome in other

football management games.

from the start this game was

designed for the PlayStation. It uses

me shoulder buttons to navigate

oetween screens. The icons along the top

Dfthe screen indicate the major areas of

tie game. The icons along the bottom

indicate the current screen. There is no

mouse pointer to drag around. You skip

from one selectable icon or list to another

at the touch of a button. For the first time

it's quicker and easier to use a PlayStation

management game than a typical PC

nanagement game. And we've not had to

compromise the depth of gameplay.

Tell us about the tactical side of the

gameplay How flexible is it going to be?

You can select your basic formation and

modify it. select defensive and attacking

strategies and styles, give your players

detailed instructions about shooting

opportunities and select players for all

your set pieces. All of this is reflected

graphically on a blackboard with

nimated chalk diagrams. It reinforces to

ginners and experts alike how their

selected tactics will influence their

team's performance.

Tell us about the match replays. How

are they going to work?

After the match, as in reality, the

manager (you) goes home and

relaxes in front of the TV.

Football One, our in-game TV

show, features in-depth

reports from all the

matches that day,

including highlights of

your own game. We
achieve this by storing

the paths of the players

and ball in the seconds

leading up to any major

incident. This allows us to

recreate the highlights. The wise

manager will watch these closely

to help pinpoint his team's

strengths and weaknesses, as well

as those of the opposition.

How have you made sure the stats

are as up to date as possible?

Our team of researchers update our

database on a daily basis. The League

Managers Association also keep us

informed of any transfers.

Can we measure the individuals

performance during the game?

Each player has a number of attributes,

which are illustrated with bars or suitable

graphics. This makes it possible to make

easy comparisons between players on a

TV screen from normal viewing distances.

position, playing side, current valuation,

form, match rating, fitness, aggression,

morale, goals scored and number of

disciplinary points.

Have you included things like the

Bosman ruling and EC employment law in

the transfer dealings?

Yes. Any player 'out of contract' can be

negotiated with directly, without having to

pay his club any fee. You can search for

ir you re shrewd snaugh
exciting [31

Expect much mine rhetoric

assign your assistant manager to look for

suitable players.

Tell us something top secret about

Codemasters' Football Managerthat no-

one else knows?

The weather data in the game is real. We
took weather readings every day for two

years from every region and every major

town across Britain and Europe. r^^
We're not joking either... I—

|

^ Puis d Smile 00 ^our j^ace.
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p. Il'a a string vesl. [21 When Mum said don't play with matches, she meant It.

1 Die Mara Trilogy Z proves that moody lighting can be more than Just romantic.

DIE HARD TRILOGY 2
Move over Rab - the string vest prepares to take on a new image.

Style: Shoot 'em up

Publisher: Fox Interactive

Developer: N-Space

Release date: November

The second of the Die Hard

Trilogies compares itself to

the likes of Syphon Filter and

Time Crisis. Gary Sheinwald

explains why Fox Interactive

are practically giving away

three games for the price of

just one -again.

For the uninitiated, tell us about

Die Hard Trilogy 2.

Die Hard Trilogy 2\s, uncannily,

the sequel to the best-selling

Die Hard Trilogy. The first trilogy

was three separate games on

one PlayStation disc, each

installment being based on one

of the three Die Hard movKS.

The first game was a third-

person action/adventure, the

second a first-person shoot 'em

up, and the third was a driving

game. Die Hard Trilogy 2's

objective is to emulate the style

and main features of the first

DHT, but to bring it up-to-date

by using the latest technology.

Since we've exhausted the

movie plots, DHT2 also has an

all-new storyline, set in and

around Us Vegas. This time we

have integrated the games in

what we call Movie Mode, so

the player moves from game to

game as the story advances. For

those who only liked playing the

shoot 'em up, or the driving

game, we have an Arcade Mode.

Do you feel the public's desire

to run around shooting Coke

machines in a vest is strong

enough to support this sequel?

No. The public bought millions

of copies of the first DHT, and I

ihink the compelling new game

design is a strong enough

reason lo support this sequel.

And anyway, this time John

IVlcClane wears different

clothing, including a tuxedo, a

bio-suit, and, yes, a string vest.

How does Die Hard 2 compare

to its predecessor and the rest

of the competition?

The prime directive for DHT2

was that everything about the

game had lo be better than Die

Hard Trilogy. DHT2 is a fourth-

generation PlayStation title

-

the game engine is state-of-the-

art, with all the expected bells

and whistles. We have hi-res

models for everything, much

bigger levels, lots of speech,

many more animations and we

support all the latest

peripherals. We also have a

your sites. (21 Sparks begin to fly.



ni Bang. [21 Look, Just tell me
how to get to the diving school

anil I'll he on my way. [31 Semtex
and detonators are always a

slightly risky comhination. 141 One
blue rinse too many.

~
: -e structured game, with proper end-

:- =vel bosses (the first DWrjust had

^-"^.ar enemies) and cool enemy Al. For

.-- jnce, all the enemies patrol paths in

"t evels, looking around them to see if

" T ; see McClane. They'll also listen as

r , so if you're on the other side of a

: and make a noise, they'll come in to

- -stigate. There is much more of a

=
"-"-

ill element than in the first game,

z.-.' t>ne driving game has chase sections,

: : .-.ell as the traditional get-to-the-bomb

-" iiions. It's tricky to compare it to the

:: -petition, since the only competition

;_: there is Die Hard Trilogy. No other

game has so much in it - it's essentially

nree top-notch PlayStation games, and

nobody else provides that. The nearest

competition is S/ptonfiVterfor the third-

person engine, Time Crisis for the first-

person engine, and maybe ^u(o Destruct

or some of Need For Speed 3 for the

driving engine. But none are really in

direct competition.

Just how violent is this game? What kind

of baddies is the player up against?

That depends howyou define violence.

This is definitely an 18-rated game, just

like the first Die Hard Trilogy. However, I

don't think that violence is the key to

er of the Die Hard games. You're

supposed to take out the bad guys and

you get penalised for hurting innocent

bystanders.

The baddies in this game are a bunch

of good-for-nothing terrorists, hell-bent on

evil and destruction, and only John

McClane can stop them. We have strong

charactersthis time, with lots of dialogue.

What kind of weaponry can we look

forward to?

All the weapons in the game are real-

world weapons. You have a default

3erretta pistol, and can pick up a whole

'angeofweapons including a shotgun,

jackhammer, taser gun and a really cool

flame-thrower. You can also collect and

jse three kinds of hand grenade. You also

have some direct-contact combat. The

flame-thrower is the coolest [erm, hottest)

weapon because you can set the bad-guys

on fire and they run around on fire. Burn

baby, burn.

Briefly describe the scenarios that the

player will have to battle through

I don't want to go into too much detail as

it will give the plot away. The game starts

out in a newly-privatised Nevada prison.

McClane has been invited there by Kenny

Sinclair, an old friend, who has been

appointed governor. It's one of those

black-tie prison inauguration parties.

Terrorists lake over the prison and a riot

ensues. McClane basically has to get out

alive, and chase after the escaping

enemies through the desert canyons. He

then enters into a shoot-out in the desert.

Other sections include driving around the

streets of Vegas and the Hoover Dam, and

battles inside a casino, and a secret

military base.

Whatsortofactivity are we looking at on

the peripheral front?

You name it, we support it (almost). Dual

Shock with vibration, PlayStation Mouse,

steering wheels, neGcon, regular light

guns and also G-Con 45 compatible guns

(recommended -the accuracy is belter).

Two-Player Mode? Split-screen? Link-up?

Nope. Die Hard is ail about a loner, a

reluctant hero, John McClane.

What's the best bit?

I particularly like the way that, in the third-

person engine, McClane is very stealthy -

he gets up close to walls, with his gun

down to one side, and peeks around

corners, trying to avoid drawing the

attention of the enemy II really reminds

meofthe way that Bruce Willis portrayed

the character in the first Die Hard movie.

And which bit are you most proud of,

technically speaking?

Somethingsubtlereally-the way that the

light streams in through the bars on the

windows of the prison.

What games have the Die Hard team

worked on before?

N-Space developed Dufce Nukem: Time To

Kilt, and the forthcoming DangerGirl.

Tell us 3 secret you've never told anyone.

Can't. I'd never be allowed to do this m

'J^uaats op the>^ dance -t-e5

Ronnie VImto
@ ^— as drot^V.

www.vipitoco UK ^ ?uts a Smile op jourj^ace/
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ti - zl Lego Hacers leatures all the
lauourite Lego scenarios such as
space an If pirates, where the ships
lire cannonbaiis at the cars as they
tear round the track. I3 - 5I The
plastic brick phenomenon that is

Lego goes wirtuai on the PlayStation.

LEGO RACERS
Primary-coloured bricks witin l<nobs on tal<e to tine race track.

box

Style: Racer

Publisher: Lego Media IntI

Developer: Lego Media Int

Release date: TBA

Whether your childhood

memories are of hanging

around the local telephone

or doing wheelles on your

BMX, Tomas Gillo tells us how
Lego can help recapture those

lost years...

For the uninitiated, tell us all

about Lego Racers?

For the first time, car fanatics

from the age of six upwards can

race their own custom-designed

Lego cars and mini-figures

against famous Lego characters

- including Rocket Racer, the all-

time Lego racing world

champion. Lego Racers is a real-

lime racing game with thrilling

multiple-view perspectives. After

creating a driver and car in the

Lego garage, or selecting an

existing design, children {and

adults) take up their position on

the racing grid. The players then

'push pedal to metal' and race

against up to five challengers

around a choice of 12 tracks,

based on four of the most

popular themes - Pirates,

Castles, Space and Adventurers.

You generally cater for the

younger market. How are you

planning to broaden the appeal

of this game?

It's true that Lego products are

traditionally for children

aged between two and 16,

but we believe thai Lego

ffocers has the depth of

gameplay necessary to

appeal to big kids too. The

late '90s have seen a huge

revival in all things retro,

with everyone trying

frantically to regain their

childhood. You only

have to look at the haircuts. As

part of this, we're increasingly

seeing Lego bricks making their

way into the hands of so-called

grown-ups. Let's face it. Lego

was cool. Lego is cool. Lego will

remain cooL If racing around

cool tracks, with a fixed grin on

your face, in a car you built

yourself, while shouting at

your mate to gel out of the

way, is childish thf

so be it.

How do you think Lego Racers

compares to the competition?

Technically, Lego Racers meets

or exceeds the build quality and

testing of any other racing game
on the market. We build our

Lego world out of polygons for a



real visual effect and use Al to direct

•-'ere the competitors' cars drive. Lego

-::ers is great fun. It's not a sensible

i~jlation of real driving -it's pure

^-:asy. If you liked Lego bricks as a child

"en you'll love Lego Racers, whether or

-:: you're usually a fan of racing games.

lithe game you are able to build your

•wn car, any chance of running out of

•ers and twoers?

Wihh... You mean one-stud and two-stud

bricks (Yes, the Lego Group has it's own
rguage for describing bricks too),

*e-e's no chance of running out. We have

;: a volume limit though, so no 300ft-

«oe or 2ooft-tall Lego cars. Sorry.

ny big smashes? Is your driver likely to

tose his head? Literally.

'-e Lego system of play is based on

-agination, creativity and development.
'"" e it is true that the vehicles in iego

;_"er5can be upgraded with power-ups

~=: shoot projectiles at other vehicles,

~e effect of those weapons is handled in

! .ery humourous and abstract fashion. A
••z- cle zapped with lightning will bounce

^!he track, while those struck with a

irnonball will spin round frantically

Efore they resume racing. The only way a

driver will lose their head is if you decide

to swap it in the edit screens.

Lego products seem to stand the test of

time, do you think your games will too?

Lego Racers features four themes, 12

tracks (that reverse later in the game), 14

characters and practically an infinite

number of driver and car design

combinations. All the tracks themselves

have been designed with short cuts and

interactive elements like pirate ships that

fire cannonbalis at the players.

Any remarkable new gameplay elements?

We think that Lego Racers is the most

customisable racing game on the market

today. You can build your driver and car

from Lego bricks and the design you

choose affects the way the car performs.

Two-Player Mode? Split-screen?

Yes and yes. We provide a super Two-

Player Mode for taking on your mate on

any one of the tracks.

Are the players able to recreate their own

vehicles and drives with Lego kits?

We haven't invented any bricks, so players

with an extensive Lego collection should

be able to recreate their own cars to play

with when away from their PlayStation.

What's the best bit of the game?

Beating the Rocket Racer at the end.

And which bit are you most proud of,

technically speaking?

Maintaining the Lego look and feel was

obviously a key priority. We settled on a

I
II - ?I Build your very own fantasy racing car and

the angular creation comes alive on
a you outstrip the Al-controlled compotitian.

L"

EI] The backgrounds complement the weirdest cars your imigmation etn
produce. [21 "I'm the king of the castle get down you dirty Um r-iccr'"

backdrop that most suited the Lego cars,

mixing physical Lego bricks with the

imaginary universe that kids create

around their play materials. Also, the

game has been designed to cope with all

the millions of possible designs players

can come up with (with cars featuring

thousands of polygons}, while ensuring a

fabulous frame rate.

Tell us a secret that you've never

anyone before.

As a student I had a job cleaning

toilets at Gatwick Airport,

told

litfCl^'
Puis a Smile on Mour s^ace,
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40 WINKS
Duck deep under the duvet, 40 Winks IS a-comin

.

[II Exploding mini magical
pDwer. 121 RuH cracked a
gag. Tumble wee'd. Ha. (3
- BI Lowingly-construcied

the game, le - 7) A night
lighCs essential to keep
(he bogeyman away.

Style: 3D adventure

Publisher: GT Interactive

Developer: Eurocom

Release date: October

Fallowing our First peek at the

cutest Ur adventure game to

hit the PlayStation, we catch

up with the boffins from GT
Interactive to find out how
work's going. Mr Johnson, spill

your magic beans...

How's 40 Winks getting on now
then? What's new?

Things are getting better all the

time. We're putting new enemy

Al in to maite the characters

stand out more, finishing off the

puzzles throughout the game

and we're considering giving one

of the characters a big club so

they can hit things harder.

Environmental effects and nice

graphical touches - like a

beautiful horizon in the Pirate's

Shipwreck City - are cool new
additions too.

How flexible are Ruff and

Tumble? What kind of special

moves can we expect?

As you work through the game
and discover different costumes

you'll learn loads of attacks and

unique skills that'll help you

progress. There's one character

who can spin around for ages

knocking down everything in the

way, while another can bounce

enemies off the screen.

How are the girl's and boy's

areas delineated? Gender

discrimination is most un-PC

you know...

Neither is weaker or stronger,

they may have different

weapons though. For example

as a ninja. Tumble has a staff

called a Bo, whereas Ruff has a

pair of swords. I've fought with a

Bo, and you'd be surprised how

much mayhem you can cause.

There are going to be some

areas thatonly Ruff or Tumble

will be able to open up, so to

complete the game you'll have

to learn to play as them both.

Can you tell us any more about

the costume/character changes.

You jump into a new costume

and pile around collecting time

extensions, which enable

you to keep it. The

costumes give

you a totally

new set of

skills which

you'll need to

conquer the

game.

h enable

Have you started putting in any

new enemies yet?

There's a load of new henchmen

in the castle area. These guys

are really scary, the kind who

would love to pop you in a rack

and stretch you as far as you can

go. We've also varied the

enemies in there a bit. You

know, different hair styles and

that kind of thing...

Is it true that you still need a

light on when you hit the sack?

I never turn the lights out

anymore. There's too rj-i

much weird stuff going on. I—
I

A ^
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PREPLAY
A SNEAK PEEK AT THE GAMES ALMOST READY FOR
THE SHELVES. IS IT LOOKING GOOD OR IS IT LOOKING
TERRIBLE? PSM GIVES YOU THE LOWDOWN.

Prepare to have your TV screen soaked with buckets of rhesus negative,

or whatever zombies use for blood. Karma police? Arrest that man!

Hou'd be hard pushed to

find anyone with a

passing interest in

videogames who isn't

clued up on the controversy

surrounding Carmageddon. A few

years ago it stirred moral outrage

among Daily Malt readers across

the country. People were regaled

with tall tales of true-to-life car

crashes, gore-fuelled animation and

riot-inducing violence. Now, the

most infamous personality in the

videogame world is about to hit the

YOU RACE THE CAR
|ROUND 30-0DD TRACKS I

IN A BID TO BECOME THE I

MASTER ANNIHILATOR... I

PlayStation. Stand up and be

counted Mr Max Damage, lead

character and all-round ugly mug...

Exactly what is there to look

forward to? For starters we've got

oodles of bloodthirsty characters

modelled perniciously on the team

who created the game - 25 in all.

Each one of the lunatic joy riders

has an individual motor and can

affect your chances of success. Pick

Max Damage's shiny red Eagle,

possibly the easiest car to handle

at this stage of development, and

you'll soon be able to whip round

the races and pull off stunts. But

it's when you move on to the

heavier, dare we say more sluggish,

cars that the difficulty level really

shoots up.

While it's being billed as a

racing game, it's not really. Not in

the traditional sense anyway. Yes,

you have to race the car round 30-

odd tracks in a bid to become the

master annihiiator, but during the

course of the race you also have to

bowl over as many zombies as

possible. These doleful creatures

shuffle along like extras in a George

Romero film, before exploding as

they make contact with your

bumper. Makes a hell of a mess.

But it's not all fun and games with

^^

n ] Destruetiwe derby an t

Mini can't handle tlie pressure, surely?
IZl Big Foot's aiiwe and iniell and ready to

13] Stunt mobile, aboy. LSI Oon'I get
Ibe wrong side at tbe law round here.



I PUBLISHER:

Zombie driviiKj game

KIND OF LIKE THE BORG
FROM STAR TREK MEETS
STEPHEN KING'S
CHRISTINE. NOT NICE...

(1 1 Yes, tl

unsavoury. Izl Fowler psyches
himself up for a penalty. (3)

Slide round the snow and ice,

causing more mayhem ihan a
MosGDw rush hour. U.I Keith Flint

auditions for The Italian Jab. [5I

Beware the c

the jndead. You're also out to

savage amusing bovine types, who

explode like a Goodyear blimp if

you hit them hard enough.

The objective is simple enough.

Complete all the tracks, as well as

half a dozen missions that entail

taking out all the zombies in a level

within an allocated time, or

destroying all the other cars in the

arena - which is often exceptionally

hard. Interestingly, the AI has been

carefully structured to respond to

the level of aggression you throw

into the game. You can quite easily

whip round the tracks avoiding

everything and not getting into

much bother. But start barging into

your competilors and they'll turn on

you en masse. Kind of like the Borg

from Star Trek meets Stephen

King's Christine. Not nice...

The handling at this stage is a

little stiff and you can expect much

pumping of the handbrake to

negotiate the turns correctly.

Correctly in this instance means

carving a U-turn that takes out at

least half a dozen zombies, for

which you'll receive a bundle of

crisp $20 notes to keep your

machine in tip-top working order.

The more smashes you get involved

in the more your car gets battered.

But hitting a button repairs your

motor instantaneously (at the cost

of a few quid), and you can watch

it inflating before your very eyes.

The game modes are flexible

enough, with Death Match Mode
(obviously) as well as Tag Mode

and standard Racing among others.

All of these are played over the

various courses. A Two-Player Mode
is included so you can rope in

some of your more bloodthirsty

pals, stick a bit of Cannibal Corpse

on and leather some zombies.

Of the problems we've

identified, first and foremost is the

graphics - the pop-up really needs

to be cut right down. It's kind of

hard to drive round at loomph if a

solid wall suddenly appears right in

front of you. Also the dull handling

doesn't allow the quick-sharp

manoeuvrability thai the gameplay

demands. But these things have

been taken into consideration and a

team of programmers are frantically

tugging at their beards in an effort

to optimise the code. When it

finally hits the shelves expect the

usual controversy and more than a

few gallons of blood. rrn
Dan Mayers ii^l

• IhrM trades and dnwiers.

B>afNGS need a lair bA Hi wnriL

Pin-up's knkkig nasty,

ttaittq of the tars Is Ino npd Id

gel Ihe nnsl Imnlhe madiies.

I ADVANCE WARMING



PREPLAY

If you found Se/en somewhat gross, or thought The Shining was a tad

disturbing, now's the time to make yourself a nice cup of tea...

I

ature content. Usually it

1 be taken lo rr

I

rivers of gore, gratuitous

I
mutilation and devil

l^jorEhlp - tinank badness

WShadowman doesn't disappoint on

:ounts. We're talking

rivers of gore you can swim in, a

hero with a mask (rather than just

a few pins) embedded in his chest

and the worst bunch of Satan-

louing serial killers since Hannibal

Lecier had his last cell warming.

If you saw our Analysis in

PSM4/ then you'll know that the

Shadowman is Mike Leroi, English

student turned voodoo warrior. His

task is to track down five

. murderous souls, escapees from

the dreaded Asylum. To achieve this

he flits between the world of the

living and the domain of the dead,

picking up clues from FBI files and

unearthing voodoo texts - while

blasting away using a totally

impractical sideways grip on his

Magnum Desert Eagle. Like Silent

Hill this is an action/adventure that

puts a premium on atmosphere but

isn't scared to dish out the blood

and intestines where appropriate.

As the game progresses Leroi

acquires more magical powers,

letting him rock enemies with a hail

of fireballs or take them apart with

voodoo weaponry manufactured

from dead men's bones.

The early levels P5M played

possessed with an

atmosphere most sinister. In the

It] We all know that

serial killers hide in

sheds, so haue a good
poke about. [21 The
Marrow Gates. Made
out of ribs. Lovely. [31

Free this tortured

soul... Oh, just shoot

It. lai A river of blood.

Louisiana swamps you'll be wading

knee deep through boggy creeks,

fingernails clawing earth as you try

to get some purchase on the mossy

banks. Even when you clamber up

to dryer ground danger beckons, as

log walkways collapse and

rottweilers pounce while you run

I

WE'RE TALKING RIVERS OF
GORE AND THE WORST
BUNCH OF SATAN-LOVING
SERIAL KILLERS EVER...

about peeking in deserted sheds.

Leave the world of the living

behind, however, and things get

much worse. Explore Deadside

Marrow Gates and you'll be obliged

to blast the heads off zombies



before meeting up with your top

hat-wearing snake-bodied mate,

launty (look for the gate made out

of ribs). In the Deadside Wasteland

death gets no prettier - swim in

lakes of blood, jump from platform

to platform, mash giant leeches as

they attempt to attach themselves

IT'S A POTENT MIX OF I

THE EVERYDAY AND THE I

BIZARRE AS THE LIVESIDE I

AND DEADSIDE DDLLIDE. I

to your nethers. Unpleasant? Yes,

but very entertaining.

What could set Shadowmon

apart from recent Satanic-odysseys

Akuji and Soul Reaver, is the way

that the comic-strip-inspired

storyline encroaches on the action.

After a pitched battle, dialogue

screens will pop-up as you

msr%

3D action/adventure

I RELEASE DATE.

SHAMAN HAVEN
Unlike a lot of 3D adventures, where the plat begins and ends with the rendered ii

each level in Shadowman kicks on with a sequence of story screens. During the ci

of Hie game you'll tongue wag with various voodoo types-

Voodoo in ten easy lessons: Just talk about rocks, blood and chickens to strange
snake-like characters in black hats loitering in front of bizarre bone structures.

converse with the monstrous

characters, giving it an RPG feel.

You'll need to search previously

collected files for clues in your

mission to root-out all 120 Dark

Souls - a task that will take up

some 70 hours of gameplay.

Although there's still a lot of

work needed to bring the visuals

up to Soul Reaver's high standards,

Shadowman is already looking a

potent mix of the everyday and the

bizarre as the realms of Liveside

and Deadside collide. Yet another

example of uncompromisingly adull

gaming. How pleasing. r^gn

Wilton L:;^

n the caves. (Zl Younger readers look away now - lots ot gore. 131

n a lake of blood. 141 This dog Is not friendly. It needs putting di

iri-over-hand down this rope. IGI That's one Dark Soul treed,
Only 119 more to go... (71 Funky inventory. [81 Get an overview with Triangle.



PREPLAY
I RELEASE DATE:

Cyro Interactive ORIGIN;

3D ghost-hunting

"There's something strange/In the neighbourhood/Who ya gonna call?"

A mystical monk by the name of Ekna, actually...

Hhile many publishers

appear to be perfectly

happy to spew out a

seemingly endless

supply of generic games, Cryo

Interactive eschew such tactics in

favour of producing titles tfiat are

quirky, original and, quite frankly,

downright unfashionable. Guardian

Of Darkness is a perfect example of

this agenda.

The game plays host to a whole

array of spiritual shenanigans and

ghostly goings-on and you've been

hired by an organisation known

simply as, uh. The Organisation to

sort them out. You play the role of

a Guardian - a hard-arse no-

nonsense monk who is able to

conjure up a variety of impressive

spells: throwing energy balls at

foes, going in to deep shamanic

trances, and the like.

The 3D levels of Guardian Of

Darkness consist of mazes of rooms

through which you must trundle in

a quest for objects and clues that

will help you eliminate the

"creatures from the beyond" which

populate the game. Your first task

involves having to restore spiritual

tranquillity to a museum in which

the artefacts are floating around

the rooms while hordes of mutant

tendrils sprout out of the walls

(they look rather like overgrown

courgettes). Other settings include

a distillery and a mansion. Which

sounds all right to us...

Although the screenshots may

suggest that this is a Tomb Raider-

style action-adventure, it's much

n 1 Your character has a variety

or lunky spells at his disposal.

[2-3] Interacting with other

the hest way ol

obtaining clues and hints.

closer to the 6-bit games you may

have played over a decade ago

where you would prowl round a

haunted house and place a

particular object in a certain area in

order to open up the next part of

the game. While this doesn't lend

itself to high-speed, finger-blistering

antics, the game's pace is still

decidedly casual. At present, this

isn't helped by the lengthy load

times for each new room.

There's still plenty of tweaking

to be done, including adjusting the

camera and amending the spells

and character motion to look better.

Elements of the gameplay are also

going to be looked at - at the

moment it's all rather plodding.

The game could also run into

problems because of the limited

size and number of levels (of which

there are, currently, only len). But

for gamers who prefer to take less

of a gung-ho attitude and more of a

thoughtful and methodical

approach. Guardian Of Darl<ness

could yet prove to be an unlikely

and indeed unholy favourite, r^n
Oliver Hurley \M\

OPINION
POINTS
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PREPLAY

Bright lights, oil paint, fancy dress, evil baddies... Panto season already?

Nope, it's just a slice of WWF Attitude...

Bince the dawn of

humanity, men have

pitted their wits and

strength against one

another for sport, for kingdoms, for

pride. Men, reduced to their primal

instincts, with only bone to bruise

and muscle to maim. Over time,

this contest of nal<ed aggression,

often between naked men, has

been mutated by concepts of

beauty and entertainment lo

become the spectacle that is WWF
Wrestling - a toy fight between

grown men in Speedos.

Love it or hate it you have to

admit that it's extremely popular,

e all have a younger

relative, or even a friend

appreciates the

finer nuances of

men in tights.

Even highbrow

philosophers

S|::.„, ^ _^
A V

til All the taces have been lowingly racreated...

argued that wrestling is high

culture, comparable to Greek

tragedy with its predetermined

outcome and use of masks.

But for many it is simply tragic,

and it's this stigma that has

polluted the attitude towards most

of its console outings. This is only

half the problem though, as most

wrestling games have failed to beat

...Ml you can smash

the count when it comes to quality.

Now Acclaim's latest contender,

WWF Attitude, will take on all

comers for the title of 'Wrestling

Game-That's-Not-Too-Bad".

As with the spectacle itself, a

lot goes into the preparation. All

groping games seem to have buried

themselves with options, but

Attitude really takes it to the max.

„...„„fc

9 ^^t*
, "C^"- :^

' ^] The game really comes lo

when the whole ring is used
maximum damage. The final



Iguana STYLE;

I RELEASE DATE: August PLAYERS

[1 - 51 The numerous clioices at maich-ups enable yeu to pit champ against champ, tat Ireak

against lat Ireak, woman versus woman and ewen toss up a charming threesome.

It's hardcore. Grrrr... It has a vast

array of tight-fit challenges,

including King Of The Ring, Tag

Team and Survivor Series, which

you'll be able to tweak to your

specific bent through oodles of

rules and ring set-ups. You can also

construct your own pay-per-view

event to indulge those Rupert

Murdoch fantasies. In true WWF
style you'll get to choose the

match-up. go crazy with the drapes

and make bold statements with

colour for your TV extravaganza.

There's a Career Mode as well,

which enables you to formulate a

rags-to-riches tale for the wrestler

of your choice. You take him from

from the humble House Events,

where he's been fighting various

never-will-bes, all the way to the

bright lights of well-oiled title

bouts. The usual Create-Your-Own-

MJsfit Option turns up again with

an embarrassment of detailed

variations. But in what looks like an

improvement on Acclaim's previous

WWF Sim, Warzone, you can make

your own selection from any of the

400 tendon-tearing moves for your

monster to use.

Lack of options, though, has

never been a problem with

grappling games - it was the actual

gameplay which was usually

frustrating and cumbersome. There

was nothing to lure fight fans from

the delights of Tekken and Street

Fighter. WWFAttHude, while never

attempting to be a pure beat 'em

up, has at least attempted to make

the fighting enjoyable. All the

moves seem easy to pull off and

satisfyingly brutaL While smashing

a telly on your opponent's head

isn't as tricky as a Lei Wuiong ten-

hit combo, it sure is a lot more fun.

In Attitude all the fighters are

motion captured and will hopefully

look photo realistic. Whether this

this will compromise the fluidity of

the movement as the polygon

THE LOCK AND COUNTER
LOCK LEAD TO A SWEATY
LAMBADA OF THE
HIGHEST QUALITY.

grunts slip and slide out of each

other's grasp, remains to be seen

as at the moment it's still puite

sluggish. Compared to Wonone's

bouts which could be won with a

single special move, there is a fair

amount of technique and tactics

needed in Attitude. The lock and

counter lock lead to a sweaty

lambada of the highest quality.

Sadly Attitude has lost its up-to-

date feel, despite including all the

top pros, due to the recent and

tragic death of Owen Hart.

This is the last WWF offering

you will see from Acclaim as they

have lost the license to THQ. The

good news though, is that they

look to have saved the best for

last. Attitude should have all that

wrestling fans could ever want. For

non-believers, perhaps it's time to

give wrestling a break. Wrestling is

entertainment, and we defy anyone

not to find the sight of a group of

mullet-haired Neanderthals dressed

with no self respect, bouncing each

other off ropes, amusing. r^ ggyg

David Harrison I
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PREPLAY
SCEE ORIGIN:

I STYLE: Advenlure/platformer

I RELEASE DATE: August - PLAYERS:

Another predatory canine mammal undergoes polygonal translation.

But will the rest of the digital forest take a fox named Kingsley seriously?

ingsley has been

knocking around for an

age. The upheaval at

Psygnosis left numerous

titles in limbo, but with Ihe game

now in the final throes of

development, Sony have tal<en on

the publishing mantle. Psygnosis'

recent record at producing this type

of platform/adventure fare is not

especially promising. Remember the

insipid Rascal? Sbod6\/ business.

Thankfully, Kingsley is less

niggardly than the aforementioned

Roscai He's a fox. And he's got a

stupid name. The premise reads

thus. An evil rodent wizard Bad

Custard (no, really) has half-inched

defend, Uaen attach Milth

your dagger. 121 Hey, II rains
in wldeogames ton, y'

C31 nie scariest pub i

the Queen of the Fruit Kingdom's

magic book and is heli bent on

casting spells on the kingdom's

True Knights in order to turn them

into Dark Knights. Orphaned fox

cub Kingsley (sob) wants to

become a True Knight. To become

one, he must bring Custard to

book. What follows is an

adventuresome platform romp

through the various themed villages

in the Fruit Kingdom.

While the action most closely

resembles that of Crash. Croc.

Spyro et al, it's all played out al a

slightly more pedestrian pace.

That's not to say it's slow, just less

frantic. Controlling the fox is not

easy, however. You have to

constantly steer the Analog loyslick

(or D-pad) towards the direction

you want Kingsley to move in and

it's far too fiddly for comfort,

particularly when you're cornered

by a sword-wielding baddie. Often,

if you don't get the swine with a

decent jab of the dagger, you're left

to rue your profligacv. NoneLheless,

there is much to enjoy in Kingsley.

The introduction leads you to

meet the main protagonists before

you get to learn how to use the

weapons you will eventually garner.

You're also instructed on how to

defend attacks. It's visually

resplendent, with superbly-realised,

themed environments. Whether

you're sneaking through the jungle,

or cavorting around a piratical

island, there's an atmospheric feel.

Not that it's a walk in the park.

There's an infuriating point early on

in the game when you're crushed

by rolling barrels and because the

controls are fiddly, it's not easy

Nevertheless, Kingsley himself is a

charismatic, likeable fellow and his

is an adventure that will find favour

with many. r-j^

Sieve Bradley 1^
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PREPLAY
PUBLISHER:

I RELEASE DATE:

Electronic Arts

They score stunnahs, bathe in champagne Jacuzzis and get 'za' or *o'

added to their surnames. Sometimes tiney even play ball...

A'b Football games have

always focused on the

skill of individual players

and the rookie FA

Premier League Stars

extends tliis idea in to a

team agenda. The Idea is

that, through playing

well, your team's

footballers earn stats

that can be traded in for

better abilities or the

chance to buy in fresh

talent from other clubs.

Each player is described in

terms of ten attributes - control.

agility, heading, passing, shooting,

power, speed, stamina, strength

and tackling. Depending on what

position they play, some skills are

more important than others. For a

goalie seven or eight out of ten

agility is essential while a shooting

ability of three poses no real

handicap - conversely a striker

without at least a score of eight for

speed, shooting and power isn't

going to bag you a hat trick every

game. EA are still fine-tuning the

star system to ensure that you

don't end up mid-season with all

your players boasting super-human

stats in every department, but it's a

clever idea and it certainly helps

differentiate the game from FIFA.

The inclusion of Sprint and Skill

[21 A racket. [31 Don't pass, just dribble! (41 Cheeky hoof.
[51 Get tbe right angle to bag a goal. [Gl Fetch the sponge.

Mode ensures that every match is

the story of strident runs and

cheeky speed turns - Individual

moments of genius that can turn a

game - rather than carefully built-

up play. Keep L2 or R2 depressed

and you can perform f/W-esque

flick-overs, drags and turns to fool

your marker if timed correctly. Then

111 That net is very close to bursting, (al De you really

need to Improwe Micliael Owen's stats? Oh, go on then.
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n':-. ,-. ..WL: ui --M,::, i^ yojr way into the box, getting an

angle and powering up your shot early enough to slot

one past the keeper. Once again, though, the ability

stars make a difference. A white energy bar displays the

shot power of your player, with the red danger area

showing when you're going beyond their current skill

level and risking facing a terraceful of ridicule.

It's early days as yet, but there are a couple of

things PSM has marked up on its chalkboard as

requiring attention. In its present form FA Premier STARS
is far too easy (we notched-up a 6:i victory over Man
Utd and didn't drop a point) and, rather like World Cup

'pB, judicious use oF sprint, the analogue pad and

diagonals will net you goal after goal. This is something

EA are working on but it's a worry that those fresh from

FIFA '99, picking up a game with essentially the same
controls, will find the one-player a walk-over. What with

all the emphasis on individual skill the passing does

seem to suffer somewhat and it's much harder than it

should be to set up opportunities for your team-mates.

Despite these concerns, however, with the power of the

Premier League license behind it, a decidedly arcade

feel and super-fast, super-smooth graphics it's hard to

see how EA's fledgling star turn can fail, r-g-i

Pete Wilton [^

,L CARS OF 99 WRC
,10 BONUS CARS
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1

Check out your league placing. You'll want to be
doing well in ihe European league loo, you know.

tri.rsxj 0jm^



PREPLAY

Evel Knievel got his stage name while doing a stint for banit robbery.

If only he'd chosen a Honda as his getaway bike...

Hj|<e
racing is the

PlayStation equivalent of

virgin rainforest. While

other genres have had

their slopes stripped bare by gangs

of quality games the territory of

two-wheelers has remained largely

unmolested, but for a couple of

shabby molocross offerings. Castrol

Honda SuperBike Racing, then, is

the first serious bike racer to try

and lean its way into our affections.

Leaning is, quite definitely, what

a motorbike game should be all

about. Forget the ridiculous

aerobatics of the motocross set,

WHAT YOU WANT IS
|KNEE-ALMDST-ON-TARMAC I

ACTON, RUGGED KERBS I

CUT AT 15G° AT 15DMRH. I

what you want is knee-almost-on-

Tarmac action, rugged kerbs cut at

150° at i5omph. Played with an

Analog Controller, the response of

your on-screen bike to a yank on

the left sticic is lively without being

over-wild. Your rider leans, the bike

follows, friction burns becl<on - in

this respect it's pretty much what

Barry Sheene ordered. In Rookie

Mode carving your way through the

field shouldn't be a problem. But

raise the difficulty level to Amateur

and put damage on and you'll be

skidding off, knackering your bike

O

(11 In ttie replay watch tlie pack leave you behind. [21 A passable split-screen option. 131 TIM
fun bit. Leaning into a corner, [a] Cockpit. (51 Pay attention to the yellouu arrow. 161 Gloomy.



PUBLISHER; THQ International ORIGIN;

Interactive STYLE:

I RELEASE DATE: August PLAYERS:

Motorbike racer

and lolling around in lasl place in

next to no lime. We're hardly

talking a Formula i-\eve\ simulation

here but, if vou want to win the

championship, Honda SuperBike is

going to make you work for it.

How about some Stats? Up to

23 Al rival riders can compete

against you in any one race - which

obviously represents a serious

challenge for the optimist keen to

argy-bargy their way into primo

position. You've also got real Honda

bikes in there as a result of the

official licence. With 14 circuits to

race on, potential for seriously

diverse skidding scenarios presents

itself too. Some are representations

of purpose-built circuits, while other

tussles betwixt leather 'n' rubber

locate themselves on normal city

streets, helpfully pre-cleared of

skiving schoolkids and tramps. For

those who are down with the oily-

hand look, adjustments to one's

steed can be made, while the

Casirol Honda team are on hand to

dish out advice.

As one might expect

a Two-Player Mode -

horizontal or

vertical split

screen - has been

eased into the

fancy. While

bonuses for adept

BONUSES FOR ADEPT
RACERS INCLUDE THE
CHANCE TD RACE THE
MOTEGI TEST CIRCUIT.

racers include the chance to race

the Motegi test circuit.

However, '"It's not exactly Gran

Turismo on two wheels, is it?"

might be an innocent bystander's

comment on the preview version. It

may look passable while the bikes

are stationary, but once in motion

Honda SuperBike gets ugly. The

main problem is the sluggish frame

rate. Scenery parades jerkily into

the foreground and struggles round

the tight bends, while the bikes

lose their shadows when travelling

under bridges. At the moment

Honda SuperBikes is graphically

disappointing and this severely

detracts from any high-speed thrills.

But where exactly do you go if

you want two-wheeled action? The

ridiculously airborne Moto Racer 2?

The rough-as-Geri Halllwell Road

Rash 3D?\Ne can only hope that

Honda SuperBikes manages to offer

a respectable alternative. rKn
Pete Wilton [^

OPINION
O poi*frs

• Up to 23 rival rideps.

• Red Honda H(8S.

• 14 drculis In race m.

e POINTS

• SpR-screefl stfleps.

MJ Wail for Ihe lights... Peg it! 121 Caad Job liiis Is the repiay,

'I see Ihe hally mad. [31 Check your sectors. [41 This is

he wiew from the stands. [51 Be sure to change into first.

nMFnttani rinul tMs yna - imHi

twan tttnMct canm; 19KM
lNicta.lacl«|W)nMMl

irayuwel be rkiig eltepn
He tract at ISnvli, rather Ini a Hi

RC4S Hover am...

@



/ith the bereaved

rial coffin is of

referred choice

rious model,

befitting an elite fev\

who fought to save





FIRST LOOK SOUTH PARK

Don't believe the hype? You're not alone. With the, erm, questionable artistic validity of the current torrent

of merchandise, PSM talked to the bods behind the game to find out just what's really driving the trio of

South Park games headed for the PlayStation. Cash for questions: Dan Mayers.
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FIRST LOOK SQLJTH park

[ 1 The petrol station looks like a healthy
enough snowball target. 121 The HV beckons
uuith the hypnotic power or Paul McKenna.
[3] Heady aim, tire. C4I Poor little mite.

r^
^^m

Episode 1:

'Doom With A View' -

which we talk about

From this PSM infer; you get to

shoot things. So what other games have

influenced this one? Doom? Quake'

tirst-person shooter, ranging influences, what type of weapon

South Parli.
are we going to be permitted the use of?

"Well,,. There's the fart doll, the live

"South Park the game is the siory of a

seriously apocalyptic time on Earth. When
this great big comet is headed towards

South Park. Colorado..." reveals Darrin.

"And then all kinds of really strange

sniper chicken..." starts Darrin. "And, my
favourite,' chips in Doug Yellln, producer

of another South Park game, 'the cow
launcher." "Oh, and don't forget [he

snowballs,' cecalls Darrin. "Snowballs

covered in wee as well'" counters i

things happen. Doug. This, P5M notes, is like d
Strange things?

"Like Cariman's mum Is kidnapped

by aliens. Like turkeys run wild in

the streets."

interviewing Beavis and Bunhead.

Cuess we can assume the

entire cast gets involved with saving

the dysfunctional town?
And this all means'

"What does it mean? It means you

get to use a fart doll, and a cow-launcher

and other really cool weapons to slop

"Yeah, of course. Kyle, Stan,

Cartman, Kenny, Wendy, Mephisto, J

Big Cay Al, Mr Carrison, Mr Hat, i
Terrance and Philip, and many more, '

the madness,' all make an appearance," Darrin

nal message in the snow..."

Iharming. Elsewhere, inane

jction and death are an intrinsic

3f the show. So how many different

can we devise to crush Kenny'

You bastard! Why would anyone

want to do thai'!" screams Doug.

Moving swiftly or... What do think

people are going to find most

entertaining In the game? Darrin pauses

for a moment,

"Hope this doesn't sound strange but

of a successfully aimed cow launcher"

That doesn't sound so strange,

"ll IS when your head ends up up a

Perhaps unorthodox might be a

better term to use. So is there anything

else neat about the game that sets it

apart from other shoot 'em ups?

"Well the multiplayer kick-the-baby

experience is unique,' muses Doug.

itiplayer shooting

:itig poo, turkeys.

WOULDN'T IT BE COOL IF...'
The brats from South Parli were in a load of videogames that they shouldn't be? Why, yes it would.

mmgw

^
.iiE^E Final Fantasy VII meets
rtA Park.

c Sephirath? What ihe hell kind
I name is that?

Cartman and Kenny discover
f'tic been separated at birth.

too philosopliically complex.

pRFMi':]^ Metal Gear Solid meets
South Park.

CjMHn NflMc Metal Gear's Christmas
Soiia.

PnEryib^: The Snake bumps into Mr
Hankey. Battle ensues...

LiKFiiHOoo Qr QEiruG .viape: Messy. Great
for hitting Ihe seasonal market.

Premise: Tekken meets South Park.
CoMEov nume: Tickle. Which sounds a
bit like rehlren. Ish.

Premise: The boys grasp each other
in a lender Greek embrace. First

one to break anal wind loses.

LiKELiHcuu . __\; I.I- Seriously,

what do you think?

Cdmedv Mor^E iiss RaMer, Do you see
what we did there?
Premise Let's look for treasure!

Likelihood of being MaDE, Never gats
going due to legal stuff. Kenny
likes dressing as a woman though.

All South Park artwork © Comedy Central. All SouOt Park videogame imagery © Acclaim. Matt Parker and Troy Stone photograph) Kati © Terry Doyle.



IN THE BEGINNING...
How a simple Christmas message led to a world

of scatology... It's the Matt and Trey story!

I

rey Parker and Matt Stone

^^H hot slice of beef at the

University of Boulder, Colorado.

While most students gave out bei

snacks to their new frat buddies,

Parker would hold court in his

touting various ideas, one of

which was a certain cartoon.

WUhat happened next is the stuff

of legend.

A FoK eKecutive named Brian

Graden had seen some of their

uuork and asked them to create a
) sporting an apron and chef's animated Christmas message to

hat, delivering choice cuts t

assembled guests. Inevitably,

Stone liked this new fella.

They soon fell into nim
making - Parker a music student
and Stone having recently

graduated in nim. While their

peers mimicked Scorcese the duo
decided to create the Pythan-
•sque Cannibal! The musical
recently shown on Channel 41.

Tha s

Post graduation, Parker and
Stone relocated to Hollywood,

send to all his Hollywood pals.

Stone and Parker duly delivered

an animated short Him by the

name of The Spirit of Christmas,

in which Jesus and Santa scrap
like a pair of rutting stags.

In the spirit of the festive

season, the notorious cartoon was
a hit and ended up on a million

Internel

subsequently picked up tay

Comedy Channel
the rest is Well, let's Just say a

the horizon.

Episode 2:

'Chef's Luv Shack' - in

which PSM heads round

Issac Hayes for a quick

bout of Triv and a game

of Asteroids...

Chef's Luv Shack is Ihe second game in

the trilogy. What's It all about'

"Up to four players can partake in

the fun, playing as Eric, Kyle, Stan or

Kenny," explains Jules Watsham, producer

of Luv Shack. "Injllally everyone gets

thrown inlQ a trivia round. Chef asks a

bunch of silly questions that relate to

either specific South Park trivia or South

Pard-related subjects, such as ;

actor that's starred on the show."

So a bunch of questions about

way of completing the game Is to play all

of the mini-game s, and beat them, and

answer all of the trivia questions

correctly There'l be around

1,000 questions.

Mini-games? Does this lead us

towards recent r mours of a retro nature'

"Well...-' Dar n hesitates, 'Yes, In a

sense. Chef^ (.ui/ Shack is going to have

a few games tha are very reminiscent of

particular arcade classics. In Asses In

Space, you take n the roles of Terrance

and Philip and blast ass-teroids. resulting

in jolly fart-noise malarkeyi" And that's

based on? "Errrm, Asteroids
I guess."

Beefcake's another one of my faves,"

continues Darrin. "That, and Whack-a-

Zombie-Pet and Eat This too."

How many of these things have you

"Currently there'll

i-games," explains Jules. "We really

nany as we can fit in. We'll just



FIRST LOOK I

SOUTH park

Episode ^:

'Mario KarUman)' - in

which our interviewees

discuss the finer nuances

of South Park Rally.

First questpons first - how's South Park

Rally going to be different from other

karting games?

The point of most racing games is

lo keep away from the other players,

right?" says Doug, suddenly coming over

all serious. He is after all the producer of

this game. "But we felt for South Park

Rally - especially the multiplayer events -

that we had to create modes that would
bring the players together and make
them interact, because the 5oui;i Park

show itself is all about the interaction of

the kids. So, in addition to the regular

racing modes, we've added about a

dozen other play types that pit the kids

against one another.

"One idea we've currently got on the

drawing board has the kids trying to

protect the chickens from the

Chicken Lover."

Like the episode on TV. right'

"Exactly. Whoever^
you're holding so the players

are always in competition,"

"It's gomg to be cool,"

says Darrin, picking up the

thread. "We've got half a dozen tracks

planned, all based around locations in the

episodes. Everything from the town to Big

Cay Al's Big Cay Animal Sanctuary,

They're all fully open, so instead of

having a set track, you can motor about

anywhere and create your own shortcuts

between houses, behind trees, over hills,

through the cow... Wherever you can get

your

. Fieali Handling o

"They handle very well," grins Doug.

"We've created an advanced physics

engine that takes things like weight,

account. We're also spending a great deal

of lime tuning each car individually so

that they both feel and play differently.

Being a rally game, we have a lot of

[]] The road is long. And straight. CZI Kenny
lays down some skidmarks. Just wait until

the petrol tank goes up in names. Because
It this here van's a

, don't you Eome a knockin*.

different surfaces with traction

nd slide factors as well."

Presumably you're working on

a few novel pick ups too'

"We're building from the tone

of the original game, and

filling in a whole bunch of new,

unusual, and occasionally gross

ifarious bods behind the South Park

Tilogy - are the games any good? The

ng "yes, actually."

All 1 inly a

Do tell.

?als Doug,

's Chocolate Salty Balls

"How about the Mexican

Staring Frog?"

Think we get the picture...

"Ail the South Park favourites - Stan,

Kyle, Cartman, Kenny, and Chef - should

have some secondary characters like

Wendy, Officer Barbrady, Mr Garrison and

some surprises."

The notion of a go-karl being driven

by a talking turd boggles

the mind and PSM takes

its leave for a liedown, ^
away from a world of

fecal matter and childi

swear A lot.

PSM'i quizzing of thi

hardcore South Park fans

both humour content and the self-

referencing of the show. The South Park

shoot 'em up has already proved itself on
other formats and, especially in the case

of Luv Shack, the games can be far more

South Park Rally too looks a good bet,

although its originality might get

Freaks, Chocobo Racing and Crash Team
Racing. All in all, surprisingly good stuff.

Final thoughts. South Park is a funny

cartoon. Terrance and Philip isn't. Cuddly
Cartman dolls weren't a good idea.

Cuddly Cartmans dressed as police chiefs

are. Most South Park

merchandise is trash. The

rilia games aren't. Funny rEl

South...

, Here are a some
r highlights of the third

South Park series...

• "The boys discover an animal previously though to
a Jahowasaur. Do you see? It's a play

guess how Kenny dies...

• A South PaHt nrst happens when Kenny gets hit by
lightning - but doesn't actually die! Wha

woman, hut sadly she turns out to be
a crushes Kenny under her weight.

Chef goes back to broth boiling...

• The kids get stranded In the Costa RIcan jungle. The
moral of the story is that the rainforest isn't very
pleasant and therefore not wnrtli ssvi
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SilentHUL
Following the hugely-SUCCeSSful Metal Gear Solid, Konami trade espionage for

horror in Silent Hill. psM Investigates tentatively...

clear something up - Silent Hill

noi a Resident Evil derivative.

I
Konami. while undoubtedly

lenced by the Capcom classic.

' have created

mplished cash-ir. The diffei

between the two titles go beyond the

s. Sure, Silent Hill uses a

polygon-based engine that offers far

flexibility than the pre-rendered locales of Resi

Evils I and 2. But beneath these remarkable

jals, though, lies an altogether more sinister, ground-

breaking g,

The fiej(def7tfi'/7duo pay homage to George Romero'
cult zombre flicks, with all the attendant flavour tha

, Silent Hill, however, is more akin to thi

works of HP Lovecraft and films like The Shining or

The Legend Of Hill House. In many places, it's genuinely

disturbing, and suggests more horror than It actually

shows. However while Silent Hill is often an exemplary
e of storytelling, it isn

nction is subtle, but

The story begins with

5 daughter Cheryl are headin

s generally use the il

game engine. Like Metal Gear Solid, they're

superbly done. Ezl Death of a



Konami DEVELOPER:

June AGE RESTRICTION:

Horror adventure

LIGHT OF YOUR LIFE
Silent Hill h restricted to using sound and unique camera angles

,— , II also features an number ol sections where Harry
makes his way by torchlight. Some of Konaml>s most inspired moments
occur in ill-lit and claustrophobic rooms and tunnels.

Eeek, It's dark. The feeble light of
your torch Is iust good enough...

screens. Oh. how that bodes. Well it does, doesn't it? 12] More
xiering in toilets. People will talk. Hairy. 131 It's genuinely frightening, this.

Hill, A girl steps into the road, Harry swerves to avoid
her and wrecks his vehicle in the process. When he
regains consciousness, Cheryl is no longer sat on the
back seat. As he leaves the car, he sees his daughter
disappearing off into thi

DESPITE THE SHORTCOMINGS OF
|ITS DIALOGUE SILENT HILL IS ONE I

F THE MOST ATMOSPHERIC I

GAMES EVER CREATED. I

From this point on Harry searches for Cheryl and
at the same time, the odd goings-on in Silent Hill are
vaguely explained. After years of gamers being
accustomed to being treated like simpletons by over-
explained Hollywood movie plots, Silenr Hill often
appears almost reticent. It doesn't explain certain text

for that

peech-based events properly, yet over-elaborates
e scenes that could be best left to the imagination,

; lis fantasy/horror remit as an excuse
nous of stylistic crimes - the deus ex

5 of s :ripted or spoken dialogue, Silent Hill

. Like Residem Evil, its use of English is

almost uncomfortable in places. Worse
acting is terrible. Pregne

performed exchanges - certain words £

emphasised, while fantastical events are related h

t quite as bad as Barry's

infamous exchange with Jill in the first Resident
Evil, it's not much better. What a tragic

Outside of the realms of FMV links and
in-game cut scenes, though, Silent Hill is

magnificent. Its play-oriented i

superb. Despite the s

dialogue, the odd piece of plot and its

laughable acting, Silent Hill is still one of

ic games ever created.
It evokes such feelings as panic, fear,

trepidation in a variety of ways. Whereas ir,.
,

the Resident Evil games rely on 'jump' /

mgross the k

[ I A visit to 's Motel. Master Bates



ti] The barbecue was a desperate failure.

[21 Or is it? OR IS IT? [31 Silent Hill is,

enough, quite noisy. 14] Gore? What
is it good for? Why, quite a

player, Konami's game manages to create an amazing
and lasting feeling of

heart-mi5ses-a-beal

surprises, but overall

Take it

stick to a fixed view. When it does this, you're often

left thinking "What happens now?" and "Where is the

monster?" Other games struggle to provide a workable
of their action. Silent Hill, progressive and

borders on the genuinely cinematic.

If Konami's work with Sllem Hill's camera is

pres5ive, their use of sound defies the use

superlatives, it doesn't

i such. Instead, it uses odd collections of

3ises and repetitive aural effects. Discordant

.nd loud, they should annoy and i



SUentmi

THE TELL-TALE HEART

II starts here. Well, about nve minutes before in this uery roi

really. But we won't spoil ttie surprise tor you. I?l Better to run away Ir

:s. t31 A breach of Queensbury Bules. But wliat itie hett?

imple idea. Why did

no-one think of this betore?
When Harry becomes
injured, your Dual Shock
pad - and you do have

effectively vibrates to

simulate his

increased heart rate

and tear. Capcom will, ---'~

we'll wager, be kicking
themselves for missing that one.

a hair-

r approaches. Thi

3nt the garbled t

whenever a

eature, the mot

pie, yet brillia

At first, Stleni Hill'i stock of t

disappointing. The residential area of the town that

THE GAME DOESN'T NEED TO
|CHUCK IN HUGE MONSTERS TO I

SCARE YOU - ITS SOUND ALONE I

CAN SCARE THE UFE OUT OF YOU. I

you first explore is filled with mutant dogs and harpy-

i flying creatures. Compared to Resident Evil 2's

mbies, these are initially disappointing

at this point in the game, you're not quite

enmeshed in Hill's quirky way of thinking.

You see, it's not a shoot 'em up, not by any

stretch of the imagination. When Harry

5 shots, it's because he's

more reaiistic, faintly inept

protagonist. Lacking the pin-

:uracy of Lara or the

:omic-book proficiency of

Syphon Filter's Cabe, he

fudges his way thro

confrontations. More often

than not - and especially

when faced or chased by a few opponents - it's ea

safer and more sensible to simply run away. You

become quite handy with firearms and club-like

with practice. But H takes time.

The monsters get better as you progress

Silent Hill's gloomy streets. There's one, in
[

that will frighten the life out of you. It lopes at

speed after Harry, and looks like a bizarre kin

of primate. Once the monsters have his scent,

they pursue doggedly. With another clever

camera technique, you see these creatures

behind Harry, but just in front of your view

of proceedings. Trying to shake them off

before they leap on to your back can lead

panicked, frenzied D-pad

To make
the end of the game, they hunt in pack;

Being first and foremost an adven
game. Silent Hill is packed with puzzles.
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PUT IT ON PAST MIDNIGHT AND
YOU'LL STRUGGLE TO RESIST THE
TEMPTATION TO SLEEP WITH THE

LIGHTS ON. IT'S THAT GOOD.

Mosi of these are fairly elementary arid of Ihe find-

then-use variety. Others, though, are based on riddles

and scraps of clues. Refreshingly, there are few instances

where you find yourself running around aimlessly,

searching for the way forward, Konami have pitched

the difficulty of the plot accurately. More often

than not, your next objective is clearly marked
on a map. This shortens Silent Hill's lifespan - there

are fewer time consuming searches for the next open

door - but makes it a far more enjoyable experience.

The variety of locations and visuals in Silent Hill is

hugely impressive. From a shopping centre to a school,

the town begs tireless exploration to appreciate the

incredible number of incidental details and tou(

It has a fine line in subtle (well, ish), refeieni

humour, too, A shutter covering a shop front

is daubed with the word 'redrum' - a clear

nod in the direction of Stephen King's 1

Shining. Look at the street names and you'

notice they are named after famous hi

writers - from King pseudonym Bachman

to Psycho author Bloch, A hotel visitei

late in the game is called Norman's Motel

- any relation to the infamous Bates

residence? These little peculiarities

aren't over-laboured and it's fun just

running around Silent Hill trying to

find them all.

There ; other ) find,

too. Complete Silent Hill, and you

get the opportunity to grab a

collection of great weapons -

Including a chainsaw and a katana

sword. Better still, there are five

endings to discover, influenced by

in-game events. Four are available from the

and a fifth, available after you have completed

Hill once, has its tongue firmly placed in narrative

cheek. It's as funny as hell, and provides a

welcome piece of comic relief for the dedicated

player after all the horror.

Silent Hill IS an astounding, benchmark

mj.i.iijj

Videogame, More frightening than any other title before

It, it's remarkably atmospheric. As you play, you'll

find yourself Silting, mouth agape, thinking

Games just don't do this sort of thing!" Play

it in the daytime, with the bustle and noise

that accompanies naturally-lit hours and its

powerful hold is lessened. Put it on past

midnight, when you're alone, and you'll

struggle to resist the temptation to sleep

the lights on. It's that good.

If only Konami could have worked

little harder on the dialogue.

Compared to the rest of Silent Hill.

It's woefully amateur and disrupts the

extraordinary atmosphere. It could

also benefit from being longer - it's

roughly the same size as Metal Gear

Solid. Bui. like the aforementioned

foremost. The area that games
ently lag behind their

itic contemporaries is in how
/ely they manipulate mood

I, S(/en( H/l/ teases both

r that, to an uninitiated

observer, would suggest such

excellence is commonplace for

videogames. Naturally, it isn't and that's why Silent Hill

s such an outstanding title. Buy it, 1"^
James Price '— I

Alternatively...

MtBUFUt ia/iB mv
MUtrl lira mm
mum loiii nm
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PlayStation
' Magazines

GRAPF^ICS Fantastic. Lots of variety, loads of neat touches 10 A stunning, genre-defining adventure

from Konami. More frightening than

Resident Evil and more evocative than

I LIFESPAN Not hard to finish, but there are five endings to see 8 Tomb Raider 3. it's a landmark game.

I GAMEPLA'^i' The emotional manipulation is like a relationship 10 10
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It isn't defrosted from a glacier or bubbling up from the Mariana trench,

but we're sure it still blames its mother. Meet an aiien virus caiied evii.

Hhese days everyone expects games to be

sexy. No, we're not talking the revolving twin

orbs of Lara Croft's rump, nor are we banging

on about some Ruud Cullit-jnspired wing-

back formation in FIFA '99. What we mean is

that once you've experienced the silky smoothness of

Metal Gear or the fast-moving scenery of Ridge Racer

Type 4 you never want to go back to the ropy, barely-

presentable videogames of yesteryear. Unless, of course,

you are the creators of Virus.

Not to be confused wlih the hoary old classic of

the same name. Virus is based on a shock-flick from

the US that is in turn based upon the Dark Horse comic.

Aliens have landed In microscopic form and are busy

Infecting everything with their mutant DNA. Only a

policewoman called Joan and her partner, Sutter, can

save humanity from extinction at the hands of these

ALIENS HAVE LANDED IN

MICHQSCaPIC FORM AND ARE
BUSY INFECTING EVERYTHING WITH

THEIR MUTANT DNA...

viral invaders. Cue 3D action, as you make Joan run

up and down corridors shooting at things.

There are switches to press, there are both humanold
enemies and static defences to be destroyed and there

are the distinctly finicky controls to get used to. Rather

than giving the controls that are here, it's more
enlightening to list the features that are absent. There's

no sidestep or roll, no strafing of any kind, no Sniper

Mode, no aiming up and down, no appreciable difference



Cryo Interactive DEVELOPER:

I RELEASE DATE' AGE RESTRICTION:

3D act!on/adventure

I

YDU WILL BE REWARDED WITH
LONG BDUTS OF SHOOTING AT

DN-COMING ENEMIES ALONG WITH
EXTRA WEAPONS LIKE UZIS

between clo5e-up and far-away blasting. The enerr

don't recoil from your fusillade of bullets and

seerringly incapable of walking

mrade. Even when they die they remain annoying

1 letting you walk

mated bodies decompose. Essei

- you open a door, y

a switch and a gang of ener

backwards around tl

avoid getting stuck agai

emies that are faster and more agile than you.

Visually things are passable, but in no way a

treat. The game sticks, mostly, to corridors

and rooms to minimise the opportunities for

glilching. Rotate Joan on the spot and the world

ally every

You then

blasting, trying to

ill or smacked by

; fast ( ough, but try r circle

[|] The laser immobilises many e

IZ - 31 If only we could sidestep. 141 Right

in the oweralls. 151 'Find the Evil and
destroy it' Well, that's a clear brleHng.

more frailties appear, as you fail

fire - even this, it seems, is too mi

Virus's liking. You might be

of its brutal simplicity if the gat

3 evade in-coming

:h like dodging for

inclined to forgive much
e better structured.

Instead, with no restart points and no opportunities

for the tactical conserving of ammo or health power-

ups, you're forced to play the same level over and over

again until you kill the right boss or find the relevant

switch. Persevere and you will be rewarded with long

bouts of crouching and shooting at on-coming enemies,

along with extra weapons like uzis and bazookas - but

even with more fire-power you're unlikely to become

enthralled or addicted.

In a world of Metal Gears and Tomb Raider 3's what

place IS there for a beast such as Virus, that can only

deliver flawed 3D entertainment? A place at the bottom

of the heap, It would seem. For the same £40 you

could get Resident Evil and Fade To Black at a whole

Metal Cear Solid or Tomb Raider and Tomb Raider 2

or Die Hard Trilogy and Doom or... Exactly. F^
Pete Wilton U^

POETIC MOVIE LICENCE

'

Virus is hased on the film starring Jamie Lee Curtis and Billy Baldwin

and the Dark Horse comic hook. Joan is the same character as Kit

tCurtisI with Sutter representing Steve IBaldwinJ. While the basic

scenario Is the same, the game strays from the film's locations as

Cryo felt that a qame set entirely on a boat would be too limited...

Wrifs the movie has been called 'Aliens

Alternatively.
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Functional, but not pretty 5 Guns, monsters, tasers... So how come
"

it's such a turn-off? Because it's badly
Stupid, awkward, predictable4. .., ., ^jm.

Z designed and sloppily executed. Not

Frustrating and repetitive 3 even a poor man's Besi Evil, just poor. S
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Ill You've gat to loop
the loop and fly through
the hoops to get to the
end of the stage.

12 - 31 But at the end
or the day it's

besting the Daddy of

the prison playground.
Which is unfeasibly

Aimnauts
stop the pigeon..." Canoon criminals Dastardly and Mutlcy

prepare to enter the Thunderdome. or something equally confusing.

'e's what happened. Some bloke ai

the developers had a childhood obsession
with Wacky Racers, watched Arnie in Rur\rting

Man. checked out Cladiaton on the TV and
thought, "Aroooga! There's a urdeogame in

'here!" And he was quite right.

Creating a media overlord bv the name of Bob
McGuffin, pulling criminals from futuristic prisons and
making them wage aerial war across the skies, sounds
like an excellent premise for a videogame, it could be

great. Spinning highly-manoeuvrable mechanical
flying beasts around intricately designed levels,
shooting up your foes with an expansive range
of power-ups and causing general mayhem to

I delight of a TV audience of two and a half billion.

The prize? Freedom,

Pity then that, for a number of reasons, Aironauis
fails flat on its face. The rigs used to fly round the
levels are supposed to be state-of-the-art, futuristic

flying machines. You should be able to throw them
around like Douglas Gader in a Spitfire, but in reality

a double decker bus has got a tighter turning circle

than these chaps. Even the special 180' spin tai^es far

too long, to the point of causing extreme frustration.

For an example of the trouble this can cause, check
out the guardian battles. Hit your opponent once and

he'll tuck in tight behind you, following your every
move and making it extraordinarily difficult for you to
let off a good shot. After the fourth level, this becomes
plai,

The

iting.

game consists of 1 1 levels and a training
arena. There are no hidden levels, no hidden characters
and, although the difficulty level shoots up at around
the fourth episode, it's not challenging enough to

maintain long-term enjoyment. This is compounded by
the fact that it's one-player only. Surely someone could
have seen the potential benefits of sticking in a split-

screen Two-Player dogfight to increase the lifespan? In

with the greatest of e Except they don't.



I RELEASE DATE: I AGE RESTRICTION: Three and o

- 31 While il looks super fast and iwitchlly manoeuvrable, it's not. Honest,

on the hiind side of any one of the bosses i

age of games which last rr

nplv not enough here.

Graphically it's also a bit ropy. Sure, a year ago it

]uld have been passable, but with other developers

nstantly pushing at the PlayStation's technical

mtations it's not really up to scratch. In an effort to

create a bleak futuristic environment they've

dimmed the lights to the point where you can

barely see your intended target as it speeds

round the arena. The structures that litter the

adia are incredibly blocl<y, and shaded in colours that

/s.\ WipEoul 2097's for garishness. Which is a shame,

because a bit of clarity would have made the game

significantly easier to play.

The soundtrack's disappointing too. Comprised of

clattery techno that's barely in stereo and sounds like

I

A DOUBLE DECKER BUS HAS GOT
A TIGHTER TURNING CIRCLE THAN
THESE CHARS. EVEN THE SPECIAL
1 SG° SRIN TAKES FAR TOO LONG.

it has been generated using Music, it's a far cry from

the big-name dance and indie acts that are turning up

Aironauts remain s a hn and originaldsh) ide a, but

ideas need t be c refully cultivated if you w nt to

turn out a v inning game Sadly, this one has been

poorly execu ted. With a bit more att ention to detail

this could have be n a s perb title. You can help

feeling it's a missed opportunity.

\£Dan Mayers

Alternatively.

[11 Sadly, targeting is not an option In the game. 12 - 31

"Waah /Yeah/For the wings of a dove..." Which would be

handler than the wings of a double decker bus. C4] Pick

yourself a prisoner, any t

HIJ-I.IIJJ
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GRAPHICS: Blocky, dim and the levels are too small 4 There's a great game buried in here

somewhere. A bit more thought and
Just not quick enough 5

this could have been a thoroughly

Frustration drags this way down 4 enjoyable experience.
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For the first time in history weVe actually been looking forward to a game

packed with Bugs. And Infogrames have ruined the full with 8 Shoddy platforiTier.

I

iven that it's

which pursue

it ha; taken

de rigeur to refe

a while for the v

)n character to at

^^^^ PlayStation. Forget Bart Simpson and the South
Park cast - Bugs Bunny is the original animated upstart,

ever ready with a lightning quip (or a stick of TNT)
with which to repel the leaden-footed enemy. Yep, Bugs
is an ideal star for a PlayStation adventure and much
effort has been made to keep his videogame counterpart

faithful to the cartoon original.

Bugs eats carrots to replenish spent energy,
he makes full use of his large ears to land
softly on delicate surfaces and he kicks
opponents up the backside. Ignore the fact that

s voiced by a poor pub impressionist, and you'll

believe that this is Bugs Bunny just as Chuck Jones
intended him to be. All his traditional foes are poised

to thwart your progress and even bit players from the

Warner Bros back catalogue, such as Rocky and Mugsy,
are ascribed roles as tali-hatted '30s gangsters. As a

3D game imitating a 2D cartoon world, Bugs Bunny.
Lost In Time is initially impressive. So where did it all

go wrong? Sackful of old cobblers as it is, we can't

really blame the plot. Deposit Bugs Bunny in a magic
sewer trying to negotiate his way out through a portal

in the U-bend and no-one would care, as long as the

game was full of original and engaging platform activity.

Bugs Bunny: Lost In Time finds our hero stranded

somewhere in the space-time continuum. From the Stone
Age, to the Medieval period, to the futuristic Dimension

WE FIND OUR HERD STRANDED
SOMEWHERE IN THE SPACE-TIME
CONTINUUM. FROM THE STONE
AGE TO THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD.

X, the aim is to collect enough clocks to return Bugs
to the present day. Progress is non-linear, but a certain

number of clocks are required to access each era. Within

an era there are an abundance of levels and bonus
levels, providing the game with formidable depth.

The problems begin as soon as you wander out of

the time machine and straight through a solid block of

ely that shouldn't happen? Then you a

to leap on to a pole and realise that the process

III It's the old carry-torch-ignlte-TNT

puzzle, although time limits lor use of

objects make dexterity a priority.

[2 - 41 Bugs Bunny himsell Is

faithfully portrayed in '



PUBLISHER: DEVELOPER: Behaviour

RELEASE DATE: Out now AGE RESTRICTION: None

PRICE, E39.99 STYLE' 3D platformer

J Even booting gangster* up the ai , _....„ „. ..„.,.5, „
nicycle can't disguise the repetiUwe and Irustrating nature ol the gameplay.

deciding whether Bugs grasps it or not i; entirely

random. Thanks to a combination of unresponsive
controls, shaky scenery and bizarre camera angles,

which often take residence behind obstacles at vital

loments or make gaining a sense of perspective

impossible, you wilf regularly topple Into the
sea or off the edge of a cliff. There aren't even
any flying carpets or trampolines to arrest
Bugs' plummet in a comedy manner - simply

1 ignominious return to the beginning of the level.

It seems that this frustrating imposition of the

random factor is the only real barrier to rapid progress
through the game. It's packed with platforming staples,

such as stacking bones to access a higher level and
collecting torches with which to ignite dynamite. If

these basic challenges have you reaching for the tips

hotline, Bugs' irritating warlock mentor usually

materialises and tells you how to do it anyway. There
are a few original puzzles in the later eras, particularly

those involving Bugs' inventory of magic spells, but by
this point you could well be beyond persevering. Even
the numerous subgames and bonus levels are hardly

worth busting a gut to access. They generally consist

of Yosemite Sam haphazardly slashing at you with a

I

IT'S PACKED WITH PLATFORMING
STAPLES, SUCH AS STACKING
BOXES TO ACCESS A HIGHER

I LEVEL AND COLLECTING TORCHES.
mdjumcutlass while you try to fend off his attack a

on his head. Rubbish.

It would be too simple to forgive the manifest faults

of this game in designating it a 'title for the younger
gamer'. Every six-year-old is capable of recognising a

quality platformer when he sees one. For the older
PlayStation owner, keen to recreate the manic thrills of
many a classic Looney Tunes moment, ail they have is

Elmer Fudd vowing to "get that wabbit" and the odd
anvil falling from the sky. The gameplay itself is a

shambles. And, sadly, that's all folks. rnTl

Sam Richards I

THE LOONEY BIN
A cast of Warner Brothers' favourites make appears
distract our hero from his time-travelling quest.

s throughout Bugs Bunny: Last In Time and their role Is largely to

ELMER FUDD
Appears both in typical

hunting attire, attempting to

paste Bugs' ass with a

blunderbuss, and as a
caveman with a taste for

rabbit flesh.

YOSEMITE SAM
The moustachioed midget
stars as a pirate, complete
with eyepatch, parrot and
several pieces of eight.

Hilariously, one of his levels

Is titled What's Up Dock.

DAFFY DUCK
Makes a guest appearance
in a bizarre subgame,
turning pictures of h

into pictures of Bugs ii

attempt to persuade El

Fudd that it's rabbit se

MARVIN THE MARTIAN
The little guy from outer
space is the proprietor ol a
space station full of hi-tech
wizardry. Appears to have
spawned a plague of

bothersome baby Marvlns.

Alternatively.
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Faithful to the cartoon, but seriously flaky 6 The greatest cartoon rabbit to ever

lunch a carrot is ill-treated in this

disappointing platformer. It lacks

rariety and is random throughout.

Frustrating and unimaginative 4

Lots there, but it's all so similai

e



RELEASE DATE;

DEVELDPER: Starsphere Interactive

I AGE RESTRICTION: Nona

Some aHemats
chsss sets. 191

Bet she doesn't
play chess...

Chessmastur 2
The Wu-Tang Clan are big chess fans. Would you accuse them of being woolly-pully

wearing geeks without Jadyfriends? No, you wouldn't. Chess then - it's the neW TOCk 'n' roll...

Hince electricity hadn't been inverted in ancient
times. ches5 filled the same sociological niche
as Tekken does today. They share similar

femt-counter-feint action. There's a link

between the use of psychology in reading
your opponents' intentions. And chess even has special
moves - who can forget the sneaky Castle or fiendish
En Passant Capiure. eh? So, logically, for historical

reasons alone, you should own this.

You're not convinced, are you? Understandable. No
matter bow hard anyone tries to persuade you that this

Is a tfouser-vib rating arousal machine you're not going
to believe them, are you? Because it's chess innit' But
if you do want to play chess, there's only one question
of any importance. Does it play well?

A definite yes. And, even better, it can play really badly
too. Because while this will (hopefully) be
purchased by people who just want an
occasional partner, its hidden strength is the
aid it offers to beginners. All manner of options
spliced into its streamlined form to assist with the
trembling, tactical steps. Chessmasier will happily

ft44

display ho

question of "Which way does hors

For the more learned it can c

are under thrEat, or pinned, or i

control either side has. The assist I

either whispering a quick suggesti

noue so there

'-</ gallop?",

splay which pieces

>/en the amount of

inctions are nimble,

in or giving lengthy

a noble idea.

ts vary from simulations of

o fictional characters. This leads

/here you push up your rating

singly difficult beings. The

explanations of why Pawn t

Computer opponen
historical grandmasters

to a Campaign Mode, \

through conflicts with ii

presentation is reasonable, allowing rotating 3D o
on BBC2-o-visionforauthenticanality, Still not convinced?
Look, if we travelled a 1,000 years forward in time,
would the planet's favourite game be Tekken or chess?
Actually, it'd probably be Tekken. Tsch.

Kieron Cillen 1M
Alternatively. ..

fflBSBMJWaff 7/1B raH/7

Pl^Statipn^
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GRAPHICS:

GAMEPLAY:

ine^

Clean and clinical, but hardly sexy 4 It's chess. If you want to play or learn

s one of the oldest games and still compulsive 3 *" P'^^' **^'^ ''*'* " >"*" ''«*'^ "°
interest whatsoever in it. nothing will

e you. It's chess. Chess it is.
I LIFESPAN' Until you reach Grandmaster, this should be fine 8 8
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• vm SAVING FUNCTIONS FOK USE DURING rOUK CALl

„„,« PRESSQ TO RESTART SERVICE PRESS© TO MOVE BACK ONE STEP

COMPETITION!
HOTLINE
IT'S FUN TO ENTER & THERE'S A
GENUINE CHANCE TO

PSX & N64 FAX-BACK
CIIEAIS, TIPS, REVIEWS S WALKTHROUGHS
OR ALL THE TOP GAMES INCLUDING:

. order FAX CHEATS & TIPS, lift the handset

FAX-BilCK SEIVICE

09062 994950

STOBIWON

Calli coit 60p a minute to thii number

Call the number above & play
'HUNT THE PRIZEMI5TRESS'
for your chance to ^1^#Ar
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PLAYSTATION
WALKTHROUGHS

' / Complete
Walkthroughs &
Guides for these
great games

and 3
Crash Band!
& 3
Abe's Odyse
Fifa99

iolid Command &
1, 2 Conquer

C & C: Red Alert
:oot 2 C & C: Retaliation

Doom
B WWFW

Resident Ml I

m
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Capcom Beneratians
CapCOm invite you bacl< to a bygone age when gameplay offered nothing

more than up, down, left, right and shoot. Repeat until tired.

Hhey
don't make games like Ihey used to. And

there's a good reason too. Compared to loday'5

polygon-spewing racer;, platformers and

shoot 'em up5, most classic 'oldies' have all

the playabihty of an unwashed sock. Space

Invaders was only fun in the '80s because nobody knew

any better. Yet its simple left-right-shoot mechanics are

still fondly remembered by millions. Nostalgia

conveniently hoses away the obvious fact that after

you've leapt through lost cities with Lara Croft,

strangled guards in Metal Gear Solid, and

recklessly driven Dodge Vipers in Cran Turismo,

repetitive, retro sprite-annihilation is, sadly,

monumentally dull.

Undaunted, Capcom have triumphantly squashed I 3

of their dusty coin-op classics on to four PlayStation

discs. All ofthem shun the bubbling vat of raw processing

power contained within your console. Together, this

shiny compact quartet form the Cemrations collection,

memory-tugging mini-anthologies that resurrect the

gaming challenges of yesteryear. From shoot 'em ups

with tiny planes, to shoot 'em ups with tiny blokes,

Generations proves that whatever rose-tinted

recollections you may have of games like 1942. Chosis

'N' Coblins and Commando, they are infinitely better

than the experience of actually replaying them. The

game's limitations have been compounded by the last

ten years of videogame development, and are even

more obvious. It's worth remembering that the games

on these discs hail from a time when to make levels

more difficult, the gameplay simply became faster.

Disc One is a case in point, contaming a WW2 trio

comprising of the fondly-remembered !942. the noi-

very-different-at-all 1943. and the can't-spot-the-

changes-unless-you-look-ciosely 1943 Enhanced. All

three splash the mechanics of the '80s shoot 'em up

with a Second World War theme. They invite the player

I

THE GAMES ON THESE DISCS HAIL
FROM A TIME WHEN TO MAKE
LEVELS MORE DIFFICULT. THE
GAMEPLAY SIMPLY BECAME FASTER

and its barrel-lobbing

sailor. [4l 1942 gave th

blast 'em up a WWZ
twist, tsl Mercs - or

Ramlio lor tbe coin-op.

[G] The mindless Valgus

[7 - 81 Cfiosts A Goblin;

- spoohy platformer.



I RELEASE DATE:

Virgin Interactive DEVELOPER;

July/August AGE RESTRICTinN:

Retro arcade compilatioi

The second disc plays host to the Chosts 'N'

trilogy and contains the original Chosts 'N'

Cabfins, the graphically-refined follow-up,

Chouls W Chosts, and the bag of extra levels

that go under the title of Super Chosts 'N'

Coblins. If you don't remember Chosi^ 'N' Goblins

from the coir-op or the excellent Commodore 64

rsion, you are In control of a knight faced with

sing a series of sideways-scrolling, demon-infested

platform levels to rescue a kidnapped princess - often

in nothing but his pants.

Disc Three, meanwhile, hides the forgettable

Japanese oddities that are Vutgus [a futuristic 19A2
clone). Son Son {a sideways-scrolling platformer], Exed
E/fi! (another /g-f^-style button-thumper) and Higemaru
(you're this little sailor guy, right, and you have run

around the deck of a ship throwing barrels at evil

pirates...) The last three games in the collection show
how good ideas can be stretched into any format.

Ill Gun Smoke - think

the Wild
[2] 1943. [31 Enetl

EMes' swirling insectoid

aliens. [41 Ghouls S
Chostt - bigger and
better than its classic

predecessor. [si Vulgus
Is a pretty charmless
f94f-in-space clone.

Extremely repetitive. CS]

A load of one-man army

I

THERE IS, UNDENIABLY,
SOMETHING HERE FDR EVERYONE
- FROM THE ECLECTIC JAPANESE
TITLES TO COMMANDO AND 1342.

Taking I942'i vertically-scrolling blast 'em up basics.

Commando swaps the plane for a soldier to create a

fast, and surprisingly frantic, game of grenade-lobbing

and grunt-gunning. Mercs goes one step further, taking

all of Commando's i^ood work but adding bigger graphics

and sillier weapons, while Gun Smoke is essentially

Commando in the Wild West. A slower-paced shooter

with a clever control system that allows you to fire left

or fight, not to mention left and right as your cowboy
walks slowly through Hollywood frontier cliches.

There rs, undeniably, something here for everyone
- from the eclectic Japanese titles you probably won't
have heard of to the hardcore, nostalgia-ftring Joys of

Commando and 1942. The games are not without their

individual charms. But even with the addition of

background Info (each game has a gallery of its art,

enemy details, plus gameplay strategies and secrets),

Alternatively...

it c ith shor

The games are arcade perfect, but you can have endles:

repeats thereby enabling you to finish most of thi

games - this ultimately destroys the wholi

replaying them. Whatever the shops are asking foi

retro- package, it's probably too much.

Dean Evan:

of

M
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The wanders of top-down, sprite-based mayhen

A blast from the past that still entertain:

Depth isn't a retro strong point 1

Unless you're overcome by a feverish

desire to replay these shallow old

clunkers, don't let fond memories and
nostalgia drain your wallet of money. «
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I RELEASE DATE. I AGE RESTRICTION:

Fun flying/racing game

PlattB Crazy
Ah, those magnificent men in their flying machines.

How we wish they'd Stayed at home.

[II Weaving In and out at these girders is almost impossible, m Shoot the

rock and over it talis crushing opponents. [31 Weapon-style aeronautical

wehicularity. Yup. Ill VUliat a lovely sight. Pity the game's not so good, eh?

ou can imagine tiow the planni

^k , went: "Right, We need something

^L^ A little bit kerr-azv. Slightly, you I

^^P "Wu-Tang Flan' Rappers and dessertsi

Not quite the right image, I'm afraid.

Queen LaFIFA 99?"

t the back - "Erm, how aboui

_0

"Now that's JL

And then, a v

Plane Crazy?"

"Plum."

it's Impossible to shake the feeling that this game
was created solely as dressing for that pun-tastic title,

which we could live with if as much effort was expended

on the game as on the terrible wordplay. But perhaps

that's a tad unfair.

Plane Crazy was originally released for the PC at

the tail end of 1 997 and it fared reasonably well

considering its target audience had been raised on

interminable strategy games and first-person shooters.

Indeed, behind the terrible title lurks a potentially

entertaining concept - namely, a racing game with

planes, power-ups and imaginative, shoricut-strewn

irses. And yet, for all the swooping, cheek-flapping,

rej-rolljng entertainment that such an idea suggests.

Plane Crazy is seriously hobbled by one major

flaw - it's almost impossible to control with

any degree of accuracy.

A simple tap to the left or right is rewarded with

a wild swing that makes the many narrow canyons in

the game pointlessiy difficult to navigate. Elegant flying

is, we're afraid, quite impossible. And the controls are

syrup-slow to respond. Whooshing over or under the

obstacles that litter each track requires more than

lightning-quick reactions. It requires a thorough

mJ=i-ii-*J

knowledge of the offending geography

exactly when and where to pull up or c

give you the time to do so. Ti-

the place, speeding up your turn drastically for each

nano-second you press on the D-pad. Nasty stuff.

Saying that, it is possible - eventually - to fashion

a semblance of mastery over Plane Crazy's unique sense

of control. It's just that the game is never as precise,

or intuitive, or enjoyable, as it could and should be.

Which is a shame because the added extras are reasonably

entertaining on their own terms. Various power-ups

(turbos, rockets and so on) add a little spice, but the

best feature enables you to target weak areas of scenery

and blast away at it. This way you can create your own
handy shortcuts and, possibly, crush your opponents

beneath the huge stone pillar you've just dislodged. A

nice touch, and one that stands out from the rest of

the game.

But those are the good bits in a game that will

probably only entertain you for ten minutes when you've

got nothing else to do. Which, if you ask us, isn't really

worth the £40-or-so asking price. Strip Plane Crazy to

the bare essentials and you've got a rampantly mediocre

racing game in which it's possible to go up and, yes,

down. And nobody in their right mind wants to settle

for mediocrity. Do they? No they don't. I n_l

Jes Bickham I
—

I

Alternatively...
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PlayStation^ GAMEPLAY:

Magazines lifespan.

They're there, but nothing special 6 Who vwants to expend loads of effort

trying to master the tricky controls for
Quite well hidden and tricky to control 5^

1 so little revward? why you d have to be

plain crazyl Best ignore...It's hard work. And not in good way 5



PUBLISHER: Cryo Interactive DEVELOPER: Smart Dog ^gnrnm

RELEASE DATE; August AGE RESTRICTION TBA (£^S
PRICE: £39,99 STYLE:

Jffmt

(11 Ooh, the scenery is nice. 121 SIk cratt from which
to choose. (31 There are weapons, too. Here's one.
(41 Drhre along the banking, why not? C5I A pilot.

Gaming fans, keep the summer war chest firmly shut.

You have no need of another floaty shlp game.

Pow should one spend one's leisure time during
the summer months? Playing videogames?
Or disporting in the altogether beneath a

sprinkling hose? On the evidence of 360,
i cavorting naked in the garden would seem
the better option. A mere glimpse of this futuristic-

floatv-ship fare causes a raft of Beavis ar\d Butthead-

style sniggerage from spectators. Why' Because it's

extremely poor. There are floaty ship games and there

are floaty ship games, WipEout 2097, far instance,

remains a victory for common sense years after it was
first published. How then, many moons down the line,

can a software company produce a floaty ship game
that is so inferior to the aforementioned'

Here's the basic premise of the thing, You choose
one of eight futuristic hover ships which are rated

individually in terms of speed, acceleration, agility and
armour. Then you proceed to hurtle along a selection

of circuits, firing salvos and dispatching broadsides at

impertinent rivals. And here's the rub. You can spin

your viewing angle 360" to shoot at ships who are
trailing behind you. Woo, and moreover, hoo! Actually,

you only spin the view 180' to look behind you...

However, loaking in the opposite direction
to where you're headed leaves you ai a slight
disadvantage. You cannot see where you're
going. Then you hit a wall. And heck, if all those
ships you've worked hard to overtake don't just fly on
by The ship's control is skittery in the extreme - the

words 'intuitive' and 'feel' are currently residing on Mars
at this juncture. Whereas Wipeoitl gives you a thrilling

sense of speed, 360 is merely a perfunctory exercise
in getting the darned crate around the circuit, there's

no sense of actually being there.

When Pete Murphy's hair was flowing on the Maxwell
audio tape adverts, he wasn't playing 360. No sir.

Indeed, you can actually negotiate the circuits by tapping
the shoulder buttons and not touching the control stick

at all. There are three ship views in 360. but hilariously,

the camera doesn't change the angle at which you view
the proceedings. It just makes the ship disappear or
move it further away, Jesus wept,,.

Hey, but there are tournament and time trial options,

And two can play with the screen split and... Look,
forget it. The game is positively medieval both in terms
of control and visuals. Don't even think about it, [X]

Steve Bradley L^

Alternatively.
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Shoddy, badly drawn. Yuk 3 An appaling, travesty of a sham of a

mockery. The PlayStation doesn't need
this game. You don't want this game.

A tiresome, short-Mvad experience 2 What on earth was the point?

ill-conceived, sloppy controls 2
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SECURITf CHECKS

ALL PIAYSTATIOHS COME WITH ONE SONY
DUAL SHOCK PAD AND A PLAYABLE DEMO CD

FREE GIFT
WITH EVERY ORDER
Our gifts vary regularly and

choices may include
demos, posters, virtual

pets, etc. Please
remember to

ASK_for your free gift
if you want one!
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GAMEPLAY'S SERVICE GUARANTEE
All machines bought from Gameplay are fully guaranteed by Sony anu

we offer full after sales support. Unlike some of our competitors, we
only sell ofHclal UK consoles backed up by genuine BmriSH warranties. If

your machine develops a fault within the guarantee period, we will

either collect it from your door and replace it free of charge or send an

engineer to repair it In your home!!!

PLAYSTATION,
PLAYSTATION,
PLAYSTATION,
PLAYSTATION,
^PLAYSTATION,
"'lAYSTATION

LYSTflTIOM

Shock Pad & any game at £29.99 or less
Shock Pad & any game at £37.99 op less
Shock Pad & ANY OTHER GAME
«. Shock Pads & 2MB Memory card
WE & ANY GAME AT £29.99 OR LESS

hOVE & ANY GAME AT £37.99 OR LESS
"

AS ABOVE & ANY OTHER GAME
PIUS Gtr £1.00 OFF CVfSY GAME PURCHASED AT THE SAMf TI«E'.'

UK PLAYSTATION GAMES

MVIM MORI WHEN rOV BUT THl FOUOWIMG
AT THE SAME TIME AS A MEW SONY PUrSrATION.'

AiK Labs Dual Shock Pad
Sony Dual Shock Analogue Joypad
Saitek Megatad

CHARGE YOUR CREDIT CARD UNTIL YOUR ORDER IS DESPATCHED, SO YOU CAN RESERVE YOUr'nEW RELEASeTtOD a
PlayStation Cheat UneW

09066 omso '
'early 750 games I

available!

BRITAIN'S LARGEST MAIL ORDE



iCHNIGAL SUPPORT 0113 234 0999
JSTOMER SERVICE 0870 444 0666

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
The Playslalinn fmiaees incredible Hi-Fi

quelity lounil but Ihii ii sniy outBul in dull

loinii through yoi>r TV. To unloeE ll> full

pstanlial ytu need lo hook up t pair of itero
ifioakeri. Thli l< easily done (lens ring for
advioa on eablsi e/id our full /ptater range.

enbeat

IbwviNT Evil 2 I
ET0.99

.E5.99

DISK STATION

TOUR PSX aAMES!
CONIAIHS 2 CD

8 GAMES. £9.99

tari Jaguar & S games

£34.99
PSX Secbhs & Soii/noMS

5 E*cHei0.99
* Unauthowsed G*Mf Secrets £12.99

:ft>ystATioN Book El 1.99

(Tx OF FiHE 3 Ofhcial Guide £12.99
Bandicoot 2 SiKAiiGY Guide .£11.99

1 BiwiiicooT3STMnGTCui[>EEI0.99
2 Stuategt GuiH £10.99

DuMGEON Official Guide ,£10.99
I. Faniuy 7 Ofhciu Guide . . .£14.99
u. Geak SoiiD Guim Book .,.£10.99
Official Figmtebs Kompamiom . ,£1 1 .99

owMiij Abe's Odvssfe/Abe's Exodus

SmAHGY Guides each £10,99
Evil 2 liNAUTHomsED Guide .£11.99

HiiL Uh«UTHO«iSED Guide £11.99
Reavk Unauth'd Secheis £10.99
fj 3 Officai SiRATEGV Guide ...£10.99
nu Offioal Guide £1 1 .99

Raideb 1 & 2 Flip Book E10.99
. Raideb Secwis £9.99

Raide« 2 Official Guide Book ..£10.99
Raide* 3 Ofhcial Guide Book ..£10.99
Asms Unauth'd Guide £10.99
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PlayStation
P8M HAS OOT TOGETHER WITH THE
OFFICIAL SONY POWERLINE SERVICE TO
BRING YOU THE LATEST CHEATS
STRAIGHT FROM THE BRAIN AT SONY.

The official PlayStation PDwerline

is a unique service holding a

wealth of immediatB gaming
advice, available at the touch of a

button. The Powerline receives, on

average, lO.OCD calls every single

week and currently dishes out tips

on over 300 games. A number
which is ever-swelling due to the

regular addition of the latest tips

for the latest releases.

We'll be featuring the newest
additions to the Powerline each
month along with classic cheats

and readers' requests [so write to

Dan Mayers at Top Secret).

Can't see the cheat you want

here? Give the line a try Just call

the number below and once
connected press to go to the

game menu. Now ;ust key in the

five figure code printed top left on
every game disc [and featured

alongside the cheats below]. If

there are any tips end cheats for

that game you'll hear them, so

have a pen and some paper
ready. As they say.

Alternatively, phone the

Powerline and wait to hear the

current range of other options

including the latest release

schedule. Just press the button

required. What could be easier?

(
r*\ POWeRLINS

"^

k

^^—^ i

iMsm1
\ 09064 765 765^!

1

r 1

PRESS (i FOR THE

GAME MENU {

PRESS :' FOR THE

POWER MENU

1 1

ENTER THE FlUE OIGIT CODE^
LOCATED on yOUR GAME DISC

FOR INSTANT GAME HELP j
1 (

ACCESS THE

SOFTINARE RELEASE

INFORMATION SECTION

Call the official Powerline on 090G4 765 765°

d avruicfl. CiIIb chargAd at GO

ilecom PalBitwI. P.O. Ban 66. I

poweRUNe
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1B
1

Team our cheats
for all iBWBis, all

\

vwith our guide

starting on paga
no. IPs too oasy.

SYPHON FILTER
ALL LEVELS: Hit pause and

highlight the select mission option.

Press and hold the following

combination of buttons, leaving the

® button till last' ©, @, m, oi.

ALL WEAPONS AND UNLIMITED
AMMUNITION: Pause select the

wespons option and hold down H,
@. (D. IS, CB, ®. Again leave ®
until last. You'll have to do this for

each subsequent level if you want
to pick up the goods,

ALL SHOTS KILL WITH ONLY A
SINGLE SHOT EVEN AGAINST
FLAK JACKETED SOLDIERS:
Pause, highlight the objectives,

press and hold -^, ©, id, ed, id,

®. You'll hear Gabe say

"Understood" if you've done it right.

Bear in mind it doesn't work on

certain level bosses.

WATCH ALL OF THE FMV
SEQUENCES FROM WITHIN THE
GAME: On the first mission,

Georgia Street, Washington DC,

head for the movie theatre where

you picked up the sniper rifle.

Stand in the doorway of the movie
theatre and pause the game.
Highlight the sound option, press

and hold <, @, id. CB. ®. If it's

worked you'll hear Gabe say "Got

it." Get it wrong and you'll just hear
laughter. When you un-pause, dart

through the theatre doors and into

the cinema proper ® skips a

movie sequence, t quits out of

the film. Take some popcorn,

INCREASE THE DIFFICULTY: On
the title screen, press and hold @.
@, (D, ID, CD, ®, You'll hear

Gabe shout "Damn iC" Likes an easy

life does our Gabe,

T'AI FU
To activate the following cheat

codes first enable the following

cheat code from the map screen:

CD, ®, CD, ®, @, 4., and @,
"Cheats Enabled" will show on the

screen if you get it right.

LEVEL BOSS CHEAT: From the

map screen hit cb, ®, cb, ®, @,
@. -l-i ®. t. -». «-. 4-. t, and



ID. from here you'll be able to

access the full list of level bosses
and levels.

STORY SELECTION: Again

map screen key in (B. ®,
"

, 4-. ®. t, «-, -. 4.

and IB. You'll see a menu of all

the cut scenes available in the

game to choose from.

CREDITS DISPLAY CHEAT: Key in

CD, ®, m, ®, 4-, @, @. ®, t.
4-. «-, -», t. and CD. This

combination should show you the

end-of-game artwork, which includes

rough sketches of characters as

well as locations.

ALL FIGHTING STYLES: CD. ®.
CD. <-. -> and ®. You'll see "All

Styles" up on screen if it works

and be able to fight like a man. Dr

a tiger even.

ACTIVATE FUU CHI: Key in CD.

®, CD, <-. ->. and @. Once this

is activated you'll see 'Full Chi"

displayed on screen and

obviously the character will be

fighting fit, spiritually.

FULL HEALTH: Hit CD. ® CD <-.

and you'll have "Full

Health" displayed c

TEMPORARY INVINCIBILITY: Hit

in this sequence CD. ®. CD. «-,

->, and CD. You'll be solid as a

slab of granite for around 30
seconds, which is pretty much
long enough to beat any of the

level bosses.

UNLIMITED LIVES: Key in CB ®.
IB. <-, -, and ^. Once this is up
and running you'll see nine lives

displayed on screen and reap the

benefit of nine lives for the rest of

the level. You'll have to re-enter it

for the next level, though.

MORE BLOOD ON SCREEN: Hit

CD. ®. CB. -», «-, and -. "Crazy

Blood" will be emblazoned across

the screen once you input this.

You'll also be invincible for 30
seconds. Berserker

DOUBLE THE SIZE OF YOUR
ENEMIES: Input CD. ®. CD. «-

-*, and f. Double-sized enemies
will appear on screen and the big

beys will scream around the

corner It only works for 30
seconds though. Which is probably

a good thing.

HALF THE SIZE OF YOUR
ENEMIES: Hit the following

combination CD. ®, cb, «-, -».

and it- Half-sized enemies will

flicker on the screen and you'll

have 30 seconds to destroy

the dwarves.

@. <- and -» for instant scoring

action. Easy

CONTROL THE CAMERA: Hold

down the four shoulder buttons and
press -». <-, t, ^, -», «-, Turn

the lens with CD + directionals

while at + directionals makes it

swing round quickly ib makes it

zoom out, CD makes it zoom in, ®
for a high view and @ gives you a

low view.

BOMBERMAN
FANTASY RACING
MORE MONEY: Save the game to

a memory block, then save it to a

different one. Head for the bank.

select Money Transfer, and start

siphoning your funds from one card

to the other

HIDDEN ANIMALS: Buy up five

kangaroos and all five dinosaurs.

You'll then get a hidden Black

Kangaroo and a White Dinosaur.

cheat* you lakle.

TRIPLE PLAY 2000
INSTANT HOME RUN: Step up to

bat holding all four shoulder

buttons and hit ®, @. ®. @, ®,

BIG AIR
ALL LEVELS AND ALL PLAYERS:
Head for the music selection

screen and select Biink 1B2,
Idammit]. Then cue up Blink 182.
(untitled) and quit the screen. As
you leave, the game will be

squealing Blink 182. [untitled] Go
to the character selection screen

and hold down ® + ® + @ + ®
The words Blink 180 Rocks will

appear and you1l be in the \JLi
cheat mode I—

I



THOUGHT YOU WERE ON FOR A LEtSACY OF KAIN QUIOE THIS MONTH? NO
CAN DO, MY FRIENDS. THE VAMPIRES AT EIDDS HAVE RESCHEDULED THE
GAME'S RELEASE UNTIL AUGUST AND THUS WE'VE REPLACED IT WITH A
GUIDE FOR THE SNIPERTHON THAT 15 SYPHON FILTER. HAPPY HUNTING...

SYPHON FILTER!

LEVEL ONE:
GEORCIA STREET

Dodge past the cap car and the

CBDC chap and dart down the

right-hand alley. Head past the

subway and bar and take nut the

pair of terrorists hpled up on the

roof at the end. Pick up the M16's
they leave behind and head off

towards the bank in the bottom

right-hand corner of your map.

Another pair of bad guys to hit

here, make sure you pick up the

ammo they drop, grab the flak

jacket from the box and head into

the bank where Lian Xing calls for

you to provide back up to the

CBDC officer who's under fire.

As you make your way though the

bank you'll stumble across a room
full of terrorists. Play Quick Draw
McGraw and take them all out.

Xing buzzes you through to the next

section where you'll need the torch

to pick up the grenades. There's

also a box of Ml 6 shells in a room
to the left. With everything picked

up, head back outside, shoot the

guy on the roof opposite and make
your way back to the start point.

More guys fancy their chances in a

gun Pght, so shoot them and run

into the subway where you'll find a

fisk jacket. The gate at the end's

locked, but you can buzz Xing and

she'll show you how to get through.

Run to the bar. duck inside and

make your way to the left. You'll

find a room here with a bloke to

kill and a window to shoot out.

Climb through the window and up

on to the black box near the gate.

from which point you can swing

across to the iron pole. Slither

down and go left to the Grenade
Launcher, then back to the gate.

Blow the lock off the door and flick

the switch to summon the elevator,

which you can use to descend into

the depths to find a switch that

turns off the power. Kravitch

[Lenny?] is your next target.

Head back to the blasted window
and wait for Xing to give you a bell.

You'll then find Kravitch holed up

behind the bar with a bunch of

troops. Kill 'em all and pick up the

shotgun. Fire off a shot at the

Comm Array in the corner of the

room and amble through the open

tunnel, taking out all the soldiers as

you go. There's a bomb at the end

for you to check, so take the left

hand track until the explosive device

pops up on the radar - just watch
out for the train! There's a tunnel

on the far left of the map you can

use to get access to the basement,

picking up a Flak Jacket on the

way. Sneak up to the bomb and

gasp as it goes up in Gabe'a face.

LEVEL TWO:
DESTROYED
SUBWAY
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yourself and pick up the flak jacket

before crossing the track and
bearing right. You'll find a train you

can clamber up at which point you'll

get a call from Head Office to give

a CBDC bloke a hand. Hop off the

train and whack the chaps
shooting at you, while avoiding

the grenades that ram down.
You'll find some C4 on the

tracks, grab it and hop up

to the top level. Dodge the

bullets, head between the

two burning train wrecks

and lever your way up. Be
patient, it's a pretty tricky

thing to do.

Xing gives you a ding-a-ling at

this point and you'll stumble
across another bomb on the tracks

to the right. Don't worry about it

for now. just ignore it. Follow the

map, use the C4 to unblock the

door and release the CBDC chap.

You'll be heading towards the

ruptured pipe, but you cen't get

through because of the flames. Give

Xing a buzz and you'll find out that

the gas fias to be turned otf before

you can get through. Run to the

other end, down by the bomb and
you'll find the gas mams switch

on a pole to the left. When the

fire's out, clamber across the trains

to escape. Yesi

>

LEVEL THREE:
MAIN SUBWAY
LINE

A nice easy level after all that

shooting, only Aramou to kill

down here. There's a flak jacket

to pick up behind you, then

dodge the alternating trains by

clambering through the middle

Eventually you'll meet up with

Aramou. Keep pushing her



Call over a CBDC operative to

disarm it and head off towards the

statue where you'll find another

bomb. En route Xing gwes you a

bell and tells you about a heavy

hostage situation on the tennis

courts. Head away from the tennis

courts, taking the left-hand path

and hit the terrorists hard by the

park bench. Don't forget to pick up

the flak jacket by the wall, and wait

for Xing to direct you towards the

satellite comm. Further down this

road you'll find a pair of small

shecks which hold another bomb,
defuse it quickly and grab the

Ml 6 from the roof if you need it.

Dash quickly back to the tennis

courts where you'll find the fourth

and final bomb.

You'll come across two hostages

and two terrorists, laser the one

on patrol and shoot the other one

in the head with your new night

vision rifle. Pick up all the ammo

lying around and head off towards

the maze. You'll have to be very

quick and accurate with your shots

around here. Climb up to the

Comm Array, but hold your fire.

Xing directs you off towards
Marcos, but you'll have to sneak
round the maze and use the sniper

rifle to shoot out the lights to get

hold of him. From hore it's time to

leg it back to Freedom Memorial...

LEVEL FIVE:

FREEDOM
MEMORIAL

Boss time again - this one's Anton
Girdeaux. Watch out for his flame-

thrower, tuck in tight behind him
and fire off bullets at the canisters

on his back until he explodes. He's

fairly nippy, so you'll need to use

the pillars for cover and fire off

shots when you can. Use the ,45



SYPHON FILTER

n penetrative power. On
failing that a machine gun. Heh.

LHVBL aiXi

EXPO CENTRE
RECEPTION

New York City beckons and you'll

kick off with a sneaky stealth

mission. DO NOT, under any

circumstances get seen or it'll be

game over. Take it slowly, but

surely. When you see Phagan
heading towards the door stop and

clamber up on to the left-hand

ledge. Hit the two guards that pass
by, grab the HK-5 that they drop
and run into the mom with the

strange rock formation. Smack the

next guard by the door and head
into the statue room where another

guard's waiting to get tasered.

After he's been hit, run round and
out of the room making sure you're

Watch out for the last guard, he's

a bit wily. Use the silenced 9mm to

put a bullet in him and settle down
for the cut scene. Then use Che

sniper rifle to take out Benton and
blag the keycard and G-IB machine
gun. Giue Xing a tinkle, head

toward the left-hand gate and open
It with the control panel. Shoot the

guy on guard duty and go into the

door labelled 'Museum Staff Only'.

There are three guys here to shoot

out. The first one's simple, then

you'll haue to sniper shoot the pair

hiding behind the statue. Climb up
to the locked door, blow the lock

off and carry on through to the

3 bloke. Dropping down
1 here brings you out by the

t keycard.

Head back up to the door near the

fan. flick the switch and dash
through the gets. Hit the two
chaps here and pick up the keycard

one of them drops, before flicking

the switch to open the gate and
heading down the lift. Dart through

Che blue door on the right and on
into the fVlars Room via the

1 t 1
"



'Museum Staff Only' door. Off the

four bad guys in here and locate

the switch. You can't use the

switch yet so head back to the

rocket and shoot up to level two in

the lift. A bullet in the elevator

switch allows you up to the third

floor. Kill the guards, bag another

keycard and drop back

downstairs to the Mars area,

where the key opens the door.

Keep blasting away at the guards,

grab the K3G4 from the box and
run back to the space shuttle.

Hang off the bridge, fiaul yourself

up and over and dash through the

blue door.

LEVEL SEVEN:
EXPO CENTRE
INORAMA

Sneak through the door and

cautiously kilt the enemies.

Everyone will require

head shots with the

silenced 9rnm, as

they've all got flak

jackets on. Rifle

through the lockers for

OKtra bits of kit and run

towards the room above

the glass dome. Hang on

:o the bars that run along

the ceiling, swing over to

the middle and drop down.

baddies and use the iron bars to

get across towards Aramov, Next
up, Kazahkstan...

LEVEL EIGHT:

RHOEMER'S BASE
Pop a cap in the first guard's head
and duck into the building on the

right for the gas grenades. Sneak
up behind the truck, kill the second
guard far the PK-1Da and shoot

out the light for a bit of cover in

the shadows. Another bloke heads

your way so take him out and dash
towards the first gas tank. Plant a

nugget of C4 on the front of the

tank and listen to Xing when she

tells you to cut all the power to the

motion sensor Take out the guard
on the right and dash up the ramp
to the walkway Two of the guards
leave the area so kill the one that

hangs about, and head down the

stairs for the night nfle and
grenades. Kill the next two guards
with gas grenades and snipe out

the next pair when they're apart.

That way you won't raise any

Dart into the corner of tine

next room, shoot out the

terrorists, and pick up the

lycard one of them drops,

though the red door hide

behind the T-Rex to snipe at

the guards and locate the

switch through to the

lext room Shoot out

the guards and clamber
up and over the

aquarium to earwig on

a conversation

between Phagan and
Aramov. Use the

taser to hit Aramov
because you can't

actually kill her yet.

Once this is done,

clamber up the dinosaur shoot the
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alarms. Look for the locked gate

and blow it open before shooting

the enemy on the other side and
flicking the power switch.

Spread a shroud of darkness
across the room by shooting out

the large light, then hit the guard

in the building to the left. Plant a

pile of C4 next to the tank and

push on towards the right, sniping

guards as you go. Shoot out the

next light and dump another load of

C4 next to the tank. Head towards

the final tank where Gabrek's

waiting and duck into the shadows
so he doesn't spot you. Kill him

with a gas grenade, then pick up

the keycard and flak jacket. Use yet

more C4 on the tank and kill the

guards by the house on the right.

Open the gate ahead with the

switch and flick the next one with

the keycard. Shoot out the lights

once again and skip past the

truck. Down in the bunker you'll

have another couple of guards to

kill before bearing down the left-

hand path.

LKVBL ISIINBi

BASE BUNKER
Steer well clear of the electric

fences or you'll be instantly fried.

Instead grab the flak jacket, head
for the junction and hrt all the

enemies lurking on the left. To the

right is a switch which you can

shoot to deactivate the fences.

Creep through the first door on the

left and whack the guy inside, you'll

also pick up the first pair of the

ten SS-23 missiles lying around the

level. Xing gives you a bell, so

check the panels by the missiles

and leave the room by the new
door. Shoot out the guard there

and the panel to open the fence

through to the next section where
you'll stumble across a couple of

guards to kill. Bear right and hit

the new enemies here, before

heading round the central room to

pick up a fresh flak jacket. Yet

more guards to hit here before

opening the door ahead and
whacking more soldiers inside. Pull

out the missiles from this room
with the panel and catalogue them.

Run off towards the right, away
from the missile room, whack the

guards and flick the switch on the

left. Dart through the door and
you'll be set upon from behind,

shoot the devil and activate the

rernaining four missiles. Dash out

through the other door, bear left

past the guards, hit the fence

controlling panel and run down the

path to the right. Turn on the

elevator with the right hand switch

and ride it up to the roof for the

next major battle.

BASE TOWER
Bag yourself some flak jackets and
weapons, creep down the stairs

and activate the panel on the radar.

You'll be launched into a cut scene.

so after the talk head down the

stairs and wait for the helicopter.

Stay out of the spotlight and strafe

diagonally to get the best shots at

the chopper. With a few hits under
your belt itil start to belch smoke
and drop below the roof level.

Watch out here, drop troops will

spew from it's belly so smack them
quickly and carry on targeting the

'copter. Don't run in a straight line

or you'll die.

LEVEL ELEVEN:
BASE ESCAPE
It's time to escape and you've only

got three minutes to get out of

here. The whole level's about being

as quick and accurate as possible.

Back track along past where you

killed Gabrek, just staying out of the

way of any enemies. Dodge the

bullets by rolling and strafing, but

make sure you take out the final

bloke with the shotgun. Otherwise
he'll pepper your backside with

lead shot as you make your way to

the Ukraine.

Tune in next issue for more
sneaking and blasting hints. Top

Secret will feature the second and
final part of this essential

Syphon Filter guide ffl



burn
rubber
As undercover cop Tanner

you play a hired getaway

sr, with your skill

id the wheel taking

)wn Miami's

inched roads, over

San Francisco's

world-famous car chase

hills, through Los Angeles'

neon-lit nights and into

the hustle of New York.

ANY BUESTIONS?
BAFFLED BY THE FATHOMLESS DEPTHS OF LARA'S LATEST?
CRASH BArjOICaOT CITED IN DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS? DROP
DAN MAYERS A LINE AT TOP SECRET. HE'S HERE TO HELP...

OUTLAW JOE C WAILS...
Congratulations on a fantastic mag.
it's so good I just had to buy it!

Now, I was playing Destruction

Derby 2 the other day. when I

looked at the music and noticed

that some of it's for bonus tracks

only. 1 would like to know how to

get these tracks as it'd make a

good game B\/en better

Thanks

Joe C

Horndean

"So good you had to buy it"? Ah. if

only all our readers thought of

PSM's collective overdraft so

generously... As for your DD2
request you might care to skip

along to the Champ Mode and
input the following name,

MACSrPCn. As well as being a

thinly-veiled reference to the

inadequacies of a certain brand of

home computer, it'll also open up

all the tracks in the game.

AHHH, ABRAHAM'S ESCAMDES
overjoyed to find the tips for

Abe's Exoddus in PSM44. but I syill

don't know how to enter the level

codes! Please, please, please

please, could you tell me how to

put these codes in?

John Adams

.M^ ^^HPH

'

Batae Abe back bi Mudoka Mauling sbockar. Joking. He's a very nim n

they were location references. If

you pause the game you'll notice in

the top corner b series of digits.

That's how you find the location of

the secret stuff. As you go through

each screen hit pause, find the

matching reference and you'll be

standing above the entrance to the

hidden Mudokans, Look out for a

pile of empty green bottles

anywhere nearby and that's the

hole you're after. Too tricky for ^m
you? Trust Uncle Den Here's Jl|

icibility cheat to keep

you going. Hit O) and press

©. ®. @, ®. i. 4-, ^
. for an invincible

Abraham. There's a

level skip cheat ^^

m

you won't be able to pick up the

full Mudokan collection, so treat it

with care.

WORKING CLASS ZERO
Constructor. I have been stuck on

this game for some time now, 1

can get to level five, then it

happens. My money goes down to

a minus number. My houses start

blowing up. My bank manager

^ wants his loan back and so do

the Mob. My people start

complaining. The council start

sending undesirables and I'm

there tearing my hair out. Help!

Edward Wllhes

Ashbourne.

Some of us get to

relax by the pool

surrounded by a

bevy of Bruce

Forsyth's hand-me-

downs. The girls, not

wigs. Others get hit

with a litany of disaster

and suffer the ignominy of

watching their houses

collapse around their ears,

fair Eddy - get

used to It, Still, constructive

trouble's easily solved. Get

yourself a level two house
and make them punks. They'll

start griping about a hedge,

so drop the rent and you'll

pick up some white marks.

Carry on doing that until

there are no black



ANY QUESTIONS?

marks left and make them have

kids Your white marks can be

exchanged for hart) cash. That'll

keep Mr Wolf from Mrs Door...

MIND THE GAP
I am writing to ask about

Command and Conquer: Red Alert.

In some levels there's a black cloud

which fires Teslacoil beams. I would

like to know if it's part of the game
or if It's because I use cfieats.

Yours puzzled

Robert Nimmo
Antrim

Oh Brother! Yes young Nimmo, it is

part of the game and not the bug

you suggest. Responsibility for your

Teslacoil trouble lies with the bit of

kit known as a gap generator. It's

kind of like a Klingon cloaking

device and the only way to deai

with it is to send in those troops.

Once the darkness is penetrated

your radars reveal the area and

you're free to barrack the outpost

with your artillery We suggest a

slice of the airborne variety.

DAISY'S CHAINSAW
I've just bought Tomb Raider 3 and

can't get into the place where the

maz was in TR1 and 2. I had a

peek through the gates and saw a

quad. I can't find the key anywhere
and desperately want to have a

rasp. Is there any way of getting ic

even if it means cheating?

Crazy Daizy

Telford

Daisy you are truly mad as a

Cossack. Who in therr right mind

would want to take a rasp to a

quad bike? Surely a roughly hewn
plank of wood would be better for

the carpenter's most toothsome of

friends? Anyway, from the gist of

your letter you seem to require

entrance to Lara's race track. Not
being averse to bending the rules.

perhaps you'd care to try this little

code. Tap in the following keys

while ambling around the mansion,

CD, ID X 3, CB, IB X 6, CD, IB X

5, CD, IB X 2 and the gates should

swing open. While we're on the

subject of Lara's cheating ways,

here are a few more tricks. Skip

through the levels by tapping in IB.

CD, IB X 2, CD, IB, CD. IB. CD, IB

X 4, CB, ID, CD X 4, IB. While

you're at it key in IB, CD x 2, IB x

, IB, CD X S

X 2. IS, tB X 2, eg. to pick up

just about everything - weapons,

medikits and save crystals. But

a rasp. No,

FILTER FDMBUNGS
I've recently bought a

game called Syphon

Fitter [have you heard of

it?] and It's proving tough

old boots. Basically do you h;

any cheats for it? If

have 'em?

Chris

Middlesfaorough

Straight to the point there,

Chris. No fawning. We like that.

Pick up all weapons and infinite

ammo by holding down Right +

IB + ca -I- ©
Which is simple if you're

double lointed, Dr a chimp

in her new Ihrflter, Tuba RaMer.

ANY ANSWERS?
Thanks to our Net Yaroze game
Rocks And Gems, we've been

inundated with requests for tips.

Stand up Mrs S Scott and Mrs
B Jenning from ttie Shetland

Islands, Ditto Ben Squire from

Swansea, Since we're busy

playing through Dino Crisis at the

anybody else help?

ml

w
PlayStation

good
gear

'lable now
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IT'S LIKE AIM APIARY IN HERE. EXCEPT THAT WOULID MEAN IT WAS FULL OF
BEES. OF COURSE. ANYHOW, FOLLOW THIS FIRST PART OF OUR APE
ESCAPE GUIOE AND BAQ A OOUBLE CENTURY OF FUNKY MONKEYS.

APE ESCAPE!

A predictably easy opening level.

There are four monkeys, but you

only need three to get into the next

bit of the game. Grab your net,

run up to each monkey and catch
them. Simple, Dr perhaps not.

There's another furry fool on a cliff

to the right of the field. Sadly ycu
won't be able to snare him in your

net until youVe got your hands on

the propeller.

over the water opposite that cliff.

Again you'll need the propeller tc

catch the fifth monkey who's holed

up on the cliff to the right, just

before you go through the tunnel.

Diving from here sends you so far

under water you'H espy another

baboon to bag with the water net.

monkey en his back [so that's why
they all died out.],.. Spook him and

he'll charge towards you losing the

chimp in the process. Bag him.

Level cleared now except one
hidden up in the corner.

Again you won't be able to get

the final chap until you've got hold

of the slingback shooter. Dart

LEVEL S
THE LOST LAND: WETLANDS

LEVEL 3
THE LOST LAND: DINOSAUR AREA

Ready to get your fur wet? The
first monkey's straight ahead of you
over the bridge, so dive into the

water. You'll see the second one as

you pep up for air There's a third

gibbon on the right-hand cliff

through the tunnel and a fourth

Clock the entrance as you amble
up the slope, hut don't go in.

Instead hang a left for the first few
monkeys. There's one near the

waterfall, another one tucked

behind it and another under the

pterodactyl's eggshell.

Head through the tunnel until

you disturb the dinosaur with a

through the doorway by the

entrance and you'll be locked in a

cage. Fire off a pellet at the switch

on the other side to release

yourself, then fire away at the

monkey riding the dinosaur

Snatch him up when he falls off

and you're done.

LEVEL 4
MYSTERIOUS AGE: THICK JUNGLE

The monkeys are starting to get a

little elusive now, but your monkey
radar should help you out a little.

The first chimp is holed up in the

third wasps' nest on the left.

Ignore any doors in the area and
scoop up all Che monkeys in the

mam area. There's one hanging

from a tree, and another perched
on a post. Don't get hit by the

lasers though.

Hop in the water, monkey
paddle through the tunnel to the

dinghy and row over to the pier

Spot the wooden post? Clamber up

for another monkey hop back in

the boat and head for the wooden
wheel A quick slap with the oar

-T ^



APE ESCAPE

opens up the gate and allows you

to jump through into the water and
catch the mDnkey on the grass

ahead. Finally, you'll find another

gJbbDH in Che campsite at the top

of the tree trunk bridge.

Again, you'll need the propeller

to complete this level. Head for

that door near the entrance and

use the bouncy platform to bounce

3 to the monkey on the

grass. Jump in the river and swim
up the tunnel without the post

markers. Whack the monkey that

tries to escape in the blimp thrice

with your staff. There's another ape
dangling from the tree to your

right. Use One catapult to knock

him down, then use the propeller

to get up into the cliffs for the final

monkey by the campsite,

LEVEL 5
THE MYSTERIOUS AGE:

MYSTERIOUS RUINS 1

A large part of this level is blocked

off unless you've got that handy
propeller, First grab the monkey
waiting outside the circle and head

up the stairs towards the building

at the top. Inside you'll find a

brown square that drops you down
to more water-based antics. Dive in

and keep out of sight of the

monkey swim to the bridge round

from behind. Head back up the lift

and leap across to the mainland

and the big round building. Just

past the little purple devils you'll

find a monkey lying in wait, grab

him, leap over the trap door and

let the monkey drop you down
below. There's a moving platform to

cross, a monkey on the other side

and platforms to negotiate for

another baboon. Eventually you'll

see a monkey at the top of a

slope. You'll have to bag him to get

back through to the main section,

where you'll find another chimp

waiting outside.

Dne you've picked up the propeller,

come back here to get the

leftovers. One's straight ahead,

then hop over the wall with the

propeller and bag the monkey in

the middle. You'll find another little

chap operating wind

generators in the big hall

to the left and another one
on the thin ledge up above.

There's another one
skulking around at the

building at the top of the

floating columns, bag him

and fall off to the left of

the top column. Far

from dying, you'll

land on a cheeky
little platform,

where a

monkey's

Make a leap over the barrels then

push the block to open a gate and
catch the monkey. There's a hole in

the wall through which you'll see a

red switch. Whack a pellet over

with the catapult and walk over the

bridge which appears, then jump
on to Che moving platform and

shoot at the switch on your left.

The next bridge leads to another

furry fellow.

Head back and

walk



Hit the monkey on the back of the

shark and catch him when he falls

off, then swjm through the gap on

the right and hop on to the first

platform and on up into the

beanstalks. A monkey is holed up

on the grass above, bag him and

jump back into the water. Wander
up the slope to your left and hit

the wheel, before using the dash
hoop to speed over the bridge and
catch the chimp there. Jump back
into the water and catch the

ing monkey then keep on

paddling straight and catch the

monkey on the other side.

2
C

n

r the bridge. Kill

anything in your way with a few

strikes of the staff and smack the

switch on the right to open the

door. There's a switch inside, hit it

to catch the monkey then head

back out and hit the other switch

for another gibbon Ignore the door

ahead and walk left to the cog

where a staff strike will bag you

another choice chimp.

Coming back here wrth the

propeller and the remote control

car will mean you can get Uirough

the other door and grab the

This is dead simple. Four monkeys
are on the beach. Two are

frolicking, another's on a sun bed

and another's lying on the

hammock. Through the t

you'll find the fifth sitting on the

other side of the metal bridge.

Completion of this level, of

course, requires three more
monkeys. The first is over the

metal bridge in a flying ship, the

second is sitting on a high ledge

en the other side of the brii

Use the propeller to get over

there. You'll need the dash hoop
for the next hit Head through the

door across the bridge and hit the

wheel inside, ttiat'll open the door.

Spin the dash hoops through the

croquet hoops for the final monkey

LEVEL 9
PRIMITIUE OCEAN: GIRBURIN'S ISLIND

Fire a pellet at the monster and

amble through the gaping r

The first monkey's up the ramp on

the left, just watch out for the

barrels. Hop down off the ramp
and through the door on the right.

Head through the level to the furry

tonsil and whack it with pellets to

turn on the lift. Now you'll have

a tunnel that leads to a

canyon and a couple of monkeys.
Use the catapult to stun them,

then scoop them in the bag.

Standing on the switches in the

opposite tunnel operates the doors,

but you'll need the dash hoop to

get through in time to bag the last

pair of chimps.

Of course, that's not the last of

the critters in the level. Come back

here with the propeller and the car

and use the propeller to get up en

to the ship. Bag the gibbon there

and head back to the mainland

where you can shoot through the

door. There's a monkey round the

corner, grab it and head back into

'-©I



APE ESCAPE
the monster's mouth. Dnve your
car into the cube to lure a monkey
out, then turn and |ump into the

cave for another. Your penultimate

monkey is inside the monster's

belly, dangling from a hairy tonsil.

Shoot him down with the catapult

and he's yours.

LEVEL 10
THE ICE AGE: ICE LAND

The first thing you see in Ice Land
is a snowman out to clobber you.

Whack him and head towards the

igloos where you'll find a pair of

monkeys. Spin round and jump on
the pole, smash the ice and bag
the monkey hiding in the frost.

Back on the sncw you'll have to

deal with the mammoth patrols.

Bag the monkey on the first woolly

beast and head under the arch, up
the slope and hit the big wheel at

the top. Jump on the lift and catch
H fourth monkey on the ledge to

Lha right. Hop back on the lift and
jump to the other ledge to get your
penultimate gibbon. Now there's

only one more to grab. Come back
here with the propeller to pick up
the one on the top of the arch.

LEVEL IS
THE (CE HSE: SPH Of APE

LEVEL T1
THE ICE RGE: SLIDE DOWN THE MOUNTNIN

The first monkey's down in the gap
beneath you. Once you've caught
him, dive beneath the waterfall for

another one and jump out of the
water and up to the raised

platforms. Hover your way to the

top and use the dash hoop to run
across the falling bridge for the
monkey on the other side. Fellow

the path around, and hover off the
ledge on your left for the third.

Back at the bottom of the

mountain, head through the door
and shoot the bears to break the

ice. Take first left, then left again

and bag the monkey at the end.

Flick the switch and make two left

turns for your final chimp.

At last! You've got the propeller.

Hover over the drop and head into

the room where two monkeys are

sitting at the table. Grab them and
hover to the top of the mountain
for another gibbon. Head through

the door, up the stairs and you'll

see a monkey running away Jump
in the pool and bag him, then

catch the other monkey on the
platform to the right. Use the pmp
to get him, ]ump down and head
up the slope, avoiding the snowball

but catching the chimp at the top.

The door on the left leads to a

lake and an island you can reach
with the dinghy. Once there, a

chimp tries to escape in a flying

ship. Shoot him down and head
over to the land on the left. Bag
another chimp in a flying ship and
tiptoe across the thin walkway for

another. Your final baboon's in a
cave to the right, but you'll need to

dive under water to get to it.

LEVEL13
CIUILISHTION: WAfll SHBI TEMPLE

Go upstairs, and bag all three

monkeys, then head through the
door of the main building. Grab the
gibbon by the table and the

on the statue. Shoot the one on
the roof and drop down the well

for the siKth.

Clamber up the cabinets on the
right and hover over to Che

walkways for a pair of chimps.

Drop down the well again and jump
across the pillars to the left until

you reach the red switch. Smack it

to open a hidden room and your

final monkey

Use the moving platform and the
first platform on your right to

ch the first monkey Follow the

wall around to the door and grab
the three monkeys in the middle.

Head through the double doors and
hit the switch on your left with the

catapult to operate the lift. Walk
round the wall at the top, double
jump over the logs and drop off

the tower on to the grassy
platform for a monkey

Sack in the tower, hit the gong
with your catapult to bag the
gibbon in the flying ship. Hop down
the hole, then down the pole for

another, then make your way
back to the lift which leads

to your last monkey You'

find the final prize |ust

outside the double

doors ahead.
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LOADING
GTA TOPS MR CHARTS, SOLID SNAKE TAKES ON
MRS A-Z, RIDGE GETS AN UNDESERVED
SLAPPING IN FEEDBACK, SPEED FREAKS LINES

ITSELF UP FOR A COVER AND DEMO DOUBLE
WHAMMY AND JOCK ROCKERS TRAVIS BANG
ON ABOUT TOMB RAIDER. TIS DOWNLOADING! ,

«- 4- 4-

i

4

CHARTS

WORLD WIOE
PLAYSTATION

A-Z OF GAMES

BACK ISSUES

ON THE CD

FEEDBACK

NEXT MONTH

JUST THE FAX



BBM C H
Bummer breezes

make us feel

fine, and all

manner of seasonal

sports are storming the

cfiarts. From daisy-

ciipping, cricketing

antics to Wimbledon

wannabes buying up

copies of Actua Tennis.

Aside from the leap

to buy up the GTA

bargain-of-the-month,

the top pairing of Ridge

and the Solid are still

going strong. It'll take

some kind of game to

squeeze between that

pair, and even then it

would be stuck between

a rock and a very hard

man indeed.

Lastly, as Janis

Joptin said, "Oh Lord/

Won't you buy me/A

game that's definitely

not that blasted

Rugrats thing..," I—

I

CSC Retaliation Virgin

Premier Manager '99 Gremlin

Knockout Kings EA
FIFA '99 EA
A Bug's Life SCEE
Resident Evil 3 Virgin

Tomb Raider III Eidos

Warzane 2100 Eidos

Populous The Beginning EA
Crash Bandicoot 3 SCEE
Marvel Vs Street Fighter Virgin

Pool Shark Gremlin

Civilization II Activision

UEFA Champions League Eidos

TOCA 2 Touring Cars ....Codemasters

Gex: Deep Cover Gecko Eidos

Need For Speed: Road Challenge . EA
Spyro The Dragon SCEE
4 PlayStation Megapack Acclaim

Point Blank SCEE
R-Type Delta SCEE
Triple Play Baseball EA
Theme Hospital EA
Tenchu Activision

Actua Tennis Gremlin

Music Codemasters
Bust-A-Move 4 Acclaim

Cool Boarders 3 SCEE
Tiger Woods '99 EA
Rollcage Psygnosis

Colony Wars: Vengeance ... .Psygnosis

Hard Edge Sunsoft

KKND: Krossfire Infognames

Colin McRae Rally Codemasters
Wing Overs JVC

V-RALLY 2 fPSM47- 10/101

Slip, slide

PSM RECOMMENDS
APE ESCAPE [PSM47-a/m]

lip, slide, slide

Ooops there

goes the back end, roll out

the barrels. Haven't got

time to look at the scenery,

but am sure It's very nice.

Look out for the rocks,,.

SYPHON FILTER ipsm47 - n/ioi

Place gauze over tube,

liquid and suck, ergo

Syphon Filter. It's a sneak

'em up, you're the filter,

unwelcome agents are

your target.

Gorillas have been

mythed. Strap on your

analogous paddle and

track the fellows down. Be

warned, they're not simple

, More

PRO 18 WORLD GOLF :psM46~8/m

"^iresdW^ Anyone for tee-ness? Most
' -^^

of us at PSM get hay

fever, so indoor golf

relieves us of a world of

eye dribbling. Do wish

people wouldn't wear plus

fours to work though,,.
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A grey and white carrot cruncher that walks and talks with attitude? Who else could it be?

Beemingly boundless energy,

wascally attitude, supersuave

image... Bugs Bunny is a legend

in his own lunchtlme. Created

in 1 940 by Ben Hardaway, Bugs

has been nominated for three Academy
Awards, actually winning one in !9S8.

No surprise Ihen, that he has also been

the star of countless videogames, games
that have been guaranteed success

thanks to Bugs Bunny's endearing

character and enduring popularity.

Infogrames are the latest publisher to

Jump on the Looney Tunes bandwagon
with Bugs Bunny: Lost In Time - Bugs'

first outing on the PlayStation.

With more sites than a London bus

tour, Bugs' fan base makes South Park

look like the animated amateurs they

are. The Web holds almost limitless

images for your perusal, products for

your purchasement and pages to pick.

For something guaranteed to make
you the life and soul of any party (well,

ish], take a gander at the cartoon karaoke

section of the official Warner Brothers

site, which also lists information about

the company's films. There's even more

looneytunes.com, where you can play

Shocl<wave games, check out the hot

spots and listen to the original Superman
radio broadcasts. Maybe.

Over at Melissa's Bugs Page you

can gaze in awe many of the most famous

moments from his cartoons at a glance.

Other sites look into the more political

connotations of some of Bugs' cartoons

and how they reflect on circumstances

at the time of production. Sight gags,

slapstick, sublime animation, sociological

Bugs Bunny: a 24-carat star.

Catherine Channon

WHAT'S UP D0C7 CHECK THESE OUT...

DfTicial lite: www.warnerbros com

All ifOur LDnnln Thiibs fauai:

www iDaneytunes.com

Meliua'a Bugi Page: www dragQ.net/jsers/

pennywitfbugs/hjgs.htm

The full Stan) sf lex Hvani'i animatian:

www . tes auerv . cam/s tory

A itlHt for any twinging party: \

wernerbros CQm/karaDl<e ffl

DIRECTORY
I

Acclaim 0171 344 50QQ
www.aulaimnatlon.com

I Moreau House, 112-120 Brompton Road,

I

Activision D1 BSS
www.activ)slon.cam

I Gemini House, 133 High Street, Yiewsley, Middlesex UB? 7QL

I

Bullfrog 01433 573 333
www.bullfrOB.com

I The Mana House. Unit I A, Guildford Business Park, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 5AG

I

C^odemasters Q192B S14 133
www.codemasters.com

I 5toneythorpe, Southam, Warwickshire

I

Core Design
www.core-design-com

I 55 Ashbourne Road, Derby DE22 BFS

I

Eidos 3181 B36 300D
www.eidos.ca.uk

I Wimbledon Bridge House, I Hartfield Road, Wimbledon, London SWI9 3RU

I

Electronic Arts 01 ^753 549 443

nightsbridge, London, SW3 IJJ

456 TOO

e CV33 ODL

01 333 337 V3V

90 Heron Drive, Langley, Berks, SL3 8XP

Fire Int. Ltd 01302 325 335
>~plor. :o.uk

, Shaw Wood Business Park, Shaw Wood Way, Doncaster DN2 5TS

I

Gremlin Q114 3B3 3300
www.gremltn.co.uk

I The Green House, 33 Bowden Street, Sheffield, South Yorkshire SI 4HA

I

Grolier 01BB5 2B4 BOO
grvtier.ce.uk

I 60 St Aldates, Oxford, 0X1 1ST

I

GT Interactive 0171 353 3791
www.gtinteractlve.com

I The Old Grammar School, 248 Maryiebone Road, London NWl 6JT

Interplay 01B2B 423 BBS
www.interplay.com

Harleyford Manor, Harleyford, Marlow, Bucks SL7 2DX

JVC Interactive 0171 240 3131
¥(ww.jvc.com

44 Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London WCZE 7BD

Konami 01 895 853 OOO
www.konami.CD.uk

Konami House, 54a Cowley Mill Road, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UBS 2QE

I

Mindscape 01333 651 300
wwrw.m i ltdseape.com

I
Tilgate Forest Business Park, Elm Park Court, Brighton Road, Crawley RHl 1

I

Ocean/lnfogrames
www.infoBrames.com

I
21 Castle Street, Castlefield, Manches

I

Psygnosis 0151
www.psygnosis.com

I Napier Court, Stephenson Way, Wavertree Technical Park, Liverpool LI 3 I

SCEE OBSQ 99B B7V
www.playslation-europe.tom

PlavSiaiion Careline, PO Box 2047, London WIA 3DN

01 B1 BSV Boao
Iter MB 4SW

aea 3ddd

Interactive Q1 753 B54 444Take S
www.take2games.cam

I Hogarth House, 29-31 Sheet Street, Windsor, Berks SL4 IB

I

Team 17 01334 367 776
I Longland House, Wakefield Road, Ossi

I

Virgin Interactive
www.vii^n.com

I 74A Charlotte Street, London WIP I Lt

tt, West Yorkshire WF5 9JS

0171 551 DODO



PSM GAMES

SPORTS GAMES

BITE-SIZED MORSELS OF PSM REVIEWS STUFFEO INTO
NINE FACT-PACKEO PAGES TO HELP YOU SORT THE GREAT
FROM THE GARBAGE. THAT'LL BE THE A TO Z THEN...

ACE COMBAT 2
SCEE- PSMS7 - 5/1D - Hight li

ACTUA GOLF
Enmlin - fSUS - Via -

Tti? fluid player ^nimalia

commentary are great. Fc

O ACTUA SOCCER
Bnmlin - PSM3 ~ 9/10 - Fmaill »
A slick and accompli 5 lied early has

ACTUA SOCCER 3
GrcmHn - PSHHO -BnB- Foalhll am
Not enOLgh moves and fails to

ACTUA TENNIS
GtwnliR - PSUia -inO- Innii ilni

The irflnilely more fun Smash Court

ADIDAS poweh soccer
Pqranraii - PSMB - BUD - hatWI mm
The George Best of (ooty sims: wild,

ADroAS power soccer int.

PifDimi) - PSMJ8 - sm -

ADIDAS POWER SOCCER '90

ADVENTURES OF LOMAX
Pmpinii - PSima - S/IO - PMhrmB-
Fine looking, but very old-fashioned.

Would have been ace on (he SNES.

AIR COMBAT
SCEE-fSMT-G/ID-
Flashy Namco atcade

Too easy for unguardi

AlV EUDLUTION GLDOAL
Acclain - PSm - 7/10 - SbvKn
Snappily titled Sim-City clone. Deep.

AKUJI THE HEARTLESS
Eldni - PSI/m- B/ID - 3D iilrailiira

Snuggles between Doom and Tomb

Raider No-nonsense adventure.

ALIEN TRILDGV
Hcdaim - KU5 - B/ID - Shoot 'sm up

Part-wettingly-5cary Doom clone

ALL STAR SDCCER
Eidu Intcndiwe - PSMIS -S/W-
Fntkall lim

Comedy commentary tries to uplift

ALL STAR TENNIS
Ubl Soft - PSHm - 7/10 - feMl* lim

Not great for the lone player, but

those with a Multi Tap should

investigate further.

ALLIED GENERAL
Middicape - PSa2Q - S/10 -

ALONE IN THE DARK
Inhigmnes - PSM! - 8/10 - lEtion

playable adventures around.

C ALUNDRA
Psnatnii - PSmi - 9/10 - RPG

Zetda for the PlayStation. Absolutety,

O APE ESCAPE
SCEE - PSmj -ana- PlitlHinar

The best platforrrer yet. Instantly

amusing and enjoyable.

AREA 51

Gi - PSmi - S/1D - ShBot am up

A tedious, repetiliue, unforgivably

slow Time Crisis forebear.

ARMOURED CORE
SCEE - PSMJS - B/ID - SbiMl 'em up

Engrossing, weapons-grade mech

ASTERIX
InlniiinH - K¥1B - 3/10 -

ATARI CGLLECTIDN 2, THE

AZURE DREAMS
|[oMini-PS«37-T/IO-
Intriguing but quirky, if it

you. you'll be hooked for

Gil - KH40- SnO - Shiwt 'nn up

Contains depth and manages to stay

BALLBLAZER
EN - PSUIS - S/10 - Future ipsrl liir

Lacklustre update of the ancient

BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN
SCEE - PSUI - S/ia - Oeil '«! up

This weapons-based 3D punch-up is

a key title which ^lill impresses,

OAmE ARENA TOSHINDEN 2
SCEE - PS¥7 - 7/1D - Biat 'arr up

Disappointingly similar sequel which

only adds extra graphical finesse.

BAHLE ARENA TOSHINDEN 3
SCEE - PSU29 - 7/11 - But 'am up

Marginally better than its prequel,

but still no contender for Tekken.



BIG AIR
a-psme-
The kind of g;

BIO FREAKS
6Ii - PSm7 - 7/10 - Be« 'on I

Provides iieartv Isughler and l]l

slained enjovmetil. Good fur.

BUST CHAMBER
Aclhrisinn - PSMIS - 7/10 - hider
Innovative and menially challenging

BLAST RADIUS
Pdmnoin - PSU3S -t/Vi- ShaM
em up

Ttiorajghly enjoyable arcade-Hyle

BLA5T0
SEEE - PSKISB - find - Adnmure
A carloon cavalcade oF insanity. If

only it was faster...

BLAZE & BLADE: Eternal Quest
FunSoft - PSmi - G/1D - RPG
Nice try FjnSoft, but not really very

practical. Doesn't cut the muslatd.

BLOOD OMEN:
LEGACY OF XAIN
BMG - PSU17 - 7/10 - RPG

very little else.

BLOODY ROAR:
HYPER BEAST DUEL
Virgin - PSMiS - B/10 - Bsat >
Lack ( fighting-style vaiiety, bu

bescs of strategy and a visjal 1

BOMBERMAN
Wrgin - PSIM? - t/n - AtxHie same
What's djll for one player is

delicious for five,

BOMBERMAN MNTASY
RACING
Virgin - P5Af47 - B/W - Arcatle ncer

BRAHMA FORCE
JVC ~ PSM3B - 7/10 . ShMl '

clever features, no real improv

BREAK POINT
Ocun - PSIUIS - 7/10 -

5lightly over-complicated

BREATH DF FIRE III

BRIAN URA CRICKET
Caiteniartare - "PSmS ~ B/10 -

Cricket lim

O BROKEN SWORD
SCEE - PSUn - 3/10 - MiiBiiture

A beautifjlly crafted epic awash wit!

atmospbere and Parisian chic.

O BROKEN SWDRO II:

THE SMOKING MIRROR
SCEE - PSIiar - 0/10 - Uuentur«

One of the most atrrospheric

adventure games money can buy.

BOBBLE BDBBLE 2
Uirtii -POIBB-tna - HBttonner

Compelling gameplay. Cute graphics.

Great longevity. Nuff said.

BUG'S LIFE, A
SCEE - Kim -&I10- 311 W
Only the utterly embryonic w
anything from this family affa

BOST A GROOVE
SCEE -KMJff- a/10 -

Almost aroLsing to wa

O BOST-A-MOUE 3
AcclBim - PSmi - flrtO - Punier

The most addictive two-player garni

CASPER
SEEE - PW13 - BflO - PiadE lanie

Culesy exploralion title with a few

CHESSMASTER 3D
Mindrape - KM/ - 7/10 - Ctieu lim

Competent, nicely- presented chess

O CIVILIZATION II

ActimiJHi - POMS' 9/10 - Stralen

Itenging and compelling space

O COMMAND a C
UbDin - fSinS - SnO - RHbry stnttn

Brilliant conversion of the God-like

PC original. Make war. not love.

COMMRMO S CONDUER RED
ALERT: RETALIATIflN

Uirgin - PSmi - 7/10 - Rul-liine

trilitanf itraten

Red Alen fans will lap it up. but

SCEE~KM40-8/ia-

GDURIER CRISIS
BMG - PSH27 - E/10 - Bite 'em up

Loads of fun for half an hour, then

utterly tedious.

O CRASH BANDICOOT
SUE - PSme - 9/10 - 3D plattormer

A big. stylish and engrossing

CRASH BANDICOOT 2
SCEE ' PS¥S7 -an0~30 pletfenn.

pretty and great fun.

O CRASH BANDICOOT 3
SCEE - PSMW - S/10 - 30 pblferw
Crash's nnest hour. Sheer brilliance

CREATURE SHUCK
Data E»t - PSI/U - 7/10 - Shint

CRITICOM
Wniin - PSM3 - mo -

A challenging combat g

CROC
EA - PSI/S5 - 7/10 - 31

Superb graphics. The le

FoM - PSmS - g/10 - 30 plalfonn

CROW: CITY OF ANGELS, THE
kcbim - PSH18 - 5/10 - Ailmilure

Hopelessly out -of- dale conversion of

an equally poor Film, Stay away!

CYBERIA
Ititerpto* - K«f7 - SHD - AtKnbire
Pre- rendered stoiybooli adventure.

which has always looked dated.

DARK FORCES
Virgin - KM17 - V10 - Shmt 'em up

A lazy, dated Doom clone. The Force

is certainly not strong in this one.

DARKLI6HT CONFLICT
EA - PSUtI -ano- Space bliiter

Satisfying 3D shoot 'em up with a

nod to fWe and bags of gameplay.

DARKSTHLKERS
Virgin - PSMIl - 7/10 - Beat 'em up

A sound enough beat 'em up but no

Street Fighter Alpha.

DARK STALKERS 3
Uirgln - KIIHS - G/IO - Beat 'em up

Will appeal to Ihe hardcore flghl fan.

DEAD BALL ZONE
Gil - PSU33 - B/IO - Future apnrti I

TOP FIVE
SHOOT 'EM UPS

DUKE NUKEM: TIME TO KILL

1^



PSM GAMES DIRECTORY

TOP FIVE
RACERS/DRIVERS

RIDGE RACER TYPE 4

COLIN MCRAE RAUV

' Sport? game, bjl

DEAD DR ALIUE
SCEE - PSM34 - B/10 - But 'Bin up

DEATHTRAP DUNGEDN
EidDS - PSM31 -ana- Unmun
Nal a Tomb Raider bealei, but a

DEfCDN 5

SCEE - PSM3 - a/ID - ItctHMi/itralegv

Tense, atmoscberic sliategv<entred

DESCENT
Inieqilair - PSm - 8/10 - 3D bluler

Surprisingly good conversion of a

great PC title. Huge and addiclive.

DESCENT 2
Inienila) - PSMll - 7/10 - 3D klulcr

An impressive sequel wbich suffered

DESTRUCTION DERBY
Psvgnosii - PS¥1 - 7/10 - Ricir

let down by a tew l<ev faults,

O DESTRUCTIDN DERBV 2
Pivgnnili - KOIS - 9/10 - Racer

I
and gameplay o\

ofth It stuff.

DEVIL DICE
SCEE ~ PSM4T - T/10 - Strategy/

puzzle game

Eccentric puzzler (bat infrigues anc

ftustiates. Needs plenty of palierio

DISCWDRLD
PsniHuii - PSU1 - T/10 - Mventure

Tough poirl 'n' click puzzler wbkh
captures Pratcbetfs bumour well.

DISCWDRLD 2: MISSING
PRESUMED...?
Piiigninig - PS¥28 - 7/10 - Adventure

DIVER'S DREAM
Kanami - PS¥4S - S/10 - Dmng lini

ODDOM
GE - PSM? - 9/10 - Shoot 'em op

The classic 3D blaster brought w
spooky brilliance to the PlayStati

look at and satisfying

DUKE NUKEM
BTi - PSmS ' 8/10 - ShMt 'em up

goodies in one bundle, A joy to play.

DYNASTY WARRIDRS

EAflTHVUDRM JIM 2
Uirgin - PSMIt - 6/10 - Pletflrmer

EPIDEMIC
SCEE - PS¥IB -ana- »i0Dt 'em up

A number of clever touches lift this

O EVERYBODY'S GULF
SCEE - PS¥34 - B/1D - 60H Hme
Cute, well-packaged, yery desirable.

A superb little game.

EVIL ZONE
fitus - PSm? - &1D - Beat 'em up

Loads of neat touches and effects

can't stop this being an also-ran.

EKCALIBUR 2SS5AD
lelstir - PSU1S - 7/1Q - Aifranlure

Tolerable action adventure,

overshadowed by Tomb Raider.

EXHUMED
DME - KM1B - a'la - Shoot 'em up

Eevplian-themed shooter with nice

engine and good graphics.

EMPLOSIVE RACING
JMI - PSHtM - G/10 - Racing game

fooly fans only.

FADE TD BLACK

FELONY 11-79
HSCII - PS¥!B - T/1B - Raeing gs

inadequate in many ways, but il^

FIFA '97

U - P5M1S - 7/1B - Footh^l lim

A fiddly game of football. Remains

FIFA '98: WORLD CUP
EA - PS¥18 ~ a/10 - Footkall sim

Supreme playability and smart

O FINAL FANTASY Ull

SCEE - psiuis - Vina - hk
A brand-new standard of ew
tor the PlaySlalion.

O FORMOLA 1

Pqgnosit - PSM11 - 9/10 - H aim

A realistic and immensely playable

Fi rater,

O FORMULA 1 '97

Psrgnnsis - PSMli - 9^0 - FI aim

Superior in every regard to the 1996
original, A rating game landmark.

FORMULA 1 '98

Pavgnasia - PSMSS -- 7/ia - n sim

Fi '98 is no better than Fi '97. It's

also na better than fi„.

FORMULA KARTS:
SPECIAL EDITION
Telstar - PSU17 - 7/1B - Racer

Great racer. Works well as a sim and

feel of your craft lets it d

FUTURE COP: LAPD

G-DARIUS
IHB - PSU37 - 7/10 - Shoot 'em u|

Some good gameplay. but repelilii

and enemy firepower mar it.

BMG - PSM - 7/10

Run-of-the-mill lizard-based jumper.

Plenty of tasks, (bough.

GEX 3D: ENTER THE GECKO
SMG - PS¥32 - B/10 - 3D platlwiner

GHOST IN THE SHELL
SCEE - PSM33 - 7/10 - Stmt 'em up

MangB-inspired with robo-spiders

and oodles of explosions. Of course.

GLOBAL DOMINATION
Piygnoaii - ffiJlf43- E/1B - Streten

Dull and ugly-looking. Tough and

frustrating even for strategy buffs.

GOAL STORM
Konami ~ PSOS - B/10 - Foothill aim

Not as speedy as alher arcade foo(y

O G'PDLiCE

Paygnneia - PSKIS - 9/10 - flight lim

ln(ricate storyline, and some of the

best dogfighdng gameplay.

O GRAM TURISMD
SCEE - PSM3S - IB/10 - Racing aim

BRAND THEFT AUTD:
LONDON 1969
Take 2 - PSIIMB - 7/10 - Gnm aii

GRANSTflEAM SAGA
SCEE - P5AH3 - 8/10 - RPE

intriguing and frustrating by turns.

Enjoyable to play. For a short while.

GOARDIAN'S CRUSADE
ktiiriaioii - PSimS - 5/10 - RPE

I the dedicated RPG fan.

GUNSHIP 2DaD
Micnipnne - PSMB ~ B/lfl - Shoot

Tawed gamepla/

HERC'S ADVENTURES
Ifirgin IntenctiuE - PSIIIBB - 7/10

RPG/plitform punier

:nterlainingintro(otheRPG, (be

eally a platform game with puzzles.

lUgh



HEXEM
Gli - PS¥13 - B/IO - ShoDt 'em up

Smoid and sorcery-iripired Doain

slitnanigans. Chullenging but dale

IMPACT RAGING
JVC - PSm - S/ID - Drinng/

rill THE HUNT
THQ - PSMJ -ifli- Shoot 'em up

¥e aide iD shooter. Flawed and

williered bjl challenging for a while.

)t half a> :hfun. PQintle

INTEflNATIONAL
TRACK S FIELD

Kniianil - PSMB - 8/10 - Sporti sim

Aching fingers aside, a bewilderingly

addictive mulliplayer sport frenzy.

ISS DELUXE
Konuni - PSMIS - V10 - Footfeall lioi

Dated graphics try to min a very

playable game and thankfully fail.

Kouni - PSma - 9/1(1 - Football lim

In consistent yet immensely playable

footy title. One of the finest.

JEREMV MCGRATH
SUPER CROSS
AcclBim - PSH3S - K^D -

JET RIDER
SCEE - PSmj - 1/10 ~ Racing gano

A compleJi. quifky tacei which Iacli5

the sensationalism of Fi or Wipi>oul.

JET RIDER 2
SGEE - PSHI3B -SJM- Rning game

jaHMNV BAZODKATDNE
USGnlri-Kim-E/ID-
Patience-bailing platform title with

enough charm to keep you playing.

Falls just short of greatne

JUDGE DREDD

JUMPING FLASH 2
SCEE - PSM12 - B/ID - Pbtfonnor

Belter 3D i/isuais than the firsL, but

O KENSEI: SACRED FIST

Kanami - PSMAI - 9/111 ~

Fighting game

Tekken 3 is safe at the top oF il

KKND: KRDS5FIRE
Inlogrames - fVUfS - B'lO -

PHANTOMILE
SCEf - K¥32 - 7/1D - Hatformar

An entertaining story with cjlesy

cutaways, but oid-limers mill whizz

KDNAMI OPEN GOLF
Konami - PSM2! - 5/10 - Eolf liai

The lack of polish. Innovation or fun

KOLA WORLD

LEGEND
FunSntt - ffiJlMA - E/10 - Chap 'am iq

Seasoned gamers may find it limilini

bjl its purity has a cartain beajly.

LEGEND OF KARTIA
KMiaml - PSII/H7 -6/VI-KVG
There's a great deal of depth in this

facelift for the 32-bit generation.

LEMMINGS COMPILATION
Pivgnosii - PSU3S - T/1D - Puzzler

A classic that retains its charm. If

you gel hooked you'll keep playing.

LIBERDGRANDE
SCEE - PStim - 7/10 - faolhall aim

Selfless sacrifice. The choice for the

fun nonethi

LOADED
- fsna - 1/10 - Shoot

LONE SOLDIER
Hatar - Km - 6/10 - Shoot 'em up

An annoying control system lets this

blaster down, 11 mas only mildly

addictive in the first place, though.

LOST VIKINGS 2
Gremlin -- PSMT9 - 7/10 - Pbttermer

Old-fashioned multi-character

pupzler. Still playable, even now.

LOST WORLD
EA - MMM - 1/10 - PlaHonnBr

Looks lovely, but the odd controls

and often poor level design annoy.

LUCKY LUKE
Infograeiea - PSM3J - 0/10 -

Cvitiic platlgnner

Fun children's lille, plenty to look at

MACHINE HUNTER
Eldna - 9Smi - 1/10 - !

Inviting Gauntlet clone m

MADDEN NFL '99

MARVEL SUPER HEROES
Urgln - PSM2S - 0/10 - Beat 'em up

MARVEL SDPER HEROES VS
STREET FIGHTER
tfirgin - PSIME - 5/10 - Baal 'am up

Playability. variety and strategy have

MDK
htBrplB)-raH?7-B/1D-

Fast and moody graphics.

MEDIEVIL
SCEE - PSU38 - T/1D - 30 adventur

A lot of Imagination. Plenty to enjo

but you will gel frustrated.

MEGAMAN LEGENDS
Virgin ialeractivt ~ PSMtS - 1/10 -

MEGAMAN X4
Virgin InteraEtive - MAfW- 7/10 -

iO ihont 'cm up

Likely to provide more challenges

essentially just more Megaman.

MEN IN BLACK
Gremlin - PSU35 - 4/10 - lUiienture

Dull, drab, slow and frustrating.

MICHAEL OWEN'S WLS '99

EiiM - PSmi - 0/10 - Feotkall lim

Not a football Sim championship

contender. But a worthy mid-table

TOP FIVE
ADUENTURES/RPGs

.MA

METAL GEAR SOLID

vV^V .;-.

?



PSM GAMES DIRECTORY

TOP FIVE
PLATFORMERS

'«ft^

a

MICKEY'S UUILO ADVENTURE ^^^^^^^^^^^_ Similar lo the Tournament Edition In NHL '97
SCEE - PSmi - 7/10 - Plilfgnnn- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 all but the smart new 3D visuals. EA-PSM73-B/10-lceboctB,>im
Not particjiarlv wild or indeed A playable and visually superb
adrenluroLS, bul fun neve rt lie less. NBA JAM hockey sim from EA

TOURNAMENT EOITIDN

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 Acclaim - flSllfJ - BHB - NHL '98
^HHI^^^^^^^^^H Baikelball elm EA-PSAWB- a/ID -Ice hockey aim

Hacrng gamB Dodgy-looking but admittedly last Fab graphics, gameplay and sound.
Cjte. addictive racing action with N2D and playable coin-op hoop shooter.

Grvmlin - PSms - 7/1B - Shnnt MHL '99
Highly recommended. 'em up NBA LIVE -96 EA-PSffl3S-aflO-lcobocbD»aim

MONACO GRANO PRIX
Unadventurous and uninspiring, but

essentially quite entertaining.

EA - PSAfG - 7/10 - BaskeHiall aim

A moderately competent sim mixing

51111 the king of the sticks. Now more

clever and more violent!m Sirft - PSU« - 7/10 ~ F1 racBr realism with arcade acrobatics.

NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS NHL FACE OFF
uncompramising handling, it's still Konami - PSM31 - BflO - Sports sim NBA LIVE "BT SCEE - PSAfS ~ 7/10 ~ )ce hncbe) aim

fiusheit to get it out in lime for the EA - PSM1S - 7/1D - Baiketkall aim A worthy addition to the diminutive

MONKEV HERO
actual event. Dull, uninspiring. A convincing sim that strays too ice hockey genre. Exciting and fun.

Take 2 - PSmi - 7/1B - Arcade NAMCO MUSEOM VOLUME 1 NHL FACE DFF '97
adiienture/nPG Namca - PSMS - 7/1B - Retro NBA LIVE '99 SCEE -PSMTa-ErtB- Ice
Too simple lor the auerage gamer, EA - PSMIB - tin - Buketball lim linckey tim

but will appeal to youngsters. Arcade- perfect collection of seminal Another year, another swanky EA Not much better than ihe first title.

MONSTER TRUCKS
coin-op hits. Crude but fascinating. update. Try turning it off: you can't. which makes it look a touch dated.

Pm<mi*--PSMi7-sna- NAMGD MUSEUM VOLUME 2 NBA LIVE '99 NHL FACE OFF '99
nacing gama NaiiKD-fSltn4-E/10-Retrv EA - PSmi - ano - Baii«ikgll aim SCEE -PSIW-gnB- lea

The lack of true driving feel makes gar>BS caBactian Not only is this the best in the Wflfl iHichqaim
this more mojse than monster. The likes of Goplus and /ewbus gel Live series, but ifs the best A puck-whacking man/el of a game

O MORTAL KOMOAT 3
the conversion treatment. A bit stale. basketball game you'll find. that finally competes against EA,

GT - PSUi - 9/10 - Beat 'am up NAMCO MUSEUM VOLUME 3 NBA PRO '99 NHL POWERPLAY HOCKEY '96
An admittedly fun conversion, but il Namco - PS«JS - 6/10 - Rain) Konanii - PSHI31 - 7/10 - Sparta aim Ifirgin -PSMJIJ- 7/1 B- Ice
now suffers in compari!OTi lo Ihe tiockav Sim
likes of Tekken. Only CohMon and Phoion stand hours of entertainment. Asprinklingof faults spoil this

MORTAL KOMOAT 4
oul in this coin-op history trawl.

NEED FOR SPEEO
otherwise sturdy and playable effort.

G1i - PSmS -me- Beat 'em up NAMCO MUSEUM VOLUME 4 EA - PSMS - artO - Racing gama NINJA: SHADDVU
Tlie same old stuff trolled oul wilh a NamcB-PSHf^J-VIO-Batro Rough-around-the-edges racer with OF OARKNESS
fresfi coat of piiels. Tedious. gamei coBacGan an undeniably higti fun factor. Eidoa - PSAf37 - E/10 - Slaab 'em up

MORTAL KDMBAT TRILOGY
The penultimate title In the series

sees only Ordyne still truly shining. NEED FOR SPEEO 2
Competent but stodgy, and feels

rather rushed. Experienced gamers
Gli - PSMJ3 - 7/111 - Baal 'an. ap EA - PSaSO - 5/10 - Racing game will soon tire of il.

Fun fisticuffs, bullied out of the NAMCO MUSEUM VOLUME 5 includes all the faults of Ihe first

playground by the likes of Tekken. Namco - PSUtS - 4/10 - Ratro title, but removes the fun element.
iCs slill good ihaugh. gamae callaction Virgin -reM?J-7/1B

-

Weaker than previous offerings but NEEO FOR SPEEO 3: Stralegv sbooter
MOJO RACER plenty of detail for the obsessives. HOT PURSOIT An intriguing and varied 'copter sim.
E» - PSUZB - mn - nmmt near EA - PSM33 - 7/10 - Racing ganw blemished by a few key faults.

Gets the adrenaline pumping, and NANOTEK VUARRIOR Great if you love cat chases, with
keeps it flowing. Ifirgin - PSMW - MB - Shaol 'em up the added bonus of an excellent

two- player mode.
MOTV RACER 2
EA - PSUaa - 7/10 - Malorbikc racer NEED FOR SPEED 1 S ^^Htet down by many niggles and NASCAR RACING RDAD CHALLENGE
annoyances. Good, but not great. Sierra -KMM-fl/IO- Racing jama Electronic Arts - PSmS - &1Q - ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1
MOTOR MASH

Crusty serious driving sim which

seriously fails to convince.

Racing gama

Eminently playable, even if it doesn't

^^^^^^^^H
Ocean - PSaZ7 - G/10 - Oriving game have the power to compete with ODDWORLD: ABE'S EKDOOOS
Pace, sense of humour and overall NASCAR '09 Rittge /,. Gli - PSM33 - B/IO - Plattormer
quality, but from an old idea. EA - PSHI3B - SnO - Racer An enchanting game, but a bit too

Tedious course design- abundantly NEWMAN HAAS RACING close to its predecessor
MOTOR TOON GPS average gameplay and plain dull. PHgnilsiB-PSW37-8/10-
SCEE - PSMIZ - B/10 ^ Racing game Racing sim ODDWORLO:
Gorgeous visuals and a weailh of NBA HAN6TIME ABE'S ODDYSSEY
courses. Shaky handling though. Gli - PSaza - sno - Saileihall tim Psygnosis' fi engine. or - PSMW - SflO - PlaHomier

MDTORHEAO
Competent enough, but so are all

the rest. We demand belter, NFL BLITZ
Lovely to look at and chock-a-block

Emnlin - PSM3? - B/IB - Artade BTr-ASIlM0-S/1O- American
racial game NDA IN THE ZONE football Sim O.O.T.
A true adrenaline rush of a game. KoiMmi - MAM - 6/1B - One of the most addictive and Paygnosis-PffllMO-B/10-
with a bundle of Interesting ideas. Baskatball lim playable sports games to appear. 30 adaentura

MR DOMINO
Moderately playable dribble 'em up.

Okay, but Total NBA flattens it. NFL GAMEDAV
A decent game with a fresh plot, but

not verv user-fnendly - initially.

JVC - PSM39 - BflO - Puuler SCEE-f>SAIfi-7/1B-An>aHcaa
Unusual hero, unusual gameplay. A NBA: IN THE ZONE 2 loDHiall aim OFF VUORLO
highly rewarding, and original title. Konanii - PSU1B - B/IO - The first American football game on INTERCEPTOR EXTREME

O MUSIC: MUSIC CREATION
Baiketlull >im

A clear improvement in graphics.

the PlayStation. Good fun, too. BM6-«W-5flO-Bri™flBan.e

FOR THE PIAYSTATION gameplay and realism. NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '97 and the racer and fluffs both.
CodBmaEtars-PS*MO-3/1B- Acclaim - PSMIB - 0/10 - American
Music creation NBA: IN THE ZONE '99 loolball aim OLYMPIC GAMES
Hundreds of hip loops and demos Kanami - KHHJ - S/1B - A smart interpretation of American BS Gold - PSm - 5/10 - Sporta sim
to fiddle with. An ejcellenl game for BaiketkiH «ni football that tries nothing new.
the bedroom muso. FMV snippets and game options behind Imernational Troclt S Field.

hide a fairly average game. NFL KTREME
MYST SCEE - PSM33 - E/1D - Anterican OLYMPIC SOCCER
AccEafm - PSm - 7/1B - Adienture NBA JAM EXTREME football aim OS Geld - PSAfS - 7/1B - Football sim
A game for thinkers. Luscious visuals Acclaim - «MM - 7/10 - Fun for one and two players, but not A realistic but accessible attempt al
and an engrossing storviine. Baakelball sim quite eitreme enough for us. the footy genre. Plenty of depth.



OMEGA BOOST PHILOSOMA As an update it is disappointing, but Graphically Impressive al the time.
scEE - psmi - ma - shMi 'em up

Will begLile you Willi ils pretty

SCEE - KHU - S/IO - Shirat 'am u|i

A jack of all shoot 'em ups which

still very good multiplayer fun. but lacking in innovative (ouches. TOP FIVE
exterior, before tiewildering you with PREMIER MANAGER '98 RAIDEN
Jt^ old-schDQl plsy.

PITBALL
Gnunlin - raM33 - 7/10 - Football

management >im

Oce«i - PSAff - 7/10 - Shoot 'w. up BEAT 'EM UPS
ONE lima Warner - PSIU13 - 7/1D -

Euturiitic sports aim

The PlayStation is Still waiting for a

great football management sim.

with accuracy. Dated, yes. but fun.

ASC Bames - PSI\/I3B - E/1D - Shoot

'«0 0|1 Difficult to ge! into but becomes fun RALLY CROSS
Franlic. thrilling, gorgeous, (lioughl- PREMIER MANAGER '99 SCEE - POiai - 7/10 - Racing game
pmvoklng, hiH loo damr small... Gremlin - PSMIS - 7/10 - FooHiall H|nH^£^^H|l

PITFALL 3D: BEYOND does offer a considerable challenge.

OUERBIGOD THE JUNGLE Hne for purists, but nothing new io

a - PSMti -tna- Muutura ActtniaiD* - PS¥3l - 7/10 - offer above last year's effort. RALLY CROSS 2 jhA^HB^ ^d^^ll
An atmospherk opening gives way Retro platfonner SCEE - P5AH4 - GHO - Hacing game

A solid plalformer that makes good PRIMAL RAGE This enthusiastic racing game is

use of the third dimension. Not for rme llUamer Interaclne - KW5 - essentially driving light. V
OUERBOARD! the easily frustrated. 5/10 - Beat 'em ip

Ponmslo - WM?fl - B/10 - Shoot tJovelty dinosaur beat 'em up. Nice RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR
'«n .(.^puzzler PLAVER MANAGER SEASON animation conceals ertinct gameplay. Eli - PSM23 - J/ID - Arcade game TEKKEN 3Banker? sail 'em up wKli a duff save '98 - '99 A fairly decent game, but every level

system. Nice codpiULe anyway. Inhgrarnet - PSM41 - 8/10 - Fooltall PRO 10 WORLD TOUR GOLF
Pivgnoiia - PSHMS -SnS- Bolf aim

is the same as the others.
PSM3S - 10/10 - Deal 'em up

We say: "This is a game for players who

1 A thoroughly enjoyable game that'll If you're looking for a good 'serious' RAMPAGE I:

1» 1 please stat fans. The best in Its field. golf sim, you've found i(. UNIVERSAL TOUR

1 ^^^ 1 GI Intemctiiie - PSAMfi - SflO -

1 ^^m 1 PO'EO PRO PINBALL: BIG RACE USA Monster plathimer

1 ^^ 1 Interplay - PSM? - 5/10 ~ Shoot Empire -PSAM3- 1/10 -Knball aim Its strange *8o5 concept lacks the ^^^^^^^^^1 ~ 'em up imagination and gameplay that '90s

Glilchy conversion with a few sood the PlayStation goes. players expect. '"^JnT" •"^gS
O PANOEMOMIUM

1 eas u now crt to put t em.

PRO PINBALL: THE WEB RAPID RACER ^H-'^-xmgJ^^BUS - PSM19 -ant- Plalianoer POCKET FIGHTER Empire - PSm - 7/10 - Pinball sim SCEE - PSllf» - G/1D - Racing game
Gorgeous platform romp. Deriualive, Unin - PSM38 - mO - Beat 'em up Only offers one table, but sure plays Well-designed, but more of a novelty

bill huge fun. A classic. Proof that 2D beat 'em ups are a mean pinball lahem). than a thrilling racing experience.

PANDEMONIUM 2
BMB - KM17 - B/ld - Plithimier

polygonal pugilism. PRO PINDALL: TIMESHOCK RAPID RELOAD STREET FIGHTER AlPHA 3
Empire - P5M3B - 7/10 - Pinball aim SCEE - PSM7 - 5/10 -

Not the beast that ils predecessor POINT BLANK Best PSX pinball sim to date, if too Hathtrm shooter Wu buv. "11 vod thint gameplay is more
was, but still a gas. SCEE - PS¥3l - mo -

Shootiag game

familiar and too expensive. Shott-lived arcade walk-and-shoot

title. A fun but quick blast.

import-imrhaii graphics, then this is a ten."

PANZER GENERAL Not as impressive as Time Crisis, but

has the same compulsive gameplay.

PROJECT OVERKILL ^
Mindicape - PSm - B^D - Slrategy/ Konami -PSMT?- 7/10 -Sboot RASCAL t^--^ "

-'

1

war janiB 'em op Favgnosia - PSmi - S/10 - ^^BS^^ 1
The hexagonal graphics will put POOL HUSTLER Sci-fi blast 'em all over the shop title Plattormer

many punters o(f this playable title. Sunuft - PSM42 - G/1D ~ Pool aim

fJlasters the reality of pool, hut lacks

with guns and gore aplenty.

impossible to control

PARAPPA THE RAPPER the diversity to ensue full-on fun. PROJECT K
SCEE - PSIIIB3 -ant- Rap 'em np Ocean - PS¥15 - 7/10 - Shoot 'em up RAY STORM f
One of the most original gaines ever. PUUL SHARK Self-consciously old-skool jD blaster. Wrgin - PSmS -ilM- Sboot 'em up ' 1
Great fun for sprogs and adolls. Gremlin - PSim - B/10 - Pool aim Still good for pent-up aggression. Fast, furious vertical scroller. Leaves -

Successfully manufactures angle.

PSVBADEK
Pa,gnusis -PS*MD- 4/10-

the player breathless, but unfulfilled.

PEAK PERFORMANCE
EA - PSMI30 - Bna - Racing aim

Ambitious but let down by the POPULOUS: THE BEGINNING
RAY TRACER
SCEE - PSM21 - 7/10 - Racing game

PSAMJ - 9/10 - Heat 'em up

VJe sjvr "A triumph of substance over
average game engine and graphics. Efl-W««-»in- strategic A Rne arcade-style experience, which flashiness Comes close to Tekken."

Although it lacks the immediate fun doesn't last long enough at home.
PENNV RACERS of CSC, it will soon lure you in.

5CEE - KMM - sni - Racing game PSYCHIC OETECTIVE RAVMAN \ 4
1

Cutesy racer which lacks that elusive PORSCHE CHALLENGE EA - PSAfG - 5/10 - FMV adnnture Ubi Soft - PSm - 7/10 - Pfatformer V li
driving feel. Abundantly average. SCtE - PSmS -ano- Oacitig game Interactive movie with the emphasis Nice to look at, challenging, yel ever- ^/l

Combines the exhilaration of an firmly on movie. Fun for a while. so-slighlly awkward platform affair.
'^^^^ik I-'"^^^^B

PET IN TV arcade jaunt with the realism of a ^^m -1 ^^^Hl
sm-P3M38-ina- good Sim. PSYCHIC FORCE REBOOT: COUNTDOWN ^'^W^
biagelchi game Acclaim - PSmae - mo - Bait TO CHADS ^
Too tedious for kids, and too 'em up EA - PSU32 - mt - Sheet 'em up
unrewarding for adults. Interplay - PSMJ4 - 5/10 - Hacing Standard stuff - apart from a truly Scenario and control system lend

Sim bizarre floaty combat system that is. weight, but we've seen it all before.

PGA TOOR 'SB Tnckv Id play with jeriiv graphics.

a - FSMl - anil - BoH aim PUMA STREET SOCCER RED ALERT TEKKEN 2

A well-produced and thoroughly POWER MOVE PRO IntoBramei-PSAMfi-SflO- inrgio - PSM2S - 9/10 - Real-time PS¥V - lOflO - Beal 'eoi up

addictive golfing experience. Lacks WRESTLING Footbell Sim We say: "Mo other game has characters who
variety of courses to compete today. AtBvision - PSMH - fl/10 -

IMreslliog aim

Vou're far better off playing football

down (he pub. By yourself. mu"'s? own^'thif
"' ^ '"""''' ^°" move with such delightful, fluid ease."

PGA TOUR '97 Lacks thrills and depth.

EA - PSmS - 7/10 - Belt sm RELOADED
Offers more of the same, but instill POWER SERVE TENNIS 1 ^^A Gremlin - PSM15 - 7/10 - Shoot "^"r-cv
a lop -of-the -range golf game. Ocean - PSMS - 3/1D - Tennis sim

It wouldn't be worse il Cliff Richard 1 E3 1
'em up

Mindless fun for a time, but the new
-.

*'"' " V
' "4J —^'.

PEA TOUR GOLF '98 1 w^ 1 puzzles fail to punle for long. liiwi'rwxaHHtTnHB
EA - PSUIB - 7/10 - Goll aim

POY POV
1"^ 1 O RESIDENT EVILWorth a look if you don't have any t- :

" H
of iheotherb in the -series. Konami - PSAWT - 7/10 - Ctiuck Virgin - PSAW - 3/10 - 30 aduenture 1 . 1

O RAGE RACER Chilling, blood -drenched action I I
PHAT AIR EXTREME Solo mode lacks spirit, but play it

with friends and it won't disappoim.

SCEE - PSK21 - a/10 - Hacer

f=abutous arcade racer with perfectly

mixed with fiendish puz!les.

fs DCCincuT mil q
9NDWB0ARDING
Funmft - PSM3B - 5/10 -

MaRTAl KDMBAT 3

POV POY 2
tuned gameplay and slick visuals. O RESIDENT EVIL 2

ITirgio - PSA«7 - 9/10 - 30 adnnture We sav: "Tfiis is a fully develDped. SBOl-on
jerky and disjointed controls provide Konami -P5W?- 7/10 -Chuck RAGING SKIES A classic game that's every bit the

little game sat is faction. 'em up Warner - PSUW - EHO - Fiight sim equal of its illustrious predecessor.



PSM GAMES DIRECTORY

TOP FIVE DIRECTOR'S CUT
O RDLLCAGE
hnngNi - PSim -SnO- ruture

SIM CITY 2DD0
Ma«9 - PSUII - 7/10 - StralCBv

A dreary, innately unappealing racing

game. Kill it! kill it!

Uirgin - PSUIB -VMi-iD adiienlure racing game Poor looks and addiclive gameplay
A laii-yiJ-up re-relessP: buy il only i1 Erratic handling may annoy some. clash in this build-a-town classic. SPDT GOES TO HOLUniVOOO

STRATEGY/PUZZLERS you don'l have tlie uriginal. but two.playe. racing ,s addictive.

SKULL MONKEYS
irFfiin-PS«17-V1B-Pla««ra»r

Ugly, isometric effort which simply
RETRO FORCE ROSGD MCOUEEN EA - KU3B - 7/1B - !D platfunner forgets 10 utilise all the lovable
PiVgnoiis - PSAH4 - S/IB - Shiul SCEE - PSM27 - J/10 - 3D iIiiiMh- Polished and very playable, but platform traditions.

'smiip Wnn't make your jaw drop, but il ultimately re pell five

,

i

•'*' Nostalgia gels llie better of il and oozes playability. SPYRO THE DRAGON
i piurges it bacli to 1996, SLAM 'N' JAM 'OS SGEE - PSmS - 0/10 - Platformer

R-1YPE DELIA BMG - PS«f9 -ino- Bukethall tint Charming and polished, only spoiled

RETURN FIRE SGEE - PSmS - MO - fletro blaster Offers an alright one-player mode. by a lack of challenge early on.

THiMWBraep-MMM-T/ID- S-Type Delta is lop fun - surely a hut is overshadowed by finer titles.

ir^i, «r vm. game's only remit? S1AR GLADIATOR
BiiilianL two-piaver, head-lo-tiead SLAMSCAPE Wrgin - PSM» - 0/1D - Beat 'em up
biast, with a (oucli of laclicai depth. fl-TYPES MIV intenethie - PSU1B - G/1D - Typically accessible yet tactically

Wriin - PSrni - a/IB - Rebu blMcr Slieat -m up diverse Capcom fighter.

RIDGE RACER Flaming great. If you know who Flat, barren uninspiring blasler which

CimiZATION II
SCEE-PS«l-3nO-HKinaflBinB lason King Is you'll think this is fab. thinks irs original. But it isn't. O STAR WARS EPISODE 1:

KmS - 9/10 - Stralegv
it was the quintessentiEil PiayStation THE PHANTOM MENACE

We S.1Y: "Iricri'dibty nddiclivp, iiivolvins ,iiiil
vacer in its day. Smooth, piayable, RUBRAni SMALL SOLDIERS Activnion - PSMtB -SnO- Sci-R

dpjiidtLillv slrdfdded," unforgettable. Slili not bad for £20. TUB - PSM« -una- Cancan capm EA - PSme- S/1D - NhHila tie-in

Only for those of a single-figure age. Nothing to do with the film and a The Force is strong in this one. A/ RiOGE RACER REUOLUTION very limp game in its own right. highly successful ctossbreed of

1 .-—

r

SGEE - PS¥E -am- aKing BUM RUNNING WILD genres, and a must lor any ledi.

JL The ^equei 10 Ridge Racer improves SCEE - ASIHM- 5/10 - Arcade racing SMASH COURT TENNIS
L. ,u _*,-'>ii the visuals a little, adds a cojple of SCEE -PS*(H-6/1D-lBni.ia Sim

flSSsTst™'™'"1^v '^Mi^ahhZ^ 1 new features, and that's it.

1 K.x:JROE^Sk . 1 today's gamer. Ace fun though. Virgin - PSMS! - G/10 -- Beat 'am up
1 Sb^^sJf^f^a^Kji 1 RIDCE RACER TYPE 4 ^^^ I A beat 'em up sheep in S(ar Wars
piMp^^^.'. -."4 SCEE 'WM9- ana -Arcade ractr 1 ^^* 1 SNOW RACER clothing, En[oyabie but not perfect.

l&lr, .J^SEWW^MM Those who are turned off by turirg 1 ^^^ 1 Dcaan - PSM3S -BnO- Winterli^^^^n sperd'satdtoe'^'""'"""' 1^3 1
spnrto Sim

Excellent combination of skiing and

S1ARBLADE ALPHA
SCEE - PSAf? - S/IB -

WARZONE 210D RIDT
Piignogis - PSU15 - 1/10 - SAMPRAS EXTREME TENNIS

snowboarding.

SOCCER '97

Shout 'em up

A pleasant-looking, but samey space

blaster, lacking long-term appeal.

Sport. >ini Codairaatera - PS¥a - 7/10 - Eido* ~ PSUZB - E/1B - Football lim
il.iDLd iLii d'.i' I'ljvM.didn."

Futuristic baslielbail derivative. More Tenaia >in> Rollicking end-to-end action slightly S1ARFIGHTER 3000
of a scuffle than a riot.

lacking the oomph of a true classic.

compromised by poor visuals. lebtir - PSMS - 5/1B - Space couibal

The tough (light model and mediocre
RISK SOUL BLADE graphics hinder an adequate game.
Hadini - PSaiS -tnt- BoirtgamB SAN FRANCISCD RUSH SCEE - PSM1S -mi- Boat 'em up

- •: a^. A game saved by its Ultimate Risk GH - ;>SIK37 -V^tt- Arcade drinng Great weapon-based fighter which

option, Not worth the asking price. Buy a decent racer instead. slaps the ruddy face of Tashinden. Mindicape - PSU13 - G^D - Stioot

_,
t-^e

,

RIVAL SCHOOLS S.C.A.R.5. O SDUL REAVER
'em up

Mildly entertaining shoot 'em up
Vii^in - PSma- ana - Beat 'em up Oti Son - PSMSB - ant - Recer Eidos - PSAM3 - »1D - 3D masquerading as a strategy game.* *^""''

. One step neater to Tekkcn }.

Perfectly balanced gameplay,

eiceilent two- player mode.

Circuil Breakers a run for its money Gorgeous gothic graphics, new STEEL REIGN
gameplay tricks and its structure SCEE - PSiaS - ino - l>nli shoot

COMMAND S CONOUER
ROAD RAGE

SENTIENT
Psi|gnasis-PS«f»-J/1D-

make this extremely playable. 'em up

Outstandingly aveiage.

Komiirl - PSmS - S/IB - Racing aim 3D adii«ilure SOVIET STRIKE
Another Wipeout clone which fail5 to A fascinating, in-depth experience. EA - PSM13 - 7/10 - Combot STREAK
generate tension or excitement. marred by the frustrating controls. Bight tioi EB - PS»f40 - B/1B - Futuni boardiog

g'*jLja»My«Pi^wgWi^ It's short and unoriginal but offers Potential spoilt by awkward controls

' BBBs^KI^SHOltSBBBbBA''^ I ROAO RASH SENTINEL RETDRNS an addictive blast while it lasts.

1 s^HKfaRBS 1 a - PSm - BflB - Bike nciiD vmt Psignaiia - PSM3B -inO-Ho ideal

1 ^S^m^tSB^MK 1 Fprmulaic racer that sounds like a A sadly flawed version of one of the SPACE HULK STREET FIGHTER ALPHA
u \ %. ,5ar- \ J»l medical complaint but is less fun to (ew original titles from olden times. Virgin - PSM5 - B^O - 20 beat>»' B ly get hold of. Almospheric sci-Fi jaunt requiting 'em up

E> 1 a SHADOW GUNNER strategic thought. Proof Ihatlhere's room for sD

t^SKS£.^BSS^^W RDAD RASH 3D BhiSoH-WUMI-ana-Hecli tussling on the PlayStation,

1^^1Q^IC3f^^ 1 EA - PSM34 - 7/10 - HiEing/ EOinlHt ihDDter SPAWN: THE ETERNAL

1,lPJSsEfeS«JB|L I fiflhltng gaaia A straightfohivard action/rabo shoot SCEE - PSW33 - fl/10 - Aduonture/ STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 2
^.. .m^ r^^ ^^, i.-"^ beat 'em up Virgin - PSAHJ - BrtB - Beat 'em up

Denniteiy a matter ol taste More proof that there's room for 2DbU3i-H-MUVt a SHADOW MASTER
PsygnoiiB-P5Af?9-S/1B-First-

gameplay and visuals. tussling on the PlayStation.
PSU31 - ana - Puibr ROCK AND RDLL RACING 2
VbV =,iv: 'ThP mosl iiddldtive two-plavP' lirtBrptav-PSM3B-V1B- persDn sheet 'em up SPEEDSTER STREET FIBHnR ALPHA 3

If DDDiTt's not pretty enough lor you. PavgiHBiE - P5Af» - 5/1D - Bacer Virgin - PS«f44 - ano - Beit 'em up

maybe you'd prefer this balls-out Refreshingly different, but lacks the II you think gameplay is more
implodingly frustrating. Horrid. blastfest. Then again,,. necessary speed and drive. important than graphics this is a ten.

ROOD PIT SHANGHAI TROE VALOR SPICE WORLD STREET FIGHTER COLLECTION
THQ ~ PSU13 - Via - Aran tanAU Sunaoft - reilM? -SnO- Puzzler SCEE - KH35 - 4j10 - Bm, ipice em Virgio - PSU3S - S/IB - Beat 'ei* up

n, .. s !•» - z, :,-:-- Interesting 'build your own hghter' Eolid version of mah-jong. but there up. Movbe. Despite being a bit of a missed

IrnifiiWT 1 niiiiiti 1 idea is mined by dull gameplay. are better puzzlers out there. Rushed-out. non-game. Only for opportunity. SFC is a little slice ofIm^^^HI RODOTRON X SHELLSHOCK
dedicated Spice boosters. gaming historv.

, ;, ,«™» ™™ Bi - PS¥13 - E/10 - Shnt 'en up Ccre-PSU5- 7/1B - Sliuirt 'am ini SPIDER STREET FIGHTER EDLLECTION
Provides 20 minutes of action- it's tanks, big guns and mindless BME - PSUiB - 7/10 - Platfomier 2
packed fun before getting boring. A novel lead character and brilliant Virgin - PSMIS - 7/1B - Beat 'am up

SUPER PUZZLE FIGHTER 2
ROGUE TRIP SHOCK WAVE ASSAOLT

controls mask a samey platformer. For dedicated beat 'em up

aficionados, it's prerequisite relro.

Wr S,!V "OlH> 0( ItV IIKIM .-.njflVdt'l.' G1i - PS¥39 -Sne- DrivinB hiailer EA - PSMS - Sno - 3D thooler SPORTS CAR GT
Predictable gameplay and let down Easy-to-gel-the-hang-of blaster which EA - PSAMS - !/lB - Arcodo STREET FIGHTER El
by the handling of the vehicles. proves too simple to Iruly impress. racing game nUS ALPHA



Uirgin ~ PSl/aS - 9/10 - Beat 'em up

If VOL were a fan of the SFi titles,

(his game will seem lilte a second

honeymnon,

STREET FIBHTER: THE MOUIE
Wrsin - FSU1 - B/IO - Baat 'mi up

Easily the worst title in the

STREET RACER
Ubi Soft - P5AfT3 - 7/10 - Racer

Polished carloon graphics and

STREET SKATER
EA - PS¥4i -mO~ SkatBtunliRg

Matches Cool Boarders 2 for grourd-

gliding thrills, but lacks tracks.

STRIKEPOINT: THE
HEX MISSIONS
Elile - PSU1B - fi/10 - Shaol 'em up

Fast and exciting, but lacks the

salislying dnrnplenily of its rivals.

STRIKER '9B

Drre Wjirner - PSU2 - C/TD -

Football Sim

Like its commentator, Andy Gray, this

game is fun but deeply flawed.

RecammEndBd for the converted.

SUPER PANG COLLECnaN

lyiildly taxing for a short while,

O SUPER PUZZLE FIGHTER 2
Hirfii - PSUIB ^ 9/10 - PuhIe game

Fans of puzzles v^iii find this mad
Puyo Piiyo clone close to perfect,

SUPERSONIC RACERS
Mindscape - P5MTI - 8/10 -

Ultra-competitive eight-player

caitoon racer. Cute and playful.

Ciiv-rauaf-Bno-

O SVNOICATE WARS
a - PSUH - 9/10 - StralBtv action

A superbly atmospheric, dark and
challenging title. Not to be missed.

S^HON FILTER

SEEE - PSmj - 8/10 - Shoot 'em up

Replete with greal features and

engrossing set pieces, but loo short

TANK RACER
Graiar -mm-tnO - -fank ndnq
ignore the ugly face and enioy its

fun-filled solI,

1 - 3D beat 'em u|

ie PlayStation.

O TEMPEST X
InteiUlav - PSU15 - 9/10 ^ Shoot

The ninja games aien'l great. This

one's serviceable. Enjoyable and

TENNIS ARENA
Ubi Soft - PSMSB - T/IO - INibIi aim

Beautifully animated and
imaginative, A worthy addition to thi

PlayStation's tennis-playing family

TEST DRIVE 4

TEST DRIVE 4X4
U ~ PSmn- J/1D - Aixarie

off-rvad racing

TEST DRIVE 5
En - PSUm - KID - Arcade racing

exceedingly average racer. Other

s are more worthy of your cash.

TEST DRIVE: 0^ ROAD
EA - PSm3 - E/10 - Racing game

le one-player game is okay, but the

'0 -player option is poorly designed,

TETRIS PLUS
JUC - PSMIS - 6/10 - Puzile game
- nd enough, but few surprises,

THEME HOSPITAL
EA - PSM31 - 8/10 - Hoapital aim

Quirky, amusing, very clever,

THEME PARK
EA - PSUI - &ia - Buiineis aim

Jliing for patience and cunning.

THREE LIDNS
i - PSHI33 - S/10 - Fonlball aim

Purist's football game, written by

TIGER WOODS '99

EA - PSM93 - B/10 - Bolt aim

lagged graphics and irritating sh(

TIME COMMANDO
EA - PO/nO - 6/10 - Aihentui^

Huge, graphically impressive yarn,

compromised by Fiddly controls.

TDDAL N0.1
SCEE - PSUIS - 010 - 3D beat 'cm up

Boasls a fluid frame-rate and sound
grasp of 3D, but lacks authority

O TOCA: TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP
Coriemutert - PSM2J - 9/10 -

flacmg simulatioi

Excellent: realistic and fun; great

graphics, physics and sound. Plus

amazing track and car detail.

TDKVO HIGHWAV RATTLE
TUB - PSUK - T/10 - Racing go

Passable urban racer which takE

place in city traffic.

O TOMB RAIDER 2
Core - PSdf?S - 10/10 - 30 I

J would have thought it

TOMDI
SEEE - PSmS - 8/10 - Platform

game appealing.

TOMMI MAKINEN HALiy
Eurapreu - PSW35 - B/10 -

TDP GUN
in - PSM1B -- 6/10 - Shoot 'am up

Reasonably proficient air combat

Not half as cheesy as the film.

TOIAL DRIVIN'
Ocean - PSU15 - S/10 - Racing gami

A huge uariety of tracks and cars bu

for some reason it doesn't work as ,

single game.

O TDTAL NBA '9G

SCEE - KM3 - 9/10 - Bailwtball aim

The perfect combination of accuracy

and playability. Sweet hoop dreams.

TOTAL NBA '98

SCEE - raAI34 - B/10 - Baa

Realism aver ease of play,

TRAP RUNNER
Konami - PSmi - fi/10 - Strategy

TRIPLE PLAV 2000
EA - PSVUJ - J/10 - BaiebaO i

A good-looking and playable si

appeal remains ineuitably limiti

O TWISTED METAL 2
SCEE - PSliin - 9/10 - Craih 'ei

Stuffed with detail and thrilling

Pro and FIFA finally get a rival

.

ULTIMATE PARODIOS DELUXE
Konami - PSM1 -- 6/10 - Shoot 'em up

Naslaigic 2D blaster. Belongs to an

TOP FIVE
MUSIC MAKERS

PARAPPA THE RAPPER

kv



PSM GAMES DIRECTORY

TOP FIVE

An al! round party $[* of a gams
you've iusi bought a Play5latior

this. If you love rally cars buy th

O VANDM-HEARTS

U-BALl: BEACH
UOUEV HEROES
Gil- P5«34-a/1D- Anade

of (un. Get a friend re

VICTORY BOXING 2
JVC- psM38-ana-

VICILANTE 8
Acthilsinn - PSmi - 7/10 - Driving

VIPER
Ocean - PSH3,

Hiffht ihBDtar

Djft graDl>ics .

gameplay. A w

UIHTOAl GOLF
Cora -ffiXW- 5/10 -Balfilni

Ugly as a pair of golfer's slacks, b

cdallenging in ihe long term.

VIRTUAL POOL
Intwpliv - K¥1B - &1ID - Pool bI

Superbly presented and rnbuslly

playable, but it lacks ibe dark

originality of Pool Shark.

VIUA FOOreALL
IfiruHi - PSmS - 7/10 - FiMittnll si

Bags of bistory, and nostalgia, bu'

still a pretly average kick-abon.

UMX RACING
FunioH ~ PSH33 - 3/10 - Rgcir

Suffice 10 say l/W^Tis tde pits.

VR BASEBALL
Imerrbi ~ PS¥21 - 5/10 -

le of ti

O WARCflAFT 2
a - PSM22 - 9/10 - CiNnbat itnteg)

More depth and delail than CSC but

perhaps not quite as addkllve, with

the same tDntrol problems,

WARGAMES: DEFCON 1

EA - PSaSS - 8/10 ' Shint 'em up

Uncballenging. but plenty of

WARHAMMER: DARK OMEN
U - PSUSt - 0/10 -

Real-tinie strateg)

Excellent fantasy strategy game with

Improved graphics and gameplay

IHO - PSMM - 7/10 - Beat 'en

Not the best, but sufficiently

different to be worth buying.

SGEE - PSU2 -tnt-

OWAflZ0NE210D
EidoB - PSU15 - 9/1D - Real-time

The best real-time strategy game
available for the PlayStation, but not

for the casual gamer who wants

immediate gratificalion,

WAYNE GREnKVS 3D
HDCKEY '98

Gli - PSM31 - 4/10 - Ice hKtev «m

WCIfll THUNDER
THO - PSim - lym - Wmtlini u
Appal in g playability makes this

unworthy of anyone's 35 quid,

WCW us THE UmRLD
IHO - PSMse - B/10 -

WriBHing aim

moves. But [be gameplay's dull.

WILLIAMS ARCADE'S
GREATEST HITS
BTiWilliani* - PSU7 - 7/10 -

J. Ihey forgot thai bit,

lU

EA - PSUU - SnO - Space camlial

A huge improvement on the previous

title. Plenty of scope and depth

WING OVER
JVC - PSMIB - bio - Arcade

flight liiii

WING OVER 2
JVC - K«4E - 4/10 - FVght aim

Lots to dn, and all of il fiddly and

Di;?ying. gravity defying pyro

Marvellous soundtrack.

O WORLD CUP S8
EA-»«U4-3/10-FeolbalJ
It may have taken five years.

WORLD LEAGUE BASKEraALL
Mindicape - PS«3B - 5/10 -

BnkEtkaT aim

Very hard to get eicited about -

staggeringly average at basketball.

WORLD LEAGUE SOCCER
Eidos - PSmS - 7/10 - FeMhall aim

A player that's always a challenge.

WORMS
Ocean - PS¥l - 7/10 - Pnzde game

WWF: IN VaUR HOOSE
Acclaim ~ PSM15 - &10 -

Wrestling lim

Captures the rank stupidity of th

sport, but looks basic and aged,

WWF WAR ZONE
Acclaiin - PSM37 - 7/10 -

WreiUing aim

lets it down. A particularly repetitive

snowboarding game.

X-COM: ENEMY UNKNOWN
Micrepraae - PSMI - 8/1D - Straleg)

Atmospheric and complex strategy

title. Constantly demanding.

- fSAJM - B/10 -

terms of gameplay as the first tli

XENOCRACY

X-MEN: CHILDREN OF
THE ATOM
Acclaim - l>SM31 - 7/10 - 20

X-MEN US SniEET
FIGHTER EX

Uin|in-(Vll«7-E/ia-Beal
Why settle for a stylised comi

when you can have Tekken 5I

YOYO'S POZZLE PARK
JVC - PSmS - 7/10 - Cute puzzlBr

It won't keep you up 'til four in the

morning, flusr-yl-More- style, but It's

SCEE - PSWIS - 7/10 - Real-tinie

atrategif game

its moments. But Ihey are few

far between,

ZERO DIVIDE

n-<«*«-7/lD-3Bkeat

for a deficit of opening appeal.

ZERO DIVIDE 2
SGEE - KMSB - 5/10 - 3D beat 'en up

Average and really rather r^
disappointing fighting game. I~l
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PlayStationfto

SILENT HILL
COMPLETE WALKTHROUGH FOR
KONAMI'S HORROR CLASSIC

U RilLLY 2

POWSRUNe

EUERY COURSE!
EUERY SECRET!
EUERY CAR!

nPLUS
OMEGA ROOST
COLIN MCRAE
FA MANAGER
F1 '97

ISSUE NUMBER I ON SALE 21 JULY



§yhyjU:i
Every month tKe Official UK PlayStatiOtt Magazine traverses

the world of PlayStation software - m words, pictures

plus on our excluslvc Official demo disc, oont miss an issuei Order today!

loi

back issues include the CD! To order a back i55ue or any other merchandise, tick the relevant box and fill In the coupon below. Enclose your payment, th

end your order to: PSM Bacl< Issues, Future Publishing, FREEPOST BS4900, Somerton, Somerset TAll 6BR. Overseas readers please send Ih
Publishing Ltd, Gary Court, Somerton, Somerset, England TAll 6TB. Alternatively call the number above with your card details Jo hand.

:> Future

D PSM43

n FSM44

n PSM45

D PSM46

n Cover 1 D Co

"3 PSM47

J Beat 'Em Up Special

. PtaySlalion Tips 5

^ Slipcase 1*1

E6.95

£3.95

e 36 PSMTSGSe

£7.95

£4.95

El 1.99

Please choose your method of payment;

1. D Cheque (payable to Future Publishing Ltd. Sterling

cheques drawn on a UK account.)

I enclose a cheque/postal order (delete as applicable) for:

2. D Visa D Mastercard

Card number:

Miss/Mrs/Ms/Mr Initials

Surname

Address

Country Postcode

Date

DricUf you d.„. wish .0,. eiv.d.,.il...o,h.,.p.cUl.f,.rs



points or wore wins a

BIG FI¥E-II
W/n £fO^ 000/

ag063 609090
ereos. ghetto blasters. Sega Vreaweast. PlayStatiom. Nltitendo 64 S- prizes iip to £1

ARWARS. ^^A&-A-6^AM^

ectables 090G9 134271
..„„. ...enace Game 09069 13427^

Mini Disc Recorder'

090E3 609091 Instant Win!

% fret the game of yow
'

...its as easy
, two, three.

"== 1. Select your Machir
2. Select the Game you

3. Guess the secret code t^

Win

&Video!
09069 134274

J/
win Game _

Y Color + Camera!
.» 09069 134275

vin Sony PlayStation plus Game!
09069 134280

Win psx Accessories!
£i;Oi)fPhy»MlinAMa«iria

09069 134281

Win Pentium il pci
09069 134282

^ Win Nintendo 64! «

' 09069 134283

4^ Win Sega Dreamcast!
090E9 134284

Win Pentium II Laptop PC'
090E9 134285 3

iHSwer questions
-

:ap SIX Aliens to

prize from the list. \
I9063 609092 ^
^stan-f Win! prizeiioeoi

Go4CSaalN
I,

Answer questions then

\/f score SIX goals to win
^'' a prize frow the list.

09063 609093
i Insfanf Win! pr

"^C^

Arrest all SIX Power
lowers and win a prize

frow the list.

09063 609094
nt Win! r

•^flfasi

ice of Lakes & Lures I
* Telephone S Addressei

'ating Reel Effect!

Size Indicator!

Databank!

* Calculator Function
* IVIetric Converter

09069 134BBa

^ Sports Watch!
li *Back Light.

'

*Water Resistant V ^
*Stop Watch Function „oi«|S<r

09069 134289

one of these prizes just call ttie teleptione number stiown and follow ttie instructions. Most competitions require a tone ptione. If a competition is marked INSTANT INM
ien you will be told 'i you are a winner during your call. The Big Five-0 has 10 questions worth 1-10 points each and winners must beat a target score. Instant Win compeHoB
3»e multiple choice questions plus a game to decide if you are an instant winner Other Competitions involve multiple choice questions with tiebreaker and end on the 31stAugust
)99, after which they may be replaced by a similar service on the same number Actual designs may vary. Games infomation can not be guaranteed correct.

ntrants must be 16 or over. Calls ar« likely to last 8 mins and cost 60p per minute (09063 numbers) and £1 per minute (09069 numbers), so make sure tiiat you lim
le blllpayer's permission. If you would like a copy of the rules or a list of winners' names, see our web site or send a stamped addressed envelope to the address below, r yon
'6 an INSTANT winnerb send your claim, with claim number to:

foMedia Services Limited'. PO Box 28 Northampton NN1 SDS. Helpline: 01604 542399. Winners Line: 0660 01 1001 , wwvi.lnfoMedla-Services.co.uk



lntrodu€mg CilleHe

«
THREE REVOLUTIONARY BLADES...

AND SO MUCH MORE. m
3 SPECIALLY POSITIONED BLADES.
Tn chni/fl nrnriroc^iVely c/OSef iVl O Single Sfro/cf

PIVOT DESIGN.
' blades a

PATENTED DLC™ COMFORT EDGES.
With MaCH3, you experience less droq one

INDICATOR" LUBRICATING STRIP.

FL FLEXIBLE MICROFINS.
:t your ;

,.,,a up your beard.

^.E CLOSEST SHAVE

IN FEWER STROKES

WITH LESS IRRITATI

The Best a Man Can Get



.ON THE CD.

Anna Kournikova's

Smash Court Tennis^

BUY MAG, G-

TAKE DISC OUT OF CAS

OPEN LID ON PLAYSTATION,

INSERT DISC, SWITCH DN,

=1ESS <- OR -, PICK A GAME

USING ® AND PLAY.

NOT A HARD TASK,

CERTAINLY WOF

FULFILLMENT EUARANTEED!

WS 1 "° SY; Catherine C:hannan

X us an DISSS 1

le are unable ta ;

-iquinSB,

'322B1 ,

USE DISC 48,

ces using left ar

want. At Che er

le of the demos

load It,

he geme
Id right.

^he demc
Id of tht

yu will



.N THE CD]

Omega Boost

Ctoc^



Aironauts

/.

practise your flying skills by reaching ten well as a training areni

check points. The second you have to brush up on your acrol

complete all eight ring sequences, using

thermals to help you along your way. In Ifurther inform
the third you will need to kill all 21 If you're reading this y

drones. However this is slightly harder know. Just m case you'

than It sounds because the drones are review, turn back to p£

Time Slip
PUBLISHER: SCEE j^e door. You need to wait at the

1, where you can ^^N
satics. f^l

ou should already £- ^^
ve missed the S i _.
ige 94. * "*

Opera Of Dest

1 ST^LE: HPG Parody floor after having stood on the panel— and wait for your former self to
1 PMG».« : v.™. - lull ,.m.

^^„^^,^ ^, ^ ,1^^,,^^ ^1^^^ ^„

^B nil pisy thB psrt nf a snail >;rrppn indiratps a rhangp in the 1j^^H who has been caught in a space-time continuum, i

^B space/time distortion and can 1

lot escape. He is thrown back in controls ,

iim leavmg duplicates of himself © Fire '

iverywhere. As every quantum @ Speed up time (useful if ]

ihysicisi knows, bumping into you are standing on a '

mother version of yourself is very switch)
,

)ad news so it needs to be avoided.

The Idea behind David Johnston Snail Scanner 1

ind Mike Coatly's game is to collect At the bottom of the screen is your |

:oins to reach the level exit. You snail scanner. This enables you to

PUBLISHER: SCEE

STYLE; Sirategy

PROGRAM: Yaroze - full game

MMMIW^^ltffM
M ar is a simple premise really.

^H Destroy your enemy's city while

^^ protecting your own from a

similar fate. You begin the game at full

his makes it Impossible go through how far away it Is. strength - 100%, In single-player mode
/ou battle until the end, but in two-

player all IS lost at 10%. Your city is

guarded by cannons that will protect it

iHSI||^B£||rtt
:

from the alien craft commanded by

let at your disposal and this can drop

bombs and unlike your cannon It has

S) Fite

n Cannon Mode:
)-pad Move gun turret

lold down the £; and use the D-pat

3 move the gun post. With *;, buttc

own, ID and ID n

nd down.

nove gun post up

n Fighter Mode:
)-pad Directi

D Rear v,r„

D Top VII

E) Increai

^ Decrea

3) Drop t

;e speed

ise speed

lomb

]es:

e words mean:lere are what thos



.ON THE CD,

Command & Conquer: Red Alert

mmmi

•<§

TotaLDdvinL
ItMtf^WilUkMMitlVi^

highlands for raucous rallying act

Each style offers a new challenge to t

budding digital motorist. The Indy car

'. Soar through the

of the Scottish highlands

ttS9:7i

36 tracks, over six countries, with death-

defying obstacles to ouercome including

al»r»alnue.

avalanches, lava,

this, and it's gom
sheer lunacy,

further in

Crab your spann

PSM25 and tinke

Total Dnvm's Pia

the distance with

under the bonnet of

Test, where it races into

8/10.



Speed Freaks Prince Naseem Kingsley
•'"""'" ^ Boxing ......«,,-.

STYLE: Racer
—"--"^ — _

^

—

iS^2^

lW"¥
^^is^t

^JnosLCY

i.-ttr

I JUST IflVE IT - * •.

RUNNING DOWN THE B^K OF fitf T\moiV.



Call us on: 0181 767 1 101
e-mail: sales@kingcat.co.uk
web: www.kingcat.co.uk
Men/Frl lOam-Spm Sat lOMn-ttpm Sun 1 2pm-3pin

ll.'F
M,.-, P-.U-. .-,-,

, V:
'< % aiaie Afid Blade

^^DukG Niikem Time To Kill

Cu. DlL'P Cover Gdci o iiV 50

P^nfips The Rapper Prince\. Nasccn. Boi.ing £32.50
Rasideni Evil 2 £25.99 V Silent Hill £32.50

Star Wars Phantom Menace £32,50
iger £31.50 Tomlj Raidei- 3 £29.99
Wild 9 £ 1 7.50 WWF Attitude £30,99 ''''tfflVn

Hundreds More tn Stock,,

.

L^. -'isHn

-/ ^^^.^^^

g p& s:z,-ssnrs:;:r- fri

CHOOSE ABSOLUTELY ANY
GAME FOR Ji-i-J.-J-J OR LESS
WHEN YOU BECOME A
MEMBER OF GAMESWIZARD
Call now and start saving immediately with
big discounts on games and peripherals
and a host of other membership benefits

°^*a m/} 2

1 C3mesvujz3rd

E3D.B3 NBA Live 99

£31.99 mi 99

£18.99 PopuHns- .™„.

£18.99 .neBeglnnliig. £??!? ^»:!St f*

^S\ei£ ar E-mail us at: gain8swlzaril@talk21.com
r^ THIS MONTH'S WIZARD DEAL!!:
^*' GdJ Grand Theft Auto, or Grand Theft Auto London
^^ailas!;'^ plus a free gift for r-:'/*" — '"'H discs plus a free

U^^A^ gift for only £2^ ^

_'__ Brian Lara Cricket

Colin McRae Bally

CdoI Biarders 2

Crasb Bandicoot 3

Briver

FI97

FIFA 99

Final Fantasy Vll

leu 3: Deep Cover

(ran Torlsmo

Knockoot Kings

legacy ot Kain 2

Madden llfl 99

Metal (ear Solid

£31 J9 Crincollaseem Boxing £32.99

£33.99
Resident Evil 2 £23.99

£1899
Hiiige Rater Tyne 4 £33.89

£32.99

£17.99

£31.99

£17.98

Rollcage

Rugrats

Spyro tlie Dragon

Tekken 3

£32.98 Tooid Raider II

£34.98 lomb Raider III

£32.98 3EFA Ckamps league £33.99

£31.99 V Rally 2 £31.99

Monaco (rand Prik £32.99 Warzene210D £32.99
Mireis lOFe titles In siDch, please em lor cerrem prices and evallablllty

£32.99

£39.99

£31.99

£31.89

£33.99

£17.99

£32.89

LTJ. RA_NGt OF ^fl*. ^VX , . c/?^^L ORDERS FROM NON-MEMBERS
PERIPHERALS a^ljl'^ )( / ] pSpJyi^ WELCOME NO MINIMUM PURCHASE

J J J J J J- V ^^Sf ^L^ i"«-tUS^, REQUIREMENTS EOR MEMBERS,

Cheque^ostal Orders shoulil'bemade payable ^^ Q Q ^^
OPEN 9 • LflTE to GaniesWizard and sent ro: AM™ ™mm to miUiiliiy Ad^'ied

^11^- GamesWizard. POBTO54IW. Matlock, PB4 2ZG priaat^^taBJBa)CTitBiM).aiJW)

"ri-^ UjjVii^s P:>3ar-ila ;:JJijya==j=kjrj Pr-lcas Dl^jHirr s=i /=jul
1000 Great West Road Brendord TWO gHH - Eire - P.O. Box 6517 Dublin 1.

TOP PLAYSTATION CONSOLE OFFERS Ridge Racer Type 4 £30.99

£2i99

^^I^V ShKkConlraller^^ET^H PlorstctionflDtjalShKk^^h^H Controller pill) on. IganK^^^^H froiriExTroSpKiiibSMion

^^^fl ConlrtilkrpliuMetqIGrarSoli

E9I,»

Rugrals

SileniHilii6 7 99

£28.99

.
£30.99

£24.99

EtbcSpeed Freaks Sept 99

£ll)!.W

£110.99

Spice World. .. .E17 99

. E30.99

E30.99

£31.99

Star Wars Episode 1 Racer SepI 99

Street FIgtiter Alpha 3

fia)-5ta«<.r.ConiASDiK]ISh«liCiinfn>ll«

Ei:i99
Tiger Woods Goll E1B.99

plii)CraihhiDitiool3 £111.99 Toca Touring Cars 2 E31.50

PlayMrion Conuile i. Dud 5>i«k Cnnlnaer TombRaiderS .... E30.99

plus (ids. R««lrp.fl £111.99 UEFA Champion League £31,99

Un Jammer Lartimy .... Etbc^^EE^ Ih^^B VIVA Football E31 99

HBi^aiiSHl V-Rally 2 £33,99

P^n Bi9*al E19.99^^^..bd KiMdWi WBraone2100L—— ' ^JHBH Wing Over 2
,

.
, ,

£31 99
Anna Kornohova s Tennis

. E28.99 WWF Attitude 20.3,99 £29.99

Ape Escape (Dual shock pad oaly)
. e2a.99 WWF Warione £19.99

Apocalypse
. E29.99 X.FilesJuly99 Ethc

Astenx , £31.99

Bloody Road 2 , £31.99 PLAYNOW EXTHA SP ECIALS 1

Brian Lara Cricket , £31,99

Bugs Bunny Lost in Time

, £23,99

Civilisalion 2 . £29.99

Constructor
,

, . . £17.99
. £19 99

. E3D.99

. E30.99

Cool Boarders 3

CrasD Bandi[:ooi 3 Croc
Croc 2 July S9 . £31.99

. E29.99

Die Hard Trilogy

"Ma^'g^'
£14.99

G-Police £17.99
Final Fantasy V1121.S.99

Formula 1 98— ,
,

Gei Deep Cover Gecko

, E1T,99

. E30.99

. E24.99

Lemmings £17.99
Grand Theft Aulo Double Pack . £28.99

. £17.99

C30.99

£31.99

.£18.99

Inl. Super Star Soccer 98

KKND
Knockout Kings ,

Ra/hian .... E17 99

Rogue Trip E14.99
MadOen 99 .£18 99

. £31.99

. £30.99

Marvel Heroes Vs SI, Fighter

Medievil £17 99

Music

NBA Live 99

Need lor Speed 4

. £29.99

.£18.99

, £31,99 Tommi Makkinen Rally

V-flally

Wayne Gretsky Ice HockeyPlayer Manager Season 9B/99

Poini Blank
, ,

,£31.99

.E2B99
£17.99

Poini Blank ? August 99 .Etbc

Pool Shark
. E29.99

Populous the Beginning .E31.99 ; BUY A IwlEMClBV CARO FOR p

Premier Manager 99
. E29.99 £^4--^^ " . for orders by

Prince Naseerr Boxing August 99 . £30.99
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Play Safe Order Form
enippiy

I I
Play Safr(.] .t X;49.95p ,,te ^5.y5p packaging ^

Please debit my card: Ddta.Vis;

{d,

Account Number

MascerCard,*Switch *if S\ .„„,..,..,

date EH-IHI S.gn.K:

Allow up to 28 days delivery. UK mainland only.

Please make cheques payable to; Foam Forms Ltd

POSTCODE TELEPHONE

Please send this coupon to: Foam Forms Ltd, PO BOX 327, Di

Play S,ifc is a ttadenurk urpoaiii Forms Lii

J'M -. \ hcincl^^li

^] Ul -.. f 0906§60

20 music ctl's or
your choice '

t06 960 iai8

timeljoy printer
an<i camera

color gameboy/
0906 960 taao

6 960 lazi



THE ULTIMATE GAMING ACCESSOR
An uniquely made floor cushion with an ergonomic design which allows the gamer

hours of use. Eliminating stiff legs and numbness caused by sitting on the floor. With a
money back guarantee and a ten day delivery time, isn't it time you i^ve your bum a treat?

Phone now on : I^I'I^^«l«li>i,

, or order vjajuinwebsite on .kush.co.u

CHEATS, TIPS, FAXES & SOLUTIONS

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0891

0897

318-401 PLAYSTATION /NEW RELEASE CHEATS

318-402 PLAYSTATION / CHOOSE VOIR CHEATS

318-403 ADVENTURE / METAL GEAR / TR 1, 11 & lU / BROKEN SWORD

318-404 ADVENTURE RES EVIL I & 11/ DISCWORLD I & U / FF7

318-405 PLAYSTATION / EVERY CHEAT WE HAVE / FAXBACK

318-406 ADVENTURE / SILENT HHJ. & LOADS MORE / FAXBACK

318-407 MNTENDO 64 / THE BEST NINTENDO CHEATLINE THERE !S

318-408 SEGA SATURN/ LOADS OF CHEATS

318-417 ,..„ 5EGA SATURN / THE ULTIMATE CHEATLINE

318-420 „ „ JHULTIMAC CODELINE / D2 MAC

t"ill

i
send jou tlie Fax / cheal of your choice anywhiire in the UK. We pay for the outgoing call.

intend© 14 % /^iayS^**^®^

^Jl lines have Voice AND Faxback support

^^^^— rkatCMfc tiM |>bune uunvr belorc uslog thL< svrvii-e / calls aia h()|) pvr mln at all limes.

^^^L^«M|A|Mtoamber cost i\M per niin/ mut cosl O.IHI. taull line IIIMI-SKI-INHH)

to advertise in

Pl^Statidh
' MagazineEj

# * contact

Darren Gratton
on

01225 442244
ext: 2591

We offer a free design ^
and typesetting service



EX FRUIT-MACHINE ENGINEER
REVEALS UNKNOWN SECRETS

Sgve money!

100's

fclElj
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Phone fee! 0800 389 89 41



Letters

ANOTHER MONTH, ANOTHER M?RE OF BOZZLEO TEXT-OAFT. OISNEY IN FFVII

SHOCKER, RIDGE RACER TYPE 4 SUCKS AND PANTS WITH MEN IN THEM.

EDITED BY:
Stephen Pierce,

igEKCLUSIVE PLIVSTAIlin DEMOSi^;

Pl^StatiOii

»2 '"'^'^l

GLAND TIDINGS

PlayStacion Magazine. Why don't you add

a little bit of porn (o your mag? I picked

up another PlayStation mag the olhei

Matt Taylor,

Rickmansworlh

icks! If you added tl

would make a big

mber of mags you s

literature, theatre and TV. Sex Is also a

funky lifestyle pastime perhaps even the

funkiest? Yet we tend to tum to our

beautiful girlfriends when feeling fruity,

rather than gazing in awe at the blotchy,

trowelfed-up tartlets that apparently pass

for titillatlon within other 'games' mags.

PSM also feels this Loadett-viinmbt

approach Is lacking in ityle, originality,

depth, quality and Irony as well as being

childlshlyexploitative of women. You are

right. Such a move would affea our sales,

they would surely di^p off. And as we
currently sell four times as many mags as

our nearest competitor, we'll stick with

what we do best. Iftacid - Ed]

yours. Buy the mag if you want it. Don't if

you don't. If you wished simply to

purchase PSM46, then we offered op four

different Star Wars celebratory covers for

you to pick your favourite. If you are a

Wars completlst, you may have wished to

collect all four. Everyone's a winner. We
merely offered choice to the consumer. We
are sorry you felt threatened by that.

TDMORRDW NEVER DIES

FOUR TD THE FLAW
I have been an avid reader of your superb

magazine forjLst over a year. It has been

an invaluable source of information on the

PlayStation industry, but when PSM46

disbelief. Why the special collectors

edition with four different covers'
I
was

not aware that 46 was a special number
worth celebrating,

I
love Star Wars and

am desperate to see the new movie but I

still don't see the point in having different

covers, it is purely a money-making

scheme designed to con people out of

money. With the same content in each

magaz andn

The PSU males believe that magazine*

Dunwtting to be about PlayStations,

should be about PlayStations - not

scraggy. C-llst 'models', Inventively draped

over a gufi/car/cauldron becaus, the cover

game just happens to be a shoot 'em

UD/drtving game/RPC, We feel

PlayStations are a valid, funky, lifestyle

pastime, just like clubbing, cinema, music.

change, it would be a waste of money for

any customer. You are simply trying to get

people who collect every issue to buy all

four magazines and make more money.

You should be ashamed of yourselves for

using the sort of marketing-bull that

you yourselves try to stop in the

Sorry Justin. We \

when entering your local newsery to

invest in PSM46. you were forelbly held

at sabre point and harangued into

giving up 20 sheets for four differently

sheathed copies Baby, the choice Is

Star Wats, diddly, Star Wars. These
are not Ihe mags you are looking

for Mr Klim. That is iwhere you fail.

Spyhunter (Old Skool Day

'o Loved Me oi le Ata

,, PSM46):coi I

: called The Spy

ST based on

leoftf

obviously. It featured that Lotus and at the

end of the first level it changed into the

submarine and continued underwater,,.

Just like the way the car in Spyhunter

changed into a boat!

A both ^sclnating and rivetting tale Sean.

We are not sure whether to admire your

enviable mental recollections, or chastise

your skull egg^ pedantic leanings. PSM
opts for the former. Even now we are

squatting in a circle, robes of ermine,

balbrtggan and burlap adorn our frames.

Moaning men. Swaying men. The Wand Of
Saxkkraclhabbik is swished. Your

thoughts... To our thoughts. Men scream.

Men sob. Men hug. Your mind is now
drained. We have your knowledge. Your

head, empty. It Is done.

MOVIES, GAMES AND VIDEOS
I am writing in response to 'Metal Gear

Malty"s star letter m P5M46. I can solve

the Sean Barker/David Hayter mystery for

you, I am a huge fan of both The Cuyver

series of animemo'
PlayStation, Now, I

Cuyver : Mutronics

Hero. So I hired

them out. When I

got to watching

Dark Hero, the

main character

sounded awfully

main character in

Dark Hero is

played by David

Hayter, the voice

of one Solid

Snake.

explained

anything so far. but here comes the

explanation. In Dark Hero the character

that David Hayter played was called.,. You

guessed it... Sean Barker! There you go.

Problem solved. Mot thai it was a problem.

Fine Investigative prowess you showed

there BenJI. While adhering your pupils to

such freakazold anime Is not usually

considered a worthwhile pursuit by

professional types such as lawyers,

teachers and accountants, PSMdlsagrees.
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Letters
According to you, an extremelv small

number of the population watch what vou

persist in calling "men in pants," As a

matter of fact around one million people

in England alone watch the WWF, the WCW
and ECW, So if you do publish a report

about IVWF/lflifurfe in your very fine mag,

just try to look at it from the viewpoint of

a fan.

Yours In w restling,

Andrew Jollfffe,

Suffolk

PS: I'd like to s eyou haveanargu ment
about this with Stone Cold Steve A ustin

PSM would be nable to argue wit Mr

Stone Cold, yo are correct. We wo uldb
too busy rollin about on the floor

spewing tears 3f laughter at the si ht

middle-aged man in his smalls, Th t sai

you will find a altogether more

restrained piece of upstanding jou nalis

on the subject of WWF Altitude on page

66 of this very journal. And (herei

will find no mention of panted ma es.

Probably, [Pan 0. actually .. -Ed/

COMBAT FATIGUE
Right, I've Just been round my mate's

house and we played Commandos on

PC and I thought, "That is the most

excellent game I've played!" I came ht

and asked myself, why can't PlaySti

programmers make those types of g;

this fab PC game
gripping, highly enjoyable

the PlayStation?

Please, pie,

buddies down a

You know John, your letter struck such a

chord with (he PSM team that we hoppec

into the company Lear jet and piloted

ourselves down to Eidos' prrvate airfield.

We alighted and

work on the dwarven programmers with

our dirty hoidall full of hog fat, salt, plier

and the like.

"Alright." they squealed in unison

"We'll make Commandos 2 for the

PlayStation, we'll have it in the shops by

Christmas,,, Or a bn later." So there you

go Mr Bnddon, because of you. software

history has been changed. Either that or

they were going to do it anyway. Oh and

for those that don't know Commandos, it

an almost photorealistic, strategy war

zone, with dashing troops, rumbling

Tanks and catastrophic casualties. Lock

to sadism there's no-one better at making

you squirm): Master Miller: Ace Rimmer;

Naomi Hunter: Jennifer Aniston (although

I'm not sure she has the acting quality

needed); Otacon: Bill Gates: Wolf:Jenette

Goldstein {the chick who plays Vasquez in

Aliens, in real life has long hair); Ninja;

Bloke who plays Fong Sai Yuk in Legend

Of Fong Sal Yuk 2. When it comes to kung

fu, there's none finer.

Miss Mantis

Impressive. Most impressive. For those

that don't know, Doug Stone is the guy

who actually does Mantis' voice in the

game. The chop socky amigo you are

referring to is none other than Jet Li. He

was most recently seen playing the kung

fool opposite cinema's Curtis Stigers - Mel

Gibson, wheezing-lardy-pasty-face Danny

Gloverand the A-listJoe Pasquale himself

Joe Pesci. in Lethal Weapon 4. As for your

other suggestions, PSM feels Brosnan is

body with the mind of a I Z-year-old girl.

more degrading proposition, PSM refuses

to recognise the concept of Red

Dwarfism, Ace bleedin' Rimmer and

unutterably unfunny kebabs-in-spacc

jokes. No, no, a thousand times no. Other

than that we quite like your list.

BURN BLUBBER

d 'Gran Tunsmo Cames in the

ne review' We all Alternatively

ent thing on flRr4 columns are

egameplayis ordered by virtu

as... er, let's see of their score-

of PSM and boy (t has struck

raw nerve with me. How ci

you give Ridge Racer Type

9/ 1 and Need for Speed 4

8/IOand then put (VFS-) at

bottom of an Alternatively

How do you

exactly the s

Ridge Racer, Ridge Racer Revolution

and Rage Racer. Again all

games were graphically impressive,

but they had little gameplay. The

gameplay was crap. Hit a car, and

you slow to a speed at which a

tortoise could easily fly past you and

still not break into a sweat, while the

offending car was nowhere to be

seen. I had a second-hand copy of

Ridge Racer and got rid of that, I

didn't even touch Ridge Racer

Revolution and borrowed my
copy of Rage Racer. He has since go

rid of the game because it was crap,

think I played
i

the two weeks I had it, it stayed on

my shelf collecting dust. So there.

Antony Henley,

Poole, Dorset

CAST GIST
I read the letter on the Metal Cear movie

line up, and decided to put together my

already got the MOST amaz
^ver...); Raven: Arnie

rzenegger; Ocelot: Michael 1^

't look like him, but when it i

SHARDS DF PSM
LETTERS
MARINADED IN
LIQUID TERSENESS,

Hack-a-de-ila-dah!
On a par wrtth

having your colon

removed wrtih a

caathanger, or being
served a horse's love

pro-Anna Street Soccer
diatribe is to go mad. The
words Puma and goal

prance over a page
resplendent in pencil and

tiie verbosity goes as

follows. "Me and my

Street Soccer Is bloody

wicked. It's one of the

best looty games ewer.

Giving it a 3/1D is stupid."

No, Sam. Writing goal in

big bubbly writing on your
letter is stupid. Danny
Salby is equally

displeased with PSIH's

scaring methods. "I

rented Ayrton Senna Hart

Oaet Z and I though It was
great. You gave It 4/10. I

would have personally

given it 7/IO." Before

continuing, "I want to get

Into rating games for

magazines, so If you
would like me to play and
rate some of the latest

releases, I'd be glad to

oblige." Judging by your
ffart Due/ Z summary, I

think we'll give it a miss
cheers, Danny. "When
winning a 20-lap race on
Ft '97 my car broke daHvn

on the last lap", sobs
"All I want is

How do I

lot

fixed?" If you turned the

failures oft Allan, you
could win In style. Pay
with them on and you nsk
such hassles. It's a simple

as that. Try reading the

manual tor further

enlightenment. "What's

the point In reviewing
rubbish games like Sports

Car GT [2/ 1 01, Oaterix

[3/101, and WCWThunaer
[3/10]?", mumbles Bmrr
Tsiwi. "Couldn't you use
the space better to do
updates of top titles like

Bbsi 3, Oino Crisis and
HiBtal Cear Sona:
Integralf" Vou mean like

constantly appear in PSIK

as part of our commitment
to bring you the very best,

on-the-money games
news? Oh, and by the way.



A PINCH OF WALT

magazine (Animated Argi

by saying (hat Disney games
precisely because you have

characiers jumping on flying

in a platform styli

HAVEIGOTUIEWSFORYOU TEXT HEAUY

Inspired Adam, but

your suggestion falls

dawn somewhat
when you take into

account Cloud Is a

big-sworded, chop-

alop-a-ding-dong

Aladdin is a sap in

big slacks. Anyhoo,

lt% cenalnly the

closest to a decent

pseudo Disney

game so far...

Any takers?

away a few more

iply life. Perhaps I

lain about the price of

the developers' inability

gs when they say they will

)u all that Ridge Racer

and tiddlywinks is by far

best game euet. On the other

maybe I should keep my
stupid opinions lo myself, wait

until I have something

worthwhile to write about and

petty grievances.

Dumb but happy
Mark Gentry

Ah, the master satirist at work.

While your scribblings fall short of

challenging Art istophanes, Horace,

Voltaire and Swift, there Is still

much to commend. Perchance you

might put yourself Forward to

replace the Sunday 77mes' tediously

snobbish AA cm, whose diatribes

ceaselessly make a self

congratulatory target of the obvious,

while no doubt earning him a fair

whack. Readers, this Is a cry for more

original letters from one of your own.

Take ni

Keep up the good work on the

mag, but I have a complaint.

The first ever Official UK
PlayStation Magazine I bought

was number 20, Way back

then the featui

five innovative and

entertaining features including

playing when drunk and the 50

biggest industry players. And
now I see things like Star Wars

one feature a t

would rather read abi

interesting stuff than things

like Ideas Above Their PiayStati

It Is a mite unfortunate chat you are one
of perhaps five people globally who don't

dig the Star Wars. Perhaps the feature

within this very document (page 54) on

the hl-res wonders of Namco Station will

appease your feature grievances. That

said, one cannot take moanage that

seriously from a dude called Final Fantasy

High Priest, who then proceeds to beg for

Final Fantasy VII assistance. What^
High Priest, did you get your

>s tangled mid skirmish? Out of

pity, and for no other reason

PSM offers this: Connect

Phoenix Summon and Final

Attack materia in any linked

slot. When patty dies, their HP will revive.

Just make sure you have enough MP lo

use the Phoenix Summon.
Perhaps nno/Fanros>' Initiate,

might be a more accurate nomenclature

for you sire. Oh and in the future, direct

all ttppery to Tips Sultan Dan Mayers at

Top Secret, PSM, Future Publishing, 30

Monmouth Street, Bath BAI 2BW.

be lor publicalion unless marked
oUienwIse. We reserve the right to

edit letters for reasons of space or

style. Sorry we can't answer
any letters personally. m

Use your loaf...

...and get a daily slice of news,
previews and reviews

www.futuregamer.com

PlayStation, N64, Dreamcast
and PC news, previews and
reviews updated daily and
delivered to your mailbox.



EXT MOIMT
REVIEW AND DEIUIO!

SPEED FREAKS
MARIO ISma - LONG LIVE THE J//^
FREAKS! PlfHSffam HNALLY GET^^
THE KART RACER IT DESBIVES AND

WEI/E GOT THE EXCLOSIVE REVIEW

AND DBVIOI START YOOR BVGINES...

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE!

QUAKE II

THE STAR OF THE RECENT E3 AND THE MOST ANTICIPATED GAME OF THE YEAR, QUAKEK
IS FINALLY HEADING FOR THE PLAYSTATION IN ALL ITS FODR-PLAYBI GLORY. PSMIfim
TO THE PEOPLE REHIND THE LEGEND AND SHOWS YOU JUST WHAT YOU'RE IN FOR!

"S SPECIAL!

RfiHUISQlliagilSJPliHIPS

NS ON THE

..LOOK, PLOT

PIUS! PLUS! PLUS! PlUSlj

vsis:PSivnms a trip to tokyo

-^ffit00imi/V UNEARTHED

M/W/Wr-ALLRA
• SUPERGRASS VS PSM!

ON SALE FRIDAY 6 AUGUST

ON THE DISC: SPff0/ff£»jrS(PLAYABLQI'-ff;lUK^(PLAYABLE)ZffiylCK0fM/V (ALL-NEW DEMO!) (PLAVABLE)

En ZfflKFIPUIYABLE) TONYHAM'S SKATaOARmVGIfWim MWfiflfK (PLAYABLE) /%>l/VfCffyIZK (PLAYABLE)

MTMmCKmfR\S>mYAR0ZEIfmmTHISISF00TBAUmmG-P0UCE2:WEAP(maFJUSTICEmm
Ml Tl GKUMSWICES BEYOND OUR CONTROL, ALL MAG CONTOyTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTBt THE CONTENTS OF THE DBVIO CO.
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They call them "The «''"°P'^«"° ^"'^'x l^tt' thrthlrfs "ith th.ir^

I^tve. "Travis." A band who >«?! ^ft^f^l^o . Have a read .l«ut

::c:na and stron,e.t al^
^^.^^r"al^ n^^e your ^cher would ^

IZZTZ rat:%rHrarrand «.U ..-ose .ell ua ^re...

», 1, taken fror. the title of a book, wou

vour new album The Han »bo 1« '^» ^ computer a««7
you ever think about naaing a recora

J>*iOv<\uW^do.»(«i!>vtoofft<^'^'^3^ ., _^i^ r„vi«, what

would it be like?

Vv.a<cXeb\ Uli-
^ „ „, the tour bus or in the studio?

IS the ^i«fS"'ir>'Vf[^(^ stiStofo^WiveA\<ei.oa^/Q3^"tl^^

^eTt^ o. you ever ^ay videogame as a k.S:

^ ^ ^ ^^ ^_^^^^ ^^^^
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